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Delightful land beyond all dreams!
Beyond what seems to thee most fair—

Rich fruits abound the bright year round
And flowers are found of hues most rare.

Unfailing there the honey and wine
And draughts divine of mead there be,

No ache nor ailing night or day—
Death or decay thou ne'er shalt see!

Tír na nÓg

Sí an tír is aoibhne ar bith le fáil
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Is fairsing inti mil is fíon
Is gach uile ní  dá bhfaca  súil.

Ní rachaidh caitheamh ort led ré
Meath ná éag ní fheicfidh tú.
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Foreword

By Andy Snoddy—UNI Global Union—Nyon, Switzerland

I was both pleased and honoured to be asked to write the foreword to this  
wonderful Culture Matters illustrated anthology of stories and poems  
for children, written by working-class people, providing an alternative 
narrative to the globally dominant stories of Disney princesses and other 
establishment reinforcing tales. The texts in this volume tell stories  
our children can relate to, whether they are growing up in Ballybeen, 
Ballyfermot or rural Ireland.

This is the third of a set of three volumes of writings by the working  
people of contemporary Ireland. The project is a pioneering venture  
that has been fully supported by the Irish trade union movement in  
recognition of the importance of creativity and the right of the working 
class to express the wealth of their culture, articulate their experience of 
life. This is seen by the labour movement as part and parcel of the struggle 
against constant efforts to marginalise working people, their aspirations 
for an equal society. 

The anthologies that have emerged are profoundly democratic, anti- 
elitist, grassroots. They continue the tradition of pioneers within the 
organised labour movement who have integrated into their struggles the 
power of the pen, of challenging the establishment cultural hegemony,  
of envisioning a future free of exploitation and class. They have used their 
creativity to show up the importance of solidarity and of strength in 
numbers, not individual heroes, let alone princesses. And these principles 
are important aspects of the stories and poems within this collection.

Coming from a working-class Quaker background, I left Belfast over 
twenty years ago to work in trade union organising in Britain, followed by 
Denmark and for the last eight years, I have been based in Switzerland.  
I am involved in organising campaigns around the world. So, it should  
be no surprise that I especially loved the collective actions in the book, 
whether they were mobilizing animals or people, or simply questioning 
the status quo. Nothing has to stay the way it is, just because it has been  
so for a long time. 
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I was also pleased to see stories that recognise the changing nature of  
Irish society, with multiculturalism and immigration to Ireland as well as 
stories that touch on key twenty-first century issues of climate change and 
the environment. 

Living abroad gives you a different perspective on Ireland. History is 
uniquely alive in Ireland. We commemorate our strikes and lockouts and 
from different perspectives our historical and political struggles, whether 
the Battle of the Boyne or the 1916 Rising, the Belfast 1905 Dockers’ and 
Carters’ Strike, or the 1913 Dublin Lockout. All these past events, sometimes 
for good or bad, live on as a presence in working people’s lives. This book 
plays its small part in helping to pass these stories on to another generation.

To all those involved I offer my deepest thanks. I look forward to getting 
home to Ireland, and reading this book to my grandchildren.

September 2021



Introduction

By Jenny Farrell, Department of Languages & Humanities, Galway-
Mayo Institute of Technology and Associate Editor, Culture Matters

If the cultural mainstream is an expression of the ruling ideas in a society, 
and therefore the ideas of the ruling class, then children’s literature is not 
exempt from this. 

In contrast to fairy tales, which express the ordinary people’s fears and 
hopes and which are therefore most frequently about the children of the 
poor, mainstream children’s literature of capitalist society extols the 
middle-class family, its superiority and its values. And a class society of the 
rich and the poor, is presented as eternal, as unchangeable as it is in Enid 
Blyton’s books.
 
Yet, very many children in Ireland and elsewhere live in poverty, and are 
precluded from having a standard of living which is generally deemed 
acceptable by society. They do not find their life experience reflected in the 
books they read. Over eight per cent of Irish children live in consistent 
poverty. Those living in Direct Provision, emergency accommodation and 
members of the Travelling community are not counted in official poverty 
statistics. The rate of children who were deemed as at-risk-of-poverty 
stands at over 15%, the rate of deprivation in children was 23.3% (280,000 
children). It is expected that these figures will continue to rise due to the 
detrimental effects of the continuing Covid-19 pandemic. 

Child poverty impacts on the entire life course of a child, limiting 
opportunities and making it more difficult to realise their full emotional, 
educational, social and economic potential.

These children need literature and art that reflect their life experience, that 
give them confidence in themselves and show how a better life might be 
achieved.
 
William Blake is one of the great early proponents of poetry foregrounding 
the children of the exploited class, most notably his Songs of Experience, 
which focus upon the inhuman conditions endured by the young of  
the working class in England. Written in the years around the French 
Revolution, and published in 1794, Blake highlights ruthless exploitation 
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and injustice by presenting childhood innocence and experience. He is 
quite clear in his understanding of who is to blame: The child sweep’s  
parents have gone to praise God and his Priest and King,/ Who make up a 
heaven of our misery. In Ireland too, authors have written for children from 
the working-class point of view. By working class we mean all those people 
who sell their labour and generally do not receive their fair share of the 
wealth they produce. This includes small farmers, some self-employed, 
people in precarious employment, part-time hours, zero-hours contracts, 
and low pay, as well as embracing the unemployed, homeless, and refugees.

This collection is the third and final volume of a set of three anthologies  
of working people’s writing from contemporary Ireland, published by 
Culture Matters. The first two, The Children of the Nation (Culture 
Matters, 2019) and From the Plough to the Stars (Culture Matters, 2020), 
focused on poetry and prose respectively. Land of the Ever Young contains 
stories and verse for children, by working people, to help them understand 
the world around them and give them the confidence that injustices can  
be tackled, and the world can be changed. All the texts have a profound 
subtext of inclusive humanity and are rooted in Ireland and the Irish 
imagination.
 
Regardless of the age group for which the texts are written, the authors 
encourage a sense of friendship and companionship. Two authors whose 
stories are for the very young, Seónaidh Ní Shíomóin’s St Patricks Day  
and Owen Gallagher’s This is our home! highlight internationalism and 
community, integration without loss of identity, but rather as an 
enrichment.

Jan Woolf ’s Dragon & Fly and Tad & Pole explore questions around  
a growing awareness of the world and one’s place in it, growing up.  
Lauren McNamara’s poem Swimming also shows a child’s consciousness  
of entering a bigger world. Jennifer Horgan’s Anna’s List, for slightly older 
children, invites the reader to enter another person’s life through their 
shopping list.

The prompts Celia de Fréine uses in her two Irish language mnemonic 
verses for the colours of the rainbow, are one, an encouragement to  
do your homework with care, while the second one appeals to a child’s 
imagination and is grounded in the fairy tale tradition; learning by the 
means of the imagination.
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Another appeal to imagination, here to its radical power, is contained in 
Tomás Mac Síomóin’s An Teachín Liath/ The Grey House. To find your 
utopia, you must think outside of the box, not be ruled by the laws of 
society, not be confined by stale formulas or with words/ Prayers also will 
not serve,/ the laws obscure the way/ only the stairs of your heart’s desire/ 
can bring you to his secret. Blake comes to mind.
 
Jim O’Brien’s autofiction A little table for Packy describes a childhood 
experience that children who have witnessed the current pandemic can 
easily relate to: An epidemic of diphtheria had broken out across the city  
and claimed scores of lives. There were two main fever hospitals in Dublin, 
one was in Cork Street and the other one was at Clonskea on the outskirts of 
the city and that was the one Packy was sent to. Packy’s father cannot visit 
him despite his life-threatening illness, because he has to work in England 
to provide for his family.

Another story set in a hospital is Alan Weadick’s Four Eyes, aimed at slightly 
older children. It is set in modern Ireland and explores seeing, literally  
and metaphorically. Like Packy, the boy at the centre of this story is also 
away from home for the first time, the safety of his world shaken. And  
then there is a dawning realisation of another, not entirely benign reality 
outside of his own mind.
 
Several writers re-tell older texts, both Irish and European. Ross Walsh re-
imagines three fairy tales popularised by the Grimm brothers, turning 
them into grim tales of today. Puss in Boots and the Ogre begins: Once 
upon a time, there was a big tall apartment block in a huge city. Most of the 
people who lived in these apartments did not have much money. A female 
cat helps these people set things right. In Walsh’s second story, The Blue 
Lighter, a magician helps a worker to help the workers in a factory: After a 
few days of striking outside the factory, the boss was forced to leave. The 
workers all cheered and celebrated, and then they realised that they never 
had to work under a boss again. Instead of choosing a new boss, they just 
continued working as normal and the money that the factory brought in was 
split equally between all of them. Roles also depart from tradition, and the 
world is thereby turned upside down, in The Wolf and the Woodsman, 
Walsh’s version of Little Red Riding Hood. The Wolf and the Grandma act 
in a very decisive manner faced with a modern day dilemma. Things in 
Walsh’s new fairy tales definitely do not have to stay as they are, and the 
‘weak’ have power when they stand together.
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 Eileen Keane’s On The Mountain is a fond memoir of a small sheep farmer’s 
relationship with his young daughter, teaching her about the work, folklore 
and traditional songs of North Connemara. In this way, the people, who 
work the land, inherit it and everything it harbours, by way of tradition and 
folklore. The people who work the land are its true inheritors: I knew then, 
as I do now, that if the mountains, the sea, and the bogs had a voice, it would 
be like his, fibrous and resonant, causing all that was past to exist in this 
present moment.
 
Staying with tradition and folklore, Anne Mac Darby-Beck’s The Fairy Fort 
tells of a child’s courage, invention, and determination in defeating some of 
the more distasteful characters of superstition, breaking the fear, showing 
that a human child can defeat a fairy king. The world is not incomprehensible, 
it can be understood, and understanding it is a step towards changing it.
 
Gabriel Rosenstock on the other hand shows in The Blind Ones how 
superstition and prejudice blind people and remove them from their true 
heritage. They come to realise: How proud they were now to have such a 
fountain of precious knowledge in their midst. A healer. And blindness of 
another kind is at the heart of Michael Casey’s Fabled Isle, which leads to 
the collapse of an island, where only a boy can see what is happening: He 
wondered how it was that no one else on the island had known what was 
going on under their very noses. Frank Murphy, in his take on class society 
in A New Deal, shows the decadence and hollowness of the ruling class, 
using names in the tradition of Dickens and Robert Tressell, when he writes 
about Count de Loot, De Want of Wantall and the Lady Avarice.

Alan O’Brien, The Old Man and the Blackbird, and Moya Roddy, Seagull, 
explore the kindness of an old man and a young girl towards injured birds. 
O’Brien’s character knows how to treat the blackbird because of his working 
life on the boats: Billy-Bob gently lifted his little friend in his two hands and 
carried him to his kitchen. He knew what to do as he had once seen a sailor 
fix an albatross’s wing on one of his voyages at sea. People’s bond with 
nature is a theme in many of the stories, including Anne Mac Darby- 
Beck’s re-telling of Oscar Wilde’s The Nightingale and the Rose. Assuming 
responsibility for the natural world, of which we are a part, is shown to  
be an aspect of ourselves. Reminiscent of Barry Hines’s working-class  
novel A Kestrel for a Knave, kindness to animals and nature is a measure  
of humanity.



Several authors examine aspects of Irish history. Gráinne Daly, in Gráinne 
Queen of the Seas re-imagines the famous meeting of 1593, between the 
Irish pirate queen Gráinne Mhaol and the English (and in her own way also 
a pirate) queen Elizabeth, wondering how this might have gone. Liz Gillis, 
on the other hand, takes a look at more recent history in her story about 
three young girls involved in the Irish Revolution. These three women are 
examples of some of the less well-known women of the Irish Revolution. They 
were ordinary, working-class girls who wanted to and did, make a difference.   

And Celia de Fréine’s story for the older age group, Wearing the Trousers, 
propels the reader into 1950s Ireland and the important question of 
stereotyping and prejudices against women at that time, encouraging a 
challenge of such assumptions. Although the villagers are strict when it 
comes to religion they’re sensible when it comes to dressing their children. 
Girls wear shorts during the day when playing on the swings and slides. Long 
trousers, or slacks as they’re called, are worn in the evening when going for  
a walk around the commons or sitting on the pier to watch the minstrels  
put on a show. 

Several authors set their stories in schools, or on the block, in easily 
recognisable modern Ireland. Karl Parkinson (Blockhood) uses phonetic 
spelling, to create great closeness to the world of children growing up in 
working-class estates. Douglas Stuart, 2020 Man Booker Prize winner, 
Glasgow working-class born and bred, has said that James Kelman’s use of 
Glasgow dialect in his work (Kelman won the 1994 Booker Prize for How 
Late it Was, How Late written entirely in the Glasgow vernacular) was an 
affirming moment for him, as it propelled the people and the language he 
knew into literature. 

Set in Dublin schools, Declan Geraghty questions the dictate of advertising 
(Saturn 2000s), Camillus John’s zany humour informs The Sponsored Cat-
Squeeze. Moya Roddy tackles bullying in The New Friend and Galway 
children’s action in helping to save the environment in Your House is  
on Fire Your Children will Burn: That Swedish girl’s right—things are 
disappearing. Anyway say hello to your girl for me and tell her to keep up  
the fight. Modern Ireland and the COVID pandemic, its impact on the  
lives of inner city Dublin children, and their active participation in creating  
an archive, is the theme of Cathy Scuffil’s essay Children Making History.  
When we look back at historic events, we very rarely hear or read of the 
experiences of children, especially children from working-class areas.
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All the stories are packed with humanity, tenderness, and wisdom.  
The authors present children and adults, who confront wrongs, challenge 
superstition, injustice, who often see further than others around them.  
The heroines and heroes in these stories are always filled with a sense of  
the common good, and in their totality, as a group, highlight the qualities 
necessary to make society a fairer, better place, a home for a happy future, 
a Tír na nÓg, the Land of the Ever Young.
 
Belief in the possibility of a better future, historical optimism if you like, is 
a feature of these stories, and the treatment of nature is a manifestation  
of a humane way of living. Here, there is an anticipation, and partly a  
reality, of a future world in keeping with our human needs. This aligns 
them with the need Oscar Wilde expressed for a vision of a better home for 
humankind. He calls this Utopia—not an illusion, but a plan for the way 
forward, a realistic dream:

A map of the world that does not include Utopia is not worth even glancing 
at, for it leaves out the one country at which Humanity is always landing. 
And when Humanity lands there, it looks out, and, seeing a better country, 
sets sail. Progress is the realisation of Utopias.

Tír na nÓg is an early mythical Irish utopia, a good place, one that has 
equivalents in cultures around the world—a land of plenty, free of sorrow.  
Such a place can only materialise in the absence of wars, of profit-driven 
greed with its contempt for equality, humanity and the environment, a 
place instead where the common good is the measure of society.

Children read and re-read stories many times. The tales and poems become 
part of their psyche, accompany them into adulthood, and often stay with 
them for a lifetime, acting as a moral compass. This is what makes literature 
for children so very important. 

The images that accompany children’s stories are also remembered for a  
long time, and Land of the Ever Young has been beautifully and sensitively 
illustrated by the artist Karen Dietrich. Her images comment on and 
expand the humanist themes contained in the texts and help make them 
truly memorable for the readers, children and adults alike.

Galway, September 2021
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Remembering the Colours of the Rainbow in Irish

by Celia de Fréine

An Tuar Ceatha
(I)

     
  Dearg       Déan     Red
  Oráiste      Obair     Orange
  Buí            Bhaile    Yellow
  Glas          Ghlan         Green
  Gorm      Ghleoite      Blue
  Indeagó         Is  Indigo
  Corcairghorm  Chruinn Violet

An Tuar Ceatha 
(II)

Dar le mo mhamaí tá fathach                                        Dearg
Ollmhór sa choill ag iarraidh    Oráiste
Buachaillí is cailíní a ithe, fathach   Buí
Gránna le trí shúil ag faire faoina   Glas
Ghruaig fhada fhiáin. Mar sin, bí    Gorm
I gcónaí ar d’aire,’ ar sise. ‘Siúil go   Indeagó
Cúramach is brostaigh ort abhaile.’   Corcairghorm
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Swimming

by Lauren McNamara

Long ago, on a sunny day
When my parents were taller than me

They took me some place far away
It was sandy and sat beside the sea

I ran to the sea
Beautiful big bright blue
The water embraced me
I didn’t know what to do

Then I saw them
In the corner of my eye
A school of fish
Were passing me by

I swam along with them
Trying to catch one
I tried for a long time
But in the end I caught none

I would come close
Close enough to catch them
But I would get scared
It was good to just swim after them

I found a school of fish
Swimming in the sea
I tried to catch them
But they always got away from me
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Lá Fhéile Pádraig

by Seónaidh Ní Shíomóin

Téann Colm agus Oscar chuig an mbaile chun Lá Fhéile Pádraig 
a cheiliúradh. Lá gréine atá ann agus tá rún acu lár an bhaile a  

bhaint amach de shiúl na gcos. Ar a mbealach, tuigeann siad an t-athrú 
atá atá tagtha ar shaol na hÉireann. Tá ríméad orthu go bhfuil a lán 
cairde nua acu anois.
 Lá Fhéile Pádraig atá ann. Lá mór féile ar an mbaile atá ann.  
Tá bannaí ceoil le cloisteáil ar an mbaile cheana féin. Tá ceol na bpíob 
le cloisteáil. Léiríonn goirme na speíre gur lá breá a bheas ann agus 
nach mbeidh báisteach ar bith ann.
 Bhí Colm agus a mhadra, Oscar, ag ullmhú don pharáidcheana 
féin. Rinne Colm agus Oscar gach rud le chéile agus ba é seo ceann de 
na laethanta saoire ab fhearr leo.
 Bhí coiléar glas nua á chaitheamh ag Oscar agus bhí  
suaitheantas ag Colm le dathanna bhrat na hÉireann air: glas, bán 
agus oráiste.
 Rug Colm ar a bhodhrán. Sméid sé ar Oscar. ‘Táimse réidh  
anois, réidh agus ullamh don pharáid!’ adeir sé.
 Ag siúl síos na Sráide Arda don bheirt, rith siad thar shiopa  
an bhearbóra agus chonaic siad Rajeev, a raibh aois Choilm aige, ag 
seasamh ag doras an bhearbóra. Bhí scaif ghlas á chaitheamh aige.          
 ‘Dia dhuit ar maidin! Agus agus cad is ainm duitse? 'Cad as 
duit?' a d'fhiafraigh Colm de.
 ‘Dia dhuit féin agus Muire! Rajeev is ainm dom agus is as an 
India dom!' a d’fhreagair Rajeev.  
 ‘Ach tá neart Gaeilge anois agat ina dhiaidh sin féin!’ arsa Colm.
 'Is é an rang Gaeilge an rang is fearr liom', arsa Rajeev. 
 Rinne Oscar tafann beag cairdiúil agus é go breá sásta bualadh 
le Rajeev.    
 Thosaigh Colm, Oscar, agus a gcara nua Rajeev ag siúl i dteannta 
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a chéile. Chuaigh siad thar shiopa bréagán agus thug siad faoi deara 
Akume, a raibh bratach na hÉireann á caitheamh aige. Ba pháiste é 
freisin dála Choilm agus Rajeev. 
 ‘Dia dhuit is Muire! Cad is ainm duit? Agus cad as duitse?' a 
d'fhiafraigh Colm de.
 ‘Dia is Muire duit féin! Akume is ainm dom agus is as an Nigéir 
dom!’, a d’fhreagair Akume.
 ‘Ach is Gael thú freisin!’ arsa Colm.
 Lig Oscar grúscán beag sásta eile uaidh, agus é thar a bheith 
sásta go raibh cara eile déanta aige!
 Choinnigh Colm, Oscar, agus a gcairde nua Rajeev agus Akume, 
ag siúl le chéile. Rith siad chuig siopa a dhíolann torthaí agus glasraí 
úra. Bhí Mei ann freisin, agus lóchrann de pháipéar Síneach aici i 
gcruth seamróige! Bhí ribíní áille glasa ina cuid gruaige.
 ‘Dia dhuit! Cé thú fhéin cad as duit?' a d'fhiafraigh Colm di. 
 ‘Dia dhuit! Is Muire. Is mise Mei agus is as an tSín dom!' arsa Mei. 
     ‘Ach ta neart Gaeilge agatsa ina dhiaidh sin fhéin!’ arsa Colm.
 Bhí Oscar chomh sásta le madra ar a mbronnfaí cnámh mhór 
shúmhar. Bhí sé ag tafann gan stad gan staonadh. Theastaigh lóchrann 
díreach mar an ceann a bhí ag Mei ó Cholm.
 Choinnigh Colm, Oscar, agus a gcairde nua Rajeev, Akume agus 
Mei go léir ag siúl leo i dteannta a chéile. Rith siad thar bhácús nó siopa 
aráin agus bhí Adrianna ansin. Bhí bratach na hÉireann á caitheamh 
aici, díreach cosúil le Akume.
 ‘Dia dhuit! Cad is ainm duit? Agus cad as duit?' a d'fhiafraigh 
Colm di. 
 ‘Dia is Muire dhuitse! Adrianna is ainm domsa agus is as an 
bPolainn dom!’ a dúirt Adrianna.
 Thug Oscar faoi deara go raibh ribíní glasa ina cuid gruaige 
freisin, ar aon dul go díreach le ribíní Mei.
 ‘Ach tá Gaeilge agatsa freisin!’ arsa Colm.
 Chuimhnigh Colm ar chruinneagán úd an domhain a thug a 
sheanmháthair dó dá lá breithe. Sula dtéann sé a chodladh ní foláir dó 
cuimhneamh ar an India, an Nigéir, an tSín agus an Pholainn a aimsiú 
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ar an gcruinneagán sin. B’fhéidir go mbeidh sé in ann cuairt a thabhairt 
ar na háiteanna sin lá éigin amach anseo. 
 Choinnigh Colm, Oscar, agus a gcairde nua Rajeev, Akume, 
agus Adrianna go léir ag siúl le chéile, guala le guala. síos an tSráid 
Ard. Bhí Oscar ag tafann go sona sásta arís. Grúpa iontach de chairde 
nua amuigh faoi spéir ghlan ar Lá Fhéile Pádraig!
 Faoi dheireadh, shroich siad cearnóg an bhaile, áit a raibh an 
pharáid ar tí tosú. An oiread sin daoine ag caitheamh seamróige ar an 
láthairl! An oiread sin bratacha glasa, bána agus oráiste dá gcraitheadh 
ag an ngaoth!
 ‘Tá Gaeilge againn go léir inniu! ‘arsa Colm.
 Mar ba dhual d’Eireannaigh atá bródúil as a ndúchas!
 Shíl Oscar gurbh é seo an Lá Fhéile Pádraig ab fhearr dár  
chaith sé riamh.
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St. Patrick’s Day

Colm and Oscar go to the town to celebrate St. Patrick’s Day. On 
their way, they realise how much Ireland has changed. They are 

delighted that they now have lots of new friends.
 It was St. Patrick’s Day.
 Colm and his dog Oscar were preparing for the parade. Colm 
and Oscar did everything together and this was one of their favourite 
days.
 Oscar was wearing a green collar and Colm had a badge with 
the colours of the Irish flag: green, white and orange.
 Colm grabbed his bodhrán. ‘I’m ready for the parade!’
 Walking down the High Street, they passed a barber shop and 
saw Rajeev, who was Colm’s age. He was wearing a green scarf. 
 ‘Hello! What is your name? Where are you from?’ asked Colm.
 ‘Hello! My name is Rajeev and I am from India!’, answered 
Rajeev.
 ‘But you are also Irish now!’ said Colm. 
 Oscar gave a very cheerful bark, happy to meet Rajeev. 
 Colm, Oscar, and their new friend Rajeev began to walk 
together. They passed a toy shop and noticed Akume, who was waving 
an Irish flag. He was also a kid like Colm and Rajeev.
 ‘Hello! What is your name? Where are you from?’, asked Colm.
 ‘Hello! My name is Akume and I am from Nigeria!’, answered 
Akume.
 ‘But you are also Irish!’ said Colm.
 Oscar gave another cheerful bark, happy to make another 
friend!
 Colm, Oscar, and their new friends Rajeev and Akume all  
kept walking together. They passed the shop that sells fresh fruit and 
vegetables. Mei was there, holding a Chinese paper lantern in the 
shape of a shamrock! She had beautiful green ribbons in her hair.
 ‘Hello! What is your name? Where are you from?’, asked Colm.
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 ‘Hello! I am Mei and I am from China!’ Said Mei.
 ‘But you are also Irish!’ said Colm.
 Oscar was so happy. He barked and barked. Colm wanted a 
lantern just like the one Mei was holding.
 Colm, Oscar, and their new friends Rajeev, Akume and Mei all  
kept walking together. They passed a bakery and there was Adrianna. 
She was waving an Irish flag, just like Akume.
 ‘Hello! What is your name? Where are you from?’, asked Colm.
 ‘Hello! My name is Adrianna and I am from Poland!’, said 
Adrianna.
 Oscar noticed she also had green ribbons in her hair, just like 
Mei.
 ‘But you are also Irish!’ said Colm.
 Colm remembered the globe of the earth his Nanny had given 
him for his birthday. Before he goes to bed tonight, he must remember 
to find India, Nigeria, China and Poland on that globe. Maybe he can 
visit those places one day.
 Colm, Oscar, and their new friends Rajeev, Akume, Mei and 
Adrianna all kept walking together down the High Street. Oscar again 
barked happily. What a great group of new friends to discover on St 
Patrick’s Day!
 Finally, they arrived at the town square, where the parade was 
about to begin. So many people wearing shamrocks! So many flags 
of green, white and orange! 
 ‘We are all Irish today and every day!’ said Colm.
 Oscar thought this was the best St Patrick’s Day ever.
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Dragon & Fly

by Jan Woolf

For Rory, Gracie and Alice

There were two dragonflies flitting round the pond in Ballygurteen  
one day. One was called Dragon. ‘How did we begin?’ Dragon said 

to the other one.
 ‘I already told you,’ said the other one, ‘and you forgot my name 
AGAIN.’
 ‘Sorry,’ said Dragon, his lovely lace wings whirring away.
 ‘Egg,’ said Fly.
 ‘Your name is Egg?’
 ‘No,’ said Fly, ‘my name is Fly. We began as an egg.’
 ‘The same one?’ said Dragon, settling on a lily pad.
 ‘No,’ you came from your egg, and I came from my egg.
 ‘And then what?’ said Dragon.
 ‘We made friends,’ said Fly.
 ‘No, I meant after being eggs.’
 ‘We became nymphs,’ said Fly, feeling tired, for she had told 
Dragon this so many times, it was like he never listened, he was so 
busy looking at his reflection in the pond.
 ‘What’s a nymph?’ asked Dragon.
 ‘Oh for goodness sake, said Fly, getting cross. ‘Don’t you ever 
pay attention? I told you what a nymph is.’
 ‘I try,’ said Dragon, ‘but my pretty wings are always whirring 
and I don’t hear every word.’ 
 Fly sighed, ‘our eggs sit on the pond, and then turn into 
nymphs, which are like tiny slugs.  
 ‘I was never like a slug,’ said Dragon. ‘NEVER.’
 ‘Yes you were,’ said Fly. ‘We hung upside down in the water.’
 ‘WHAT?’ Shouted Dragon, angrily buzzing around the pond. 
‘No one told me that. It sounds horrible.’
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 ‘You were dreaming about how lovely your wings would be,’ 
said Fly.
 ‘They are gorgeous aren’t they?’ said Dragon. He hovered up and  
down in front of Fly, showing off. ‘So how did we become so lovely? I 
have seen wee folk staring at me by the pond.’
 ‘OK,’ said Fly. When we’re ready to turn into dragonflies, we 
would find some air above the water and open our tiny mouths to 
breathe. And out we would come, buzzing our wings,’ said Fly.
 ‘Are we all as lovely as me?’ said Dragon.
 ‘Yes,’ said Fly. 
Things always change don’t they?’ said Dragon.  
 ‘Always,’ said Fly, ‘they must.’  
 ‘I haven’t seen Tad and Pole for ages,’ said Dragon, peering into 
the pond. 
 ‘That’s because they are now froglets, hopping around the bog,’ 
said Fly. Then she sat on the water to lay her eggs, to make more 
dragonflies and Dragon flitted around to find a midge to eat.  
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Tad & Pole
A tale of two tadpoles

by Jan Woolf

For Rory, Gracie and Alice

‘I sigh that kiss you
For I must own

That I shall miss you
When you have grown.’

from 'A Cradle Song' —W.B Yeats

‘Good morning, Tad,’ said Pole. ‘ What’s the craic?’
 ‘But it’s not,’ said Tad.

 ‘What?’ said Pole.
 ‘A good morning,’ said Tad, looking up at the lovely blue sky 
on the other side of the skin of their dark water home in the Wicklow 
Mountains. So Pole looked up too. ‘But it’s lovely,’ said Pole. ‘Why are 
you so glum?’
 ‘Because I want to be out there, not here in this dim water  
hole,’ said Tad.
 ‘Be patient,’ said Pole. ‘We will be out soon enough, when our 
legs have grown.’  
 ‘What legs?’ said Tad, looking round at his tail.
 ‘We grow legs, and little arms’ said Pole, and then we’ll crawl 
out of here, onto that rock, see?’  
 And they both looked at the rock, leading out of the water, 
reaching towards the bright blue sky. ‘I want to go NOW,’ said Tad, 
angry. If he had a foot he would have stamped it. ‘I hate it in here,  
it’s so boring. I hate those murky old leaves at the bottom, they’re last 
year’s and rotten and they smell of bog.
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 ‘But look at their colours, said Pole. ‘Orange, yellow, and 
brown.’
 ‘And these stones are dull,’ moaned Tad.
 ‘No, said Pole, ‘they shine in the sun.’
 Tad made a noise like bliddlebleddleblonk, which was tadpole 
for a very bad word.
 ‘Don’t be rude said Pole,’ upset. But if Pole had had any arms, 
he’d have put them round his friend to comfort him.  

* * *
But no arms

No legs
Not yet.

* * *

There was a noise from above.
 Quack.
 They both looked up.
 Quack. And everything went yellow. 
 ‘Is that the sun?’ asked Tad.
 ‘No,’ said Pole, ‘it’s a duckling’s bottom.’
 ‘She’ll help me escape,’ said Tad, and he sent a message in tiny 
bubbles up to the duckling 

0o0o0o0.
 ‘Get me out of here,’ the bubbles said.
 And the duckling looked down.' You’ll get out soon enough,’ 
she quacked. ‘Be patient. I look in the water every day and I can never go  
there, only to duck down and get an insect or a bit of weed. I’d love to 
stay a bit but I can’t.’  
 ‘Why?’ said Tad.
 ‘Because it’s not my home.’
 ‘Oh,' said Tad.
 ‘You won’t be there for very long,’ quacked the duckling, 
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‘appreciate it while you can.’ And she waddled off to find her mam. 
 ‘Wise words,’ said Pole. ‘Come on, let’s go and nibble a leaf, to 
help our legs grow.’
 ‘All right, said Tad, grumpy (or a tad grumpy—ho ho). But 
then he looked up again, to that patch of heavenly blue and saw a pink 
dot, getting bigger and bigger. It stopped at the edge.
 ‘Moo,’ it said.
 Tad and Pole both jumped together, and wriggled behind a stone.  
Neither of them had ever seen anything like that. ‘I’m frightened,’ said 
Pole. 
 ‘I’ll look after you,’ said Tad. ‘I’ll leap up, jump in one of those  
holes and then out the other one. That’ll scare it away. But then Tad 
said bladdleybubblyblar—which is tadpole for ‘maybe not.’
 ‘Don’t be afraid,’ said the huge pink beast. ‘I have just come to 
look at you in your lovely home, and have a drink.’
 ‘What?’ said Tad. Drink up our home?’
 ‘We love our home,’ said Pole, looking at Tad. ‘Don’t we Tad.’   
 ‘‘Erm,’ said Tad. 
 ‘Oh all right—I’ll moooooch off,’ said the cow. 
 Then a chattering—riddip, riddup, riddip.
 And both Tad and Pole wriggled to the top of the water, excited. 
‘Mammy, Mammy. Can we come with you.’
 ‘All in good time my little spawn,’ said the frog. Riddip. ‘I’d love  
to be in the nursery, wriggling around without a care in the water—
Riddip. Your legs will be with you soon, Riddip and up you’ll come, 
hopping around with the big guys. 
 And Tad was happy.
 Pole was already happy
 The old leaves were not so foul.
 The dull stones shone.
 They played with the others, and had a really great time.
 Until their legs grew.
 And it was time to be in the real world. 
 And they missed home.



From Age Six
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This is our home!

by Owen Gallagher

It is sunny when Satnam and Simran arrive at school in Dublin. 
‘Let’s get some chalk,’ Satnam says. He draws the shape 

of a samosa on the playground. ‘This is India,’ 
he says: ‘Where Mum and Dad are from.’ 

Simran, his twin sister, draws a long, blue, squiggly line. 
‘This is the River Ganges,’ she says. ‘It is a holy river.’ 

Satnam draws what looks like a top-knot. ‘And this 
is the Golden Temple where people pray,’ he says.  

They both draw the letter V, upside down. 
‘These are the Himalayan Mountains,’ Simran says.  
‘One day we will go there.’ 

Cows, elephants, tigers, and monkeys appear. 
They are very still as if waiting for something to happen.

The two children colour the outside of India blue. 
‘That is a lot of water,’ says Tombo.  

Children wade around the shore asking, 
‘How do I get to Yemen? Iraq?  
‘Where is Africa?’ Tombo says. 

Two boys try to use their feet like rubbers 
to wipe India away. Mrs Doolan, the caretaker, 
sweeps them aside with her brush!
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Before long, India has the colours of the Indian flag. 
‘Those look like the colours of our Irish flag,’ 
Mrs Doolan says, smiling.

When the bell rings, the children line up 
to go into their classroom. 

At playtime, other countries appear, Syria, 
Afghanistan, Myanmar…

By the end of lunchtime, the playground 
is beginning to look like a jigsaw of a world map. 
Countries of all sizes and shapes have risen out 
of the ground. One has goats in a tree eating nuts.

The next morning, Sudan, Somalia, 
and many more countries appear. 
Mountains, deserts and oceans have sprung up. 
People are wearing bright coloured clothes 
and carrying pots on their head. 

The bell rings and the children wade 
through seas and oceans 
to avoid stepping on someone’s country. 
Some pretend they are swimming.

Satnam and Simran look out 
of the classroom window. 
Their faces are as long as new pencils. 

Millions of raindrops are falling, 
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as if someone turned on a shower in the sky,
washing all the countries away.
Soon the playground looks like a lake.  

Satnam and Simran are in the Craft Corner. 
They each blow up a balloon. 
‘It is the shape of the world,’ 
they both say at once. 
They draw a map of India on it
with a picture of themselves. 

Soon, every child in the class asks for a balloon 
and draws a country. 
‘Shall we let our balloons go?’ 
Satnam asks the teacher.

The teacher leads all the children out 
into the playground with their balloons. 
‘Do you think our balloons will fly 
all the way to their countries?’ 
Simran asks her teacher.

‘I don’t think so. 
They are too far away for the balloons 
to get there,’ the teacher replies.

Every child lets their balloon go. 
Except Tombo. Simran asks, 
‘Why don’t you let your balloon go?’ 
‘Because I’ve drawn this country where I am now
on my balloon. I’m safe and happy here,’ he says. 
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In the classroom the teacher gives every child 
another balloon to blow up. Some children 
let the air out and the balloons whiz across the room. 

‘I want you to draw a place where you feel safe,’ 
the teacher says. ‘Then let the air out and take 
the balloon home. When you are on your own 
and feel lonely or frightened blow it up and hold 
onto that place.’

Everyone is busy chatting and drawing on their balloon.

At home time, Satnam and Simran’s parents arrive. 
‘What did you do in school today?’ asks their dad. 
Both children pull out their balloon and blow them up
They have drawn a picture of their mum and dad, 
themselves and their friends inside the country 
where they live.

Satnam and Simran both say: ‘Look! 
We are here. This is our home!’
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A Little Table for Packy

by James O’Brien

Now that you children have lived in a time of pandemic, and you 
know just how awful that is for you and your loved ones, I will tell 

you a story of another time when there was an epidemic and of a little 
boy that lived through those times. 
 When meals time came around, Packy watched with envy as 
the other children in the hospital ward were propped up and then 
given their bed trays (little tables with stubby legs) and some good 
solid food to eat. He was still in the first stages of the sickness and was 
not able to sit up to eat. Instead, a nurse would come and feed him 
from a cup with a long spout and he would lie and be given some semi-
solid food in the only way it was possible for him to eat.
 There were eight other children in the ward and he was the 
only one who was unable to eat properly. Some of those who could 
sit up would not eat the food, because they did not like it. Packy was 
hungry enough and wanted food, any food, but was not allowed to have 
any because his throat was too sore and badly swollen. Afterwards he 
would remember how little noise there was from so many children all 
grouped together but not able to play or even to talk to one another in 
those early days.
 There were many children that year in the fever hospitals. An 
epidemic of diphtheria had broken out across the city and claimed 
scores of lives. There were two main fever hospitals in Dublin, one was 
in Cork Street and the other one was at Clonskea on the outskirts of 
the city and that was the one Packy was sent to.
 He was not allowed to have a pillow or to sit up in the bed for 
the first three weeks and then, although he was given one pillow, he 
was still strapped to the bed with a pair of stays that had long cloth 
straps that were tied underneath the mattress. When he asked the 
nurses when he would be allowed to have his own little table, they 
said, ‘When you get better. You must get better first’.
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 Most of the nurses were kind and gentle except the head nurse 
who was called Sister Dunbar. She was in charge of the ward and ruled 
the younger nurses and the child patients just like the head nun did at 
school. 

One morning he heard one of the nurses whisper of her ‘She’s  
breathing fire today’. So Packy named her Dragon Dunbar and shared 
it with the boy in the bed next to him. This made them both giggle 
whenever she stormed into the ward.
 When his Ma came to visit Packy, she was only allowed to 
look through a window above the bed and to speak to him for fifteen  
minutes on each visit. In the first weeks at the hospital, he had been  
too ill to really appreciate the visits and the short notes of support  
from his father who had to work in England. But as he began to recover 
from the illness, he could keep track of the visiting days and knew the  
days that she was due to come and he looked forward to that and his 
father’s notes very much.
 Some mornings, when he would wake up, he would notice that 
there would not be a child in the bed beside him, and across the ward 
from him there would sometimes be an empty bed. And when he 
asked where they had gone to, he was told they had ‘got better’ and 
were well enough to go on to a convalescent home. He wondered how 
it was that if they had got better, why they had not been allowed to 
have a little table. It was not until many weeks later that he found that 
‘they got better’ was not always true and that sometimes the ones that 
had been very quiet during the day had died in the night.
 One very pretty nurse, was Nurse Kelly—they were never told 
or allowed to call them by their first names. It had to be Nurse Kelly or 
Nurse Dillon and the nurses referred to and addressed each other by 
surnames only. Nurse Kelly told him that he ‘must will himself to get 
better’ and that if he ate all his soft food and did not try to get out of 
the bed, he would first be given one pillow, then a second pillow. After 
that, the stays would be removed, and he would be allowed to sit up 
and be given his own small table or bed tray. Then she smiled as she 
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said, ‘You will be able to do jigsaw puzzles, and we will put a cloth over 
it when your food comes, so that you don’t have to remove it. Now isn’t 
that something nice to look forward to?’
 He came to love Nurse Kelly and as a boy of nine, he could 
understand fully what she meant and he steeled himself to show her 
that he could do it. Then one morning he heard the visiting doctor say 
something in low tones to Sister Dunbar and at lunchtime he was given  
a little tray table. 

The day he was given a little table for the first time was a visiting day 
and he asked Nurse Kelly to allow him to keep it on the bed for when his 
mother came. He would remember forever the look of joy on his Ma’s  
face and the tears in her eyes. She leaned in the window and said, ‘Good 
boy, now it won’t be long at all until you’re back home and sitting at the 
big table with the rest of the family’.
 And that is a true story. I know it so well. Because that boy I’ve 
named Packy, is me.
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Puss in Boots and the Ogre

by Ross Walsh

Once upon a time, there was a big tall apartment block in a huge 
city. Most of the people who lived in these apartments did not 

have much money. Every day the mommies and the daddies went out 
to work and the children went to school. But no matter how hard they 
worked they always struggled to buy enough food to eat, or heat their 
apartments in the cold winter. In one apartment at the very top of the 
tower block, however, there was always enough food and it was always 
warm. In this apartment lived an ogre, and he owned the entire tower 
block. Unlike the rest of the people who lived in the building, the ogre 
never worked. Instead he made everyone else give him money to live 
in his building, and with their money he could afford more food than 
he could ever eat, and he could leave his heating on twenty-four hours 
a day seven days a week.
 Sometimes, even if a family paid the ogre money, he still kicked 
them out of their home and onto the streets. Because he wanted to  
charge other people even more money to live there. This is what 
happened to the Handyman’s sons when their father died suddenly 
one day. Harvey (the eldest son), Hank (the middle son), and Harry 
(the youngest son) were devastated at their father’s passing. Their 
suffering was only increased, however, when they returned home after 
the funeral to find a notice from the ogre telling them that they had to 
get out that day. With no other option left, the three brothers divided 
up their father’s possessions as he had asked in his will and then they 
went their separate ways.
 Harvey was left his father’s van that he had once used to drive  
to and from his jobs. Hank was left his father’s toolkit that he had used 
to fix the problems in people’s houses. And Harry was left his father’s 
cat, named Puss, that had lived with them in the apartment for as long 
as anyone could remember. Harry had always found it weird that the 
cat must have been decades old and yet she maintained the energy of 
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a kitten and the grace of a panther. Harvey and Hank left to become 
handymen in their own right, however Harry had no idea what to do 
with himself. Sitting by the side of the road, with nothing to his name 
but an old cat, he began to cry into his hands with frustration.
 Soon he realised that his father had not been as unfair to him 
as it had first seemed, for the cat was in fact a magical cat. Seeing 
Harry cry, the cat stood up on her hind legs and told the young man 
that she would make it all ok. In shock, Harry stopped crying enough 
to listen to his feline friend speak for, as far as he knew, the first time.
 “Your father was a good man” said Puss," and I know that seeing 
your brothers take his van and his toolkit, the means by which made  
his living, must have hurt when there was little else to leave you. Do not  
fear, though. Your father saved my life many years before you or your 
brothers were born and I stayed by his side in the hope of repaying that  
debt. Now, the time has come and I will help you as your father once 
helped me. All I need to do this is a nice pair of boots!”
 “Why do you need a nice pair of boots?” asked Harry, extremely 
confused as to why a cat would want a pair of boots, and even more 
confused as to how that would help him escape his current situation 
of homelessness.
 “Don’t question it” replied Puss, not wanting to waste time 
explaining to the young man why the right footwear was instrumental 
in all walks of life. 
 Still confused, but without many options left to him, Harry 
fished a pair of leather boots from his bag and handed them to Puss. 
Now outfitted in her new footwear, Puss made her way back into the 
tower block. Once she got to the reception area she asked the young 
lady at the front desk for a pen, a clipboard, and some paper. It was 
not every day that a feline in fine Italian footwear strolled into the 
building, but the young woman’s boss was an ogre and therefore she 
had no problems with taking the weird events of the world in her 
stride. Once Puss had the supplies she needed, she began to work her 
way up through the tower, floor by floor, knocking on every apartment. 
At every door she gave the same speech.
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 “Hello, my name in Puss. I’m sure you know that the Handyman 
who lived in this building died recently, and the ogre has thrown his 
three sons out onto the streets. The Handyman helped everyone in 
this building at least once. Day or night he would answer the phone 
to neighbours like yourselves, pick up his tools and come over to fix 
whatever problems you were having. Burst pipes, mould in the corners, 
walls falling apart. The Handyman fixed it all because it was the decent 
thing to do for your community, and because the ogre never bothered 
to fix any of those problems. The ogre doesn’t care about anyone but 
himself. That’s why he threw Harvey, Hank and Harry out onto the 
streets. That’s why he will do the same to your family the moment it 
suits him. Harry has asked me to organise a petition to stop the ogre 
making people homeless. Will you please sign?”
 Everyone in the tower had known the Handyman, and when 
they heard that young Harry was facing homelessness they were 
shocked. Every single person that Puss talked to agreed to sign her 
piece of paper, and agreed to stop giving the ogre money until he 
stopped kicking people out of their homes. So many people wanted 
to sign that Puss had to keep running down to the front desk for more 
pens and paper, the pens running dry after each floor and the paper 
filling up several times per floor. 
 Eventually, Puss reached the top of the tower where the ogre 
lived. By now, word had spread up the floors of the building that the 
people living in the apartments were going to stop giving the ogre 
money, and that made him very angry. The ogre loved money more 
than anything in the world. Every time he kicked a family out onto 
the streets he was filled with joy at the thought of how much more 
money he could charge the next family to live in that apartment. He 
also made sure that nobody could interfere with the flow of money into 
his pockets. If anyone suggested that he should not charge people so 
much to live in the tower, he ate them all up in one gulp.
 So when Puss knocked on the ogre’s door, the ogre was already 
screaming and shouting in a rage. He was a terrifying sight as he 
opened the door. Standing seven feet tall, with great bulging red eyes 
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and slimy, lumpy grey skin. He looked down at Puss in her leather 
boots and roared.
 “WHAT DO YOU WANT, CAT?!!!”
 “I have a list of people who want to stop paying you money”  
replied Puss, holding the sheets of paper that everyone had signed. 
 The ogre turned back inside his apartment and puss followed. 
The ogre wanted the list, but he was also too proud to admit that he 
needed it.
 “I don’t need that list, I’ll just kick everyone out onto the  
streets. And if they refuse to leave, I’ll turn into a great dragon and  
eat them all up!” he shouted, not caring who heard him.
 “You can turn into a dragon?” asked Puss, her crafty feline 
mind beginning to hatch a new plan.
 “Of course!” shouted the ogre, and then he demonstrated. His  
huge body twisted in on itself and expanded, and in the blink of an eye 
there was a massive grey dragon squeezed into the large apartment.
 “Ogres can transform into anything we want, it’s part of the 
reason that we’re so much better than everyone else and why we 
deserve everyone’s money” the ogre continued, his pride swelling up.
 “But what about something small?” inquired Puss, “A 
hummingbird? Or a worm? Or even a mouse?”
 The ogre laughed. Of course he could turn into small animals  
as well as big animals! He would never miss an opportunity to show  
off though, especially since Puss seemed so impressed with his powers. 
The more he impressed the cat, he believed, the easier it would be to 
get that list. The ogre started by twisting himself until he was a tiny 
hummingbird, flitting around Puss’ head. Then he twisted himself 
again until he was a wriggly little worm on the floor. Finally, he twisted 
himself until he was a small grey mouse looking up into Puss’ face. 
Suddenly, Puss pounced on the ogre and swallowed him whole, just 
like the ogre had done to so many people in the past. 
 Puss returned to Harry and told him that the ogre was gone,  
and he could move back into his father’s apartment. Soon after, 
everyone else in the tower heard from a talking cat wearing fine leather 
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boots that Harry had gotten rid of the ogre, and that nobody would 
have to pay money for a home or get kicked out onto the streets again. 
They were all so grateful that they pooled some money together and 
bought Harry a new toolkit, so that he could become a handyman just 
like his father taught him. 
 Harry continued his father’s legacy by fixing all the problems 
in the tower, from burst pipes to walls with holes in them. Puss became 
his partner, helping to get rid of any mice and rats that people were 
having issues with. 
 Sometime after this, Harry met a beautiful young woman while 
unclogging her toilet. They fell in love and had three young children 
who loved to play with Puss, just like Harry and his brothers used to 
play with her in their younger days. And they all lived happily ever after, 
never having to worry about keeping a roof over their heads ever again.
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The Blue Lighter

by Ross Walsh

Once upon a time, in a land far, far away, a soldier was returning 
home from war. His small wages had long since been spent, and 

he had no money for a place to stay for the night, so he continued 
walking towards his hometown without rest. On the way, he came 
across a frail old woman sitting by a tall oak tree, quietly sobbing. 
Despite his tiredness, he felt as though he could not pass by without 
helping and so he approached the woman and asked her what was 
wrong.
 “Oh such a terrible fate has befallen me, young man. My 
husband was a soldier like you, and he died in the war. But he was 
always afraid that I would be robbed in the night while he was away 
fighting for our country, so he hid all our money in a hollow at the top 
of this tall tree. But now he is dead and I am much too frail to climb 
the tree. Would you please take pity on me and go up there for me? 
Truly I do not care about the money, the money is yours to keep. All 
I want is my husband’s favourite blue lighter that he left up there as 
well. It is all I have to remember him by now.”
 Taking pity of the old woman, the soldier agreed to help her 
and so he began to climb up the tall oak tree. For hours and hours he 
climbed, even though he was very tired from his journey. Just when 
he felt like he might fall asleep in the middle of climbing, he reached 
the top of the tree and found the entrance to the hollow. Once he got 
inside the tree, the soldier realised that this was a magic tree. Inside 
it was as big as a house, and the floor was covered in piles and piles of 
gold coins. It seemed like there was enough gold to make mountains 
out of it. The soldier had never seen so much money in all his life. One 
thing he could not see, however, was the blue lighter the old woman 
had asked him to find. 
 As the soldier searched through the mountains of gold inside 
the tree, suddenly one of the piles began to rumble and shake. The 
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soldier began to feel afraid, and just as he was about to turn around and 
climb back out of the magic tree a dwarf popped up from underneath 
the gold. The dwarf was dressed all in red, and he had a wild mane of 
bushy white hair and a big bushy white beard. Before the soldier could 
say a word, the dwarf pointed at him and began to shout.
 “You there! Why have you disturbed me while I was sleeping?!”
 “Forgive me” replied the soldier, “I did not know there was 
anyone sleeping up here. I am but a poor soldier, returning home from 
war with no money to my name. I face a future of sleeping on the 
streets and begging for the charity of others. On my way home I met 
a frail old woman who asked me to climb this tree and find her dead 
husband’s blue lighter, and she promised me all the money I could 
carry.”
 The dwarf could see that the soldier was a good man, so he 
lowered his voice and, from his jacket pocket, he produced the blue 
lighter.
 “My name is Carl,” he said, “and this blue lighter is a very special 
lighter indeed. But not for the reasons you think, young soldier. The  
old woman at the foot of the tree lied to you, none of the gold and 
treasures you see belong to her, or even to me. They belong to nobody, 
and to everybody, should the people have the knowledge to reach them. 
The old woman is a witch, and she wants the treasure for herself. I  
will give you the blue lighter, and as much money as you can carry, but 
you must promise me you will not allow that witch to get her hands 
on any of it.”
 The soldier promised Carl that he would not give the old 
woman, who was actually an evil witch, the blue lighter or any of the 
gold and treasure from the magic tree. Carl helped him fill up a huge 
bag with money, until it was so heavy the soldier could barely lift it. 
Then he stowed the blue lighter in his shirt pocket, bid Carl farewell, 
and climbed back out of the magic tree. While he was climbing back 
down the tree, the soldier could hear the witch talking to herself far 
down below him. 
 “When that soldier gives me the blue lighter, I’ll knock him out 
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and cook him up in a delicious stew!” she cackled.
 The soldier knew that if the witch saw him he would be cooked 
into a stew, but there was no way to climb out of the tree without her 
seeing him. Suddenly, the soldier had a fantastic idea. As quietly as he 
could, he moved the huge bag of money that Carl had helped him pack 
until it was right over the witch’s head, and then he dropped it. For a 
few seconds the bag whizzed downwards through the air, and when it 
hit the witch she disappeared in a puff of black smoke.
 With the witch gone, the soldier was able to climb down the tree 
and continue on towards his hometown with his huge bag of money.  
Once he got there, he lived like a king. He rented the biggest apartment 
and filled it with the most expensive furniture. He wore the most 
expensive clothes to the most exclusive parties, where he ate delicious 
food with fancy people. But after a while, his huge bag of money began 
to get smaller and smaller. The soldier had to move out of his nice big 
apartment into a tiny attic. He had to sell his expensive clothes. Instead 
of delicious food he ate scraps, and the fancy people didn’t invite him 
to exclusive parties anymore.
 One cold winter evening, the electricity in the soldier’s tiny 
attic apartment was cut off, because he could no longer afford to pay 
his bills. There were no jobs going in the town these days, so he had to 
live off whatever was left from the magic tree. Alone in the dark, the 
soldier could not even see his own hand in front of his face. Suddenly, 
he remembered the blue lighter in his shirt pocket. He pulled it out 
and lit it, watching the flame appear and light up the room. In the blink 
of an eye, Carl the dwarf appeared in front of him.
 “Hello again, my friend!” said Carl. “I see you’ve found the 
secret of the magical blue lighter. He who lights the flame may ask 
anything he wishes of me”
 “I wish my electricity was back on” replied the soldier, not fully 
believing that the blue lighter was magical.
 Carl snapped his fingers, and the lights turned back on without 
a moment’s delay. The soldier’s eyes went wide when he realised that 
he could have anything he wanted. However, he had learned his lesson 
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when he was rich and the money ran out. 
 “Carl, for my next wish can you get me a job?” he asked.
 Carl smiled and nodded, snapping his fingers once again. This 
time, a uniform appeared on the soldier’s bed.
 “Tomorrow, go to the factory at the edge of town and a job will 
be waiting for you.”
 With that, Carl disappeared into thin air and the soldier went 
to bed, happy that he had a purpose in his life once again. 
 Working at the factory was a tough job, but the soldier enjoyed 
it. Mostly, he enjoyed becoming friends with his co-workers. From day 
one they accepted him and made him feel included. But all of them 
had problems of their own, too. Fred’s wife was very, very sick, and he 
could not afford to bring her to a doctor. Bobby owed a lot of money 
to the bank, and now they were threatening to kick him out of his own 
house and leave his family in the street. Huey had a daughter who was 
smarter than any of the other children in her class, but Huey did not 
have the money to send her to college to get a better education. The 
three men told the soldier about their problems as they worked, and 
the soldier told each of them that he would see what he could do. They 
laughed because they did not think the soldier could do anything, 
since he had never told anyone about his magical blue lighter.
 After work, the soldier went home and used the blue lighter, 
and when Carl appeared he asked the dwarf to fix his friends’ problems. 
Carl used some of the money from his magic tree to fly the best doctor 
in the world over to cure Fred’s wife. Then he paid off the money that 
Bobby owed to the bank. Finally, he sent up a scholarship for Huey’s 
daughter to go to college. Having finished his tasks, he returned to the 
soldier’s home to let him know.
 “You know, I wouldn’t need to fix these problems if your boss 
was paying you fairly” the dwarf said, right before he disappeared 
again.
 The soldier thought long and hard about what Carl had said. 
It was true that the Boss at the factory did not pay the workers a lot 
of money. Maybe he could not afford to? But that could not be right, 
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since the boss lived in a huge house that looked like a castle, and he 
owned ten different cars, and the soldier remembered seeing him at 
all those exclusive fancy parties he had once gone to when he was rich. 
The soldier realised that his boss was rich only because he paid his 
workers so poorly. Fred’s sick wife not getting treated, the bank trying 
to take Bobby’s house, Huey’s daughter nearly having to give up on 
college, none of that would have happened to the boss because he had 
all the money.
 The next day in work, the soldier began to share his thoughts 
with the other workers in the factory. Many of them agreed that the 
boss was paid too much and they were paid too little. And it was not 
as if the boss worked harder than they did. Most of the time, he sat up 
in his office on his big comfy chair and watched funny videos on his 
computer. The soldier knew this was true because every time he had 
gone into that office, that was exactly what the boss had been doing. 
Meanwhile, all the workers were sweating and running around doing 
their jobs. In fact, the soldier began to think that he and Fred and 
Bobby and Huey and all the rest of the workers would do a better job 
of running the factory themselves than the boss did, and he happily 
shared those thoughts with everyone around him.
 Unfortunately, from his fancy office with its big comfy chair and  
expensive computer, the boss could listen to everything that was 
happening in the factory and he did not like what he was hearing. The 
boss loved having lots and lots of money. Like the soldier once had, he 
lived in a big house with lots of expensive furniture. He wore the most 
expensive clothes to the most exclusive parties, where he ate delicious 
food with fancy people. If the workers in the factory asked for more 
money, the boss would no longer be able to afford the furniture and 
the clothes and the food that he liked. And he definitely would not be 
able to afford those thing if the workers made him leave the factory! 
He knew he had to get rid of the soldier if he wanted to keep all the 
money for himself. A few days later he called the soldier into his office 
and asked him if he missed being a rich man.
 “Of course I do” replied the soldier, “but not because of the 
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expensive house and fancy clothes and nice food. I was foolish when 
I had money and I spent it all on myself instead of helping people. If 
I could go back, I would not have been so selfish with my wealth. And  
if fortune smiles on me in the future, I will not make the same mistake 
again.”
 This upset the boss, because he knew he could not bribe the 
soldier with riches. So instead, the boss fired him and sent him home 
with no job. The soldier was heartbroken, as he did not want to leave 
his friends in the factory. That night when he arrived home he pulled 
out the magical blue lighter and lit it, and Carl appeared as always.
 “Carl” he said, “can you get me my job back?”
 Carl laughed, and he told the soldier to go to the factory the 
next morning as usual.
 “You don’t need my help to get your job back” the dwarf 
winked.
 The soldier went to the factory the next morning as Carl had 
told him to, but instead of the usual sound of machine whirring and 
buzzing he heard chanting. In front of the factory all the workers had 
gathered around and refused to go inside. They carried signs telling 
the boss to leave, and shouting that they wanted the soldier to return. 
The soldier now understood what Carl had meant, he did not need a 
magical blue lighter when he had the support of his fellow workers to 
stand up to the boss.
 After a few days of striking outside the factory, the boss was 
forced to leave. The workers all cheered and celebrated, and then they 
realised that they never had to work under a boss again. Instead of 
choosing a new boss, they just continued working as normal and the 
money that the factory brought in was split equally between all of 
them. They found that this worked much better than before, because 
now all of them could afford to pay for a doctor, and buy a house, and 
send their children to college. 
 After a while, the soldier decided to light the blue lighter again, 
and when Carl appeared the soldier hugged the dwarf and handed the 
blue lighter to him.
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 “Thank you for everything you have done for me, but I do not 
need this anymore. I have everything I need now.”
 With that, Carl disappeared back to his tree, to wait for another 
person to climb up and seek the blue lighter. And the soldier, with all 
the workers, lived happily ever after.
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The Wolf and the Woodsman

by Ross Walsh

Once upon a time, in a small town on the edge of a great forest, 
there lived a little girl who loved to play among the trees. Her 

parents, who were afraid of the forest with its tall trees and dark paths, 
always dressed the little girl in red so that she would always stand out 
against the green and brown of the forest. And because the little girl 
wore bright red clothes every day, everyone in the town took to calling 
her ‘Red’.
 One morning, a man came to Red’s house to talk to her parents. 
He was big and tall, and he wore an orange vest and a yellow helmet. In 
his hands he carried a huge chainsaw. From her bedroom, Red could 
hear the man talking to her parents in the kitchen.
 “I’m a woodsman” he said “and I’ve been hired to clear out a lot 
of the forest on the edge of town. Once we’ve cut down the trees, we 
can start building big office buildings on some of the land, and using 
some of it for farming cows and pigs and sheep. I just wanted to go 
around and warn everyone in town to stay out of the forest for the next 
few weeks. The falling trees could be dangerous, but I’ve also heard 
that there are big, bad wolves roaming around looking to eat little girls 
like your daughter.”
 After the Woodsman left, Red’s parents called down and asked  
her to go to her Grandma’s house. Red’s Grandma lived in a tiny 
cottage deep in the forest, and she would not have heard about the 
plan to cut down the trees and start building skyscrapers and farms. 
If nobody told her, a tree could even fall down on top of her cottage! 
They all agreed that it would be best if Grandma came to live with 
them in town until the Woodsman had finished his work. So Red and 
her parents packed a basket filled with cakes and sweets to bring to her 
Grandma, and the little girl set off into the forest.
 The forest was dark, with huge old trees that reached up into 
the sky. Squirrels and rabbits and foxes ran through the leaves and 
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twigs covering the forest floor, and birds sang beautiful songs to each 
other from the tree branches high above. As Red skipped down the path 
to Grandma’s house, bees buzzed and butterflies fluttered around her 
head, and a badger pulled his head up out of his burrow to wave at 
her. Red felt a little bit sad thinking that all these big trees would be 
cut down and replaced with skyscrapers made of steel and glass and 
concrete. Where would she play when her parents were busy at work? 
She knew, however, that if the Woodsman and the other adults agreed 
that cutting down the forest was a good thing, then they must be right.
 The badger and the butterflies were not the only residents of  
the forest to see Red as she skipped along the path to Grandma’s house. 
In the shadow of the tree, the Wolf crept along near the path that 
Red was on. His golden eyes glinted out from the darkness of his pitch 
black fur, as did his long, silver teeth. With powerful, graceful leaps, he 
bounded ahead and jumped out onto the path in front of Red.
 “Hello, little girl” he said, his deep voice bouncing around the 
trees. “What are you doing so deep in the forest today?”
 “I’m off to see my Grandma” she replied “I have all these cakes 
and sweets for her, and when we finish eating them all I have to bring 
her back to my house in town.”
 “Why do you want your Grandma to leave the forest?” asked 
the Wolf, licking his lips at the smell of the basket full of cakes and 
sweets. He loved sugary treats more than anything, and Red’s basket 
smelled delicious.
 “The Woodsman is going to chop down all the trees so his 
friends can build big skyscrapers and farms” said Red, “and my parents 
are afraid that Grandma won’t hear the Woodsman’s chainsaw and a 
tree will fall on top of her in her house!”
 “Well you had better run along to Grandma’s house then” 
said the Wolf, grinning widely and showing his big sharp teeth. “We 
wouldn’t want anything to happen to her”. And with that, he ran off 
into the forest again. What Red didn’t see was that once he was hidden 
by the trees, the Wolf turned and ran as fast as he could towards 
Grandma’s cottage, his stomach rumbling all the while.
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 Red continued to skip along the path. Even though she had  
heard the Woodsman say that the Wolf would eat a little girl like her,  
she thought he had been perfectly pleasant during their brief encounter 
and so she had no fear that he would come back and eat her. Instead she 
focused on the beautiful butterflies and buzzing bees all around her 
head. The butterflies were shimmering in every colour of the rainbow, 
and the bees seemed to dance with each other through the air. She  
was so enchanted with the butterflies and the bees that she did not 
even notice the time pass on the journey down the path through the 
forest to Grandma’s cottage.
 After a while, Red could smell the woodsmoke of Grandma’s 
fire, and even the faint smell of freshly brewed tea. For a moment, she 
wondered how Grandma had known to put on a pot of tea for her, but 
that thought quickly faded as she skipped into the small clearing in the 
trees where Grandma’s cottage sat. She ran up to the door and threw it 
open without knocking.
 “Grandma!” she shouted, excited to see her favourite person in 
the whole wide world. 
 Grandma was sitting at the kitchen table, with her back to the 
door. She was dressed in a fluffy pink dressing gown and fluffy pink 
slippers and her grey hair was full of rollers. She turned around, holding 
her cup of tea, and waved to Red to come into the kitchen. Then she 
turned back to face her guest. For sitting at the kitchen table right 
across from Grandma, sipping on his own cup of tea, was the Wolf.
 “Lovely to see you again, Red” he grinned, his long silver teeth 
and golden eyes sparkling in equal measure. 
 Now Red began to feel afraid. After all, why would the Wolf have  
visited Grandma unless he intended to eat her? His plan must have 
been to eat her for a starter, then eat Grandma for the main course,  
and finally have the cakes and sweets in her basket for dessert. While  
all these thoughts were running through Red’s head, Grandma turned 
around again.
 “Well don’t just stand there, dear” she said. “Mr Wolf here tells 
me that your parents gave you lots of cakes and treats for me. Sit down 
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here at the table and share them out while I pour you a cup of tea.”
 Despite her fear, Red did as she was told. She sat down at the 
table and began to pull all sorts of cakes and treats out of her basket 
and shared them out among three plates. The Wolf began to lick his 
lips again, before reaching for a slice of red velvet cake.
 “I must say, red velvet really is my favourite kind of cake” he 
announced, nibbling all the while on his treat. “I hope you haven’t got 
the wrong impression of me, my dear. I would have walked with you 
to Grandma’s house but in all the excitement I quite forgot myself. I 
just had to get over here and share the news about that Woodsman you 
mentioned.”
 “Yes it’s all very awful, isn’t it?” noted Grandma as she set a 
steamy cup of tea down in front of Red. “I really don’t know what the 
townspeople are thinking letting that Woodsman chop down all the 
trees. And for skyscrapers and farmland, no less!”
 Now Red was not feeling so afraid, but she was confused. As 
she sprinkled a little bit of sugar on a slice of apple tart for herself, she 
wondered why Grandma was friends with the Wolf who liked to eat 
up little girls. She also wondered why Grandma did not think cutting 
down the trees was a good idea when all the other adults were happy to 
hear about the skyscrapers and the farms that were going to be built. 
Rather than sit in silence though, she decided to ask her Grandma 
these questions.
 “Well dear,” replied Grandma, tucking into a chocolate croissant, 
“Mr Wolf and I are friends because I quite enjoy his company, and I  
can assure you that he has never eaten a little girl like you in his life!  
He also has the most wondrous singing voice in the world.”
 The Wolf grinned sheepishly at the compliment and continued 
to devour his red velvet cake.
 “As for your second question,” Grandma continued, “I think it’s 
the height of foolishness to go cutting down trees to make room for big 
ugly skyscrapers and farms. A skyscraper isn’t alive like a tree, is it? It 
doesn’t give us wood for our fires and fruit for our tables. The badgers 
and the foxes and the rabbits and the mice can’t make their burrows in 
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concrete like they can in the roots of a tree. The birds can’t make their 
nests against cold glass. And all this talk of farmland! There’s more 
than enough cows around thank you very much. They’ll eat up the 
grass and the flowers and everything else, and then there will be no 
flowers for the bees and the butterflies. No, I think it would be much 
better to leave the forest as it is. People like us rely on the forest just as 
much as animals like Mr Wolf do.”
 Red realised that her Grandma and the Wolf were right. The 
forest was home to all the animals she had met on her way down the 
path to Grandma’s cottage. It just would not be right to take that away 
from them. Where will the badgers and foxes and mice live? Where 
would the birds sing? It would be the same as the Woodsman using 
his chainsaw to tear down the house where she and her parents lived. 
They all agreed that they would have to stop the Woodsman from 
destroying the forest before it was too late. 
 The next day, Red’s parents were very worried because their 
daughter had not returned from the forest with Grandma. Despite their 
pleas to wait just a little bit longer, the Woodsman insisted on starting 
his work to cut down all the trees. Time is money, he insisted, and the 
sooner the skyscrapers and farms were built the richer he and his  
bosses could become. At the edge of the forest, lots of diggers and  
trucks were parked waiting to remove the trees that had been cut 
down. Everyone in town had gathered near the diggers and trucks to 
watch the Woodsman start his work.
 Just as the Woodsman was about to start up his chainsaw and 
get to work, someone suddenly shouted and pointed to the trees. 
Between the green leaves and the brown bark there was a hint of red 
getting closer every second. Soon Red emerged from the trees, and 
stood defiantly between the Woodsman and the forest. Behind her, 
Grandma and the Wolf walked out from between the trees, followed by 
all the animals of the forest. There were badgers and foxes and rabbits 
and mice and squirrels and deer all standing side by side. Overhead 
the birds sang marching songs, calling more animals to join them. The 
bees and the butterflies flew around everyone’s heads, filling the air 
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with beautiful colours. It looked as though every living thing in the 
forest had followed Red and Grandma to stop the Woodsman.
 “What is going on here?!” shouted the Woodsman, his face 
turning bright red with anger.
 “We won’t let you cut down all these trees” replied Red defiantly, 
“the forest belongs to people AND animals and you can’t just cut it all 
down for money.”
 That made the Woodsman even angrier. His face became as 
red as a strawberry, and his arms began shaking and smoke began to 
billow out of his ears. There was no way he would let a little girl stand 
in his way, even if there was an army of forest creatures behind her.  
He would cut his way through everything in his path until he finished 
the job. With a bellow the Woodsman started up his chainsaw and 
stepped towards Red and the forest. Before he could reach her though, 
a tiny bee landed on his hand and stung him. The pain of the sting 
shocked him so much that he dropped his chainsaw on his foot and 
cut it clean off. With a cry he started hopping on his one good foot  
and crying in pain. At that moment the Wolf began to creep up 
behind him and, with a howl, leaped through the air and swallowed 
the Woodsman whole. 
 The creatures of the forest cheered and celebrated, and once 
Grandma had explained the importance of the forest the townsfolk 
joined in too. From that day on nobody ever tried to cut down the 
forest. If the townsfolk needed to cut down a tree, they made sure 
that none of the animals needed it and they planted two new trees 
afterwards. Red and her parents decided that, rather than get Grandma 
to leave her cottage in the forest, they would move in with her so  
that they could stay together as one big happy family. As for the Wolf, 
he still visits Grandma and Red every day for a cup of tea and a slice 
of red velvet cake. And all of them, human and animal, lived happily  
ever after.
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Saturn 2000s

by Declan Geraghty

You could f loat on air, the commercial said. And anyone who  
was anyone had a pair of Saturn 2000s. I got mine. I don’t think 

floating on air feels like this but they’re comfortable enough.
 Hey said Tony, I see you got your Saturn 2000’s. Welcome to 
the club my man. The bell rang and it was break time. And we all 
went out to play. Amy was in gymnastics, she went twice a week, once 
Wednesday evening and then on Saturday afternoons. She had loads 
of medals and won loads of competitions. It was amazing how she 
could do so many cartwheels and backflips without getting dizzy. She 
didn’t have Saturn 2000’s though.
 Billy called over, hey Ken. Could you kick us that ball over? No 
problem I said, and I picked it up and threw it over. Billy looked at me 
funny and went back to playing football. I don’t want to get my Saturn 
2000’s dirty, I told Tony. I get you man, neither do I. Billy was one of 
the best footballers in our school. He was always picked to play and 
scored loads of goals and even scored a free kick one day from miles 
back. He doesn’t have Saturn 2000’s though. And I wonder would they 
be good for playing football, but I don’t want to risk damaging them.
 We all gathered around Pete. He was really funny and told 
great stories that made us all laugh. He told a story about when he and 
his little sister Violet went to the zoo and how the monkeys started 
copying his and his sister’s movements. He jumped around scratching 
under his arms like a monkey. We all laughed. Pete wasn’t wearing 
Saturn 2000’s either.
 The bell rang and we all sighed as it was time to return to class. 
Mr Murphy our teacher came out. He was the smartest teacher in the 
world and he once went to see Liverpool play Real Madrid. He wasn’t 
wearing Saturn 2000’s. I looked at Tony. I told him I don’t think Saturn 
2000’s are that important. He nodded his head and said I know.
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Anna’s Note

by Jennifer Horgan

Anna had kept the stranger’s note in her pocket
She’d been told by that lady in Tesco to pick it up 

Afraid it might contain a secret, she’d left it untouched 
Slipped between the denim and cotton of her jeans

Later, she found a quiet corner, a fold 
on our blank white walls to flatten back the creases

It seemed to reveal very little
Two columns in faded blue ink:

Broccoli                                    Mince meat
Cauliflower                              Infacol
Chickpeas                                Boy’s shampoo
Soup

She was surprised I think—to see it framed
A reminder of each receipt, bill, slip and list

All those paper treasures we barely notice
Close to where, and what love is.  
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On The Mountain

by Eileen P Keane

My father was an early riser, up with the dawn and often before. 
Heedless of weather, he’d roll out of bed and dress in the dark. 

He wore more or less the same clothes every day. His work pants had 
become waterproofed over time, with the oil from sheep fleece and 
hard labour. And these substances, had over time, reinforced the 
fabric to the consistency of a soft leather that resonated with the smell 
of mountain and sheep. A woollen jumper that had been darned, and 
darned again, at elbow and cuff, he pulled over the shirt he’d worn to 
bed, for my father was no pyjama man. Sturdy wellingtons that were 
moulded to his strength, an old suit jacket akin to his oily pants, a 
baggy woollen hat, and he was attired for his day. 
 He didn’t do tea or breakfast of any sort at that hour, but always 
a slice of soda bread was slipped into a pocket. A talisman or remedy 
for or against the dreaded Féar Gorta, the hungry grass. The Féar Gorta, 
my father said, could ‘roul a man,’ meaning it could cause a grown 
man to fall down in a faint. The Féar Gorta lay in the land, usually 
on long worn cósains—walking paths—or close to isolated dwellings 
that were ruined and deserted. In those places, one could, without 
warning, be overcome by the agony of starvation. It occurred where, 
during the famines that had ravaged this place, people, sometimes 
alone, sometimes whole families had died from starvation and fever. 
These events still prowled the living memory of those like my father 
whose people a generation or two back had seen their own and their 
neighbours succumb. My father claimed that their mortal remains had 
lain there without a marker of any kind, the memory of their passing 
counted and held only by the mountain and accessible only to those 
with the facility to feel into the earth. 
 On exiting the front door he’d reach his hand and grab hold 
of his walking stick from where he’d left it the night before. He’d cut 
it himself years before and now its knobbled handhold fitted the 
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contours of his closing fist like a nut in its shell. He’d head for the 
cowshed where the dogs in the dingy confines of their hay bed, in the 
tight attic above the calves, waited for him, their bodies were already 
electric in anticipation. When he pushed the door ajar they’d come 
like bullets before him and then behind, gauging his humour by smell 
and adjusting their gait accordingly, good humour meant freedom to 
wander ahead, foul meant heads down, tails tucked in, at heel. And off 
they’d head over the old road up through the oak woods zig-zagging 
the cliffs out onto the mountain proper. 
 Up there on the first rise, he’d turn and survey the Kylemore 
valley. Here enclosed within the grand arc of the Twelve Bens mountains 
lay the map of his adult life. The magnificent Kylemore Estate with its 
lush green acres and walled gardens, the fine herd of a hundred Friesians 
and a bull Queen Medb would have fought for. It was to there he came 
as a young man and set to building the nuns’ sheep herds. With an eye 
for a good ram that would be unlikely to put a ewe in trouble, he rarely 
lost a lamb. And for the ewes that did go to their knees in the throes of 
lambing, he’d bend and without hesitation yet with great and gentle 
care, take the lamb by hand. 
 Since the nuns sacked him, the sheep herds, left to soft men 
with no feeling for mountain, had all but died and he was glad of it. 
‘Serves them right,’ was what he’d say ‘a bad bunch.’ Nuns, priests  
clergy of any kind were first in line for his disparagement, ‘Evil, the lot 
of them. ‘He would pronounce whenever an opening appeared. My  
mother would sometimes offer that, ‘sure they’re not all bad Tom. 
There’s good in everyone.’ To this on a good day, my father would offer 
a look of incredulity and might add, ‘good or no good, I wouldn’t trust 
any priest or nun as far as I could throw them.’ 
 On those mornings, up on the mountain with the sun making 
its slow ascent he’d turn his back to the valley—to his life, to nuns and 
priests, his wife and his too many children, to his rage and his fear, to 
the bog to be cut, to the spuds to be sown, to the pig to be butchered, 
to the bills to be paid, to his never-ending thirst, and he’d head towards 
the rising sun.
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 Knee-deep in sedge, his feet swallowed the miles as the 
mountains came alive to him and thrilled in his presence. Grouse rose 
and scattered low over the heather, and slowly, out there in the timeless 
emptiness, his head eased itself, and all the demons that plagued him 
fell away. They could not pass with him into this communion with 
the wilds. They’d lay in wait for him though, and on his return, they’d 
cloak him in his familiar rage.
 The first memory I have of being out on the mountain with him, 
I was perhaps not yet four years old. We stood on top of Currywongane 
Hill with our gaze fixed on Glaishlaun, his home place, some ten miles 
to the north. We watched a wintry sun there as it pierced the bank of 
clouds that hung low over the slate-grey sea and flipped it to silver. 
‘There’s Inis-eagle.’ He said as he pointed to a small island under Maol 
Reidh. ’Tis many the night I slept out there with the auld fellas. It isn’t 
known the amount of salmon we caught.’
 Around about us, scattered along the spine of the mountain, lay 
granite boulders. One balanced precariously on a cliff-edge, discarded 
by a glacier as it gouged its way westward, it lay upended—cursed to  
an eternity of topsy-turvy. Before us, cliffs tumbled down to an expanse 
of bleached sedge. 
 ‘I have to go down here below, that Tomeen Conroy’s ewe is 
caught in the cliff. She’s as contrary as himself.’ Tomeen Conroy’s ewe 
was actually my father’s ewe. Daddy had names for every one of his 
sheep. By breed, previous owner or character. The one-eyed ewe, the 
jumper, the scratcher. 
 As he made to leave me, the wind seemed to grow stronger and 
it pushed me forward. I clung tight to him fearing I would be sucked 
out into the valley below, where the wind-whipped mountain sedge 
fled outward in what seemed to me to be a futile attempt to outrun it. 
 ‘In there, good girl yourself ’ he said as he bent and led me to 
an opening between two boulders. Without complaint, I made my way 
into the dark as he rolled a rock to block the entrance.’ You’ll be safe  
as houses in there.’ he called. Hunkered in the mossy dark, I listened 
to the howl of the wind as it prowled about my dark cave, and for a 
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long time, its lonely whine was all that I could hear. 
 Then, in the distance, his voice rose: ‘Awaay out, Awaay out, 
Awaay out, good dog, good dog, good dog.’ Prince, our golden collie 
and my best friend, with her ears back, and hair blown to the contours 
of her skull, would swim the wind. 
 In time, his calls and whistles came closer. I could hear the 
squelch of his heavy step as it sunk into the mountain. He was singing 
now. 

He was always cold  
But the land of gold 
would hold him like a spell.

I knew then, as I do now, that if the mountains, the sea, and the bogs 
had a voice, it would be like his, fibrous and resonant, causing all that 
was past to exist in this present moment. He was gifted like that. As 
he rolled the rock away from the entrance, his face was shining with 
delight in me. ‘Well, you’re a mighty girl’, he said. 
 As we began our homeward journey, I sped along beside him, 
him singing and contented, and me, filled with humming happiness. 
Being in his orbit pleased me greatly. To be there by his side as he 
worked, was all I needed.
 In those early years—or perhaps they were merely weeks or 
days, as in childhood, each new dawn is indelibly marked on the skin 
of our becoming—as he walked and worked, I was there by his side. 
 He taught me songs and rhymes. We built a shed. 
 We, Sean, my brother, two years older than me, Daddy and I 
rode in the ass and cart along the green road to the woods for stones. 
On the way home, we sang: 

Goodbye Murisheen Durkin 
Sure I’m sick and tired of working, 
No more I’ll dig the praties,
No longer I’ll be free. 
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For as sure as my name is Carney 
I’ll go off and be right famous, 
And instead of digging praties, 
I’ll be digging lumps of gold.

At home, he lifted me from the cart and in one swift movement, he 
placed me on this shoulders and then balanced a rectangular rock on 
top of his head. ‘Hold on to that! He schooled me. I held it in place as 
though my life depended on it. Quickly then, he loaded his arms up 
with three more rocks and then, still whistling Mursheen Durkin, he 
carried his mighty load in the path and around the house to where he 
was building the shed. The shed, a dry stone lean-to with a galvanised 
roof, became the new place for the toilet bucket. And, once the bucket 
was full, it became one of my jobs to go with my older sister Breege  
and empty its contents into a deep hole that Daddy had dug in the 
boggy field.
 Back then, I don’t remember wanting my mother very much, 
just him—the smell of him. In the evenings, I pulled off his wellingtons 
as he sang: 

Big arsh Beagle sat on a needle 
Way down in sweet Mexico
Now poor Big Arsh Beagle
Has pins and needles in his toe.

Later, standing between his legs, which were spread on either side of  
the fire, I would use Mammy’s darning needle to dig into the layers  
of calloused skin on the palms of his workman’s hands. I’d retrieve  
even the most deeply embedded thorns from briars and the barbs  
of blackthorn that were buried there. My father revelled in my 
determination and in my fearlessness. Where others might have  
recoiled for fear of causing pain, I persisted until the task was completed. 
 ‘Fair play to ya, you are some girleen’, and he’d cover my head 
with one of those palms and give it a ferocious rub.
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The Fairy Fort

by Anne Mac Darby-Beck

Old Mikey lived in a cottage on the edge of the village with his 
two grandsons, Daire and Eoin. The only thing of value they 

owned was a pony called Mollie Donn. Old Mikey took Mollie Donn 
to work with him on the large farms which covered the slopes of the 
hills around the village. Every year, Mollie Donn gave birth to a foal, 
which they sold at the market in the local town, earning extra money 
for the family.
 When they were not at school, the boys worked with their 
grandfather. Daire was very popular in school and the best in his class. 
He was proud of himself and sometimes just a bit vain. He compared 
himself with Eddie the Runner and thought how lucky he was. The 
boy known as Eddie the Runner was certainly not the brightest but 
he was good at sports and he loved to run. He ran everywhere. He was 
also good at making rhymes. He could make them up on the spot, on 
any and every subject.
 The valley was mostly a peaceful place. However, on top of a 
faraway hill, there was a fairy fort hidden behind a circle of tall, dark 
trees. Outside the fort, the hill sloped steeply down to a bog and thick 
bushes. The fairies rarely came down to the valley and the people 
never went near the fort. But sometimes …. things happened. Small 
children were never allowed to wander about in the fields alone and 
farm animals had to be guarded at night. Most people had never seen  
a fairy close up. But during warm, summer evenings the fairies could 
be seen playing wild games on the slope of their hill. The sound of 
their sharp cries carried across the valley, to the people listening below.
 Daire longed to get a closer look at the fairies but his 
grandfather warned him, in his sternest voice, never to go near the 
fairy hill. One sunny evening, Daire was returning home with Mollie 
Donn, when he realised he was near the bottom of the hill. Suddenly, 
Mollie Donn’s ears began to twitch and Daire heard the sound of 
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voices. Because of the thick row of bushes, he could not see the hill but 
he knew it was that time of evening when the fairies came out for their 
games. Curiosity got the better of him, and he felt he just had to get a 
little closer. He got down from the pony’s back, and tied her to a bush. 
Quietly he stole through the bushes, until he was able to see the slope. 
It was even steeper than it looked from the valley and the fort looked 
tall, dark and mysterious.
 The fairies were lively and quick. They were only about three 
feet tall with green skin the colour of cabbage caterpillars. They had 
small noses and their ears were flat against their heads. Their old clothes 
were tattered but clean. They all wore pointed hats and their leafy-
green hair, which stuck out underneath, looked wild and uncombed. 
They wore no shoes on their hairy feet.
 One of the fairies sat on a high stone, attended by the others, 
who ran back and forth fetching him things: food, drink, a long stick, a 
large wooden spoon. He wore a circle of flowers around his hat.
 “He must be the king”, Daire thought.
 There was a strange game of football going on. At least fifty 
of the little people were taking part. Daire could see no referee and it 
soon became clear that there was no need for one; there were no rules. 
There was no penalty for biting, kicking or scratching. Play was delayed 
when fights broke out. The king’s attention was totally taken up with 
the game. He waved his arms about and shouted at the players. It was 
difficult to tell if he was trying to encourage them or tell them off!  
The players took no notice of him anyway.
 Daire’s attention was also totally taken up with the game. He 
was marvelling at how high these small people could kick a ball when 
he suddenly found himself face to face with one of them. He had not 
noticed the little fellow come skipping along the bottom of the hill. 
They stared at each other in surprise. The fairy recovered first; he began 
yelling and pointing. The game suddenly stopped and poor Daire 
watched as the whole band of fairies ran down the hill. He quickly 
came to his senses, and with the sound of their angry cries in his ears, 
he stumbled through the bushes and ran. He ran and ran until his sides 
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ached so much he could not run any further. He looked back but there 
was no one following him. He listened and could hear no angry voices. 
He stopped, panting with relief and sat down on a clump of rushes.
 Then he heard, away in the distance, the frightened whinny of 
a pony. He jumped to his feet.
 “Mollie Donn!” he gasped.
 In his fright, he had forgotten the pony. Now she was on the 
slope of the hill, surrounded by dozens of little hands and faces. There 
were at least ten fairies on her back, cheering excitedly. No wonder 
they had given up chasing him. They had found a much nicer prize.  
The fairies led Mollie Donn towards their fort and she disappeared 
behind the trees.
 Eoin sat beside Daire on the old settle bed trying to comfort 
him. Old Mikey, his face red with anger, paced the floor.
 “Have I not told you over and over again never to go near that 
place? Have I not told you time and time again how nasty they are? 
Now you have lost us our only bit of wealth...” he added in a softer 
voice, “...and almost lost us yourself as well.”
 Eddie the Runner’s father tried to calm the old man down.
 “At least the boy is safe, Mikey”, he said, “and tomorrow evening 
we’ll see if they bring the pony out and find out what they are going to 
do with her.”
 The villagers waited impatiently next evening for the fairies to 
appear. At the usual time, they trooped out of their fort. Behind them 
trotted Mollie Donn with as many fairies on her back as before and 
the added nuisance of one swinging from her tail. As the games went 
ahead, she was galloped wildly about the hill. Daire winced when he 
heard her frightened whinny.
 After dark, Old Mikey, his grandsons and many of the 
neighbours went back to sit in Mikey’s kitchen. They said very little. 
Eddie’s father was wondering where his son had got to when the lad 
himself came panting into the kitchen.
 “We have to get the pony back”, he gasped, “They don’t 
understand horses.  They galloped her about the field until her mouth 
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foamed.”
 Eddie’s father was shocked.
 “Did you go up there?!”
 Eddie shrugged his shoulders.
 “They’d never catch me”, he said, “even if they could run as fast 
as me, they’d never run as far as I could. Anyway, I wasn’t silly enough 
to let them see me. I was well hidden.”
He grinned at Daire, who blushed angrily.
 Eddie began to tell them what he saw. Mollie Donn was galloped 
about non-stop until she was exhausted and covered in sweat. If she 
tried to stop, or throw her unwelcome riders off, she was slapped with a 
stick. She carried ten fairies on her back with others swinging from her 
tail and mane. Although the king didn’t have a turn himself, he seemed 
to be delighted with the pony and paid more attention to her than he 
did to the football game. Eddie said that if Mollie Donn was left much 
longer in the hands of the fairies, she would soon be seriously injured.
 The shocked adults talked over the ways they might rescue 
Mollie Donn. Daire went to Eddie and thanked him for going into 
danger, for Mollie Donn’s sake. Eddie cheerfully said it was no trouble. 
There was silence in the kitchen. Eddie gave a little cough and much to 
the astonishment of everyone he announced:
 “I know how it can be done.”
 Perhaps Eddie was not the smartest boy in the village but he had 
plenty of common sense. His plan, although risky, was well thought 
out. At first the adults would not agree to it, especially his father. But 
Eddie and Daire argued it out with them and in the end, they agreed to 
the plan.

The following evening, twelve of the villagers made their way from the 
village and stole quietly into the undergrowth at the foot of the hill. To 
Daire’s disgust, his grandfather left him with Eoin, at a tree a few fields 
back, with stern orders to wait for their return.
 The people waited patiently and eventually the green band  
of fairies came out of the fort. This time, mounted gingerly on Mollie 
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Donn’s back, sat the king. The king’s attendants swarmed around the 
pony to steady her and make sure she behaved herself. The fairies  
were slow to start their games. They were more interested in watching 
to see if their king managed to stay on Mollie Donn’s back.
 Suddenly their attention switched to a weirdly dressed person, 
who came skipping out of the bushes. Eddie the Runner was dressed 
in bright, ugly clothes because it was well known that fairies were 
attracted by bright things. It was also known that insults and teasing 
made them angry. Eddie began to jump about and chant a funny rhyme. 

 “Stupid fairies think you’re grand,
 Take yourselves off to another land.
 Hairy feet, twisted knees,
 It’s no surprise you’re full of fleas.
 Green faces make me sick,
 I’d like to smack you with a stick.
 Short, stumpy little things,
 If you want to catch me, you’ll need wings.
 You’re not so clever, not so bright,
 You’ll be running after me all through the night.”

The fairies listened in astonishment. Then, yelling with rage, they  
ran after Eddie who took to his heels and, still chanting his rhyme, 
disappeared through the trees. Much to the delight of the rescue party, 
the fairies attending the king deserted him and joined in the chase. He 
clung in terror to Mollie Donn’s mane. Then Mollie Donn, realising 
she had the advantage, threw the king to the ground with a mighty 
buck. The rescue party lost no time in running forward to lead the 
pony away. The king was left on the ground kicking and screaming, 
like a toddler having a tantrum.
 Daire was overjoyed to see them coming down the hill, leading 
the beloved Mollie Donn. He ran forward, patted and hugged her.  
She whinnied in excitement and nodded her head up and down.
 “Come on quickly”, Old Mikey said, “we must get well away.”
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They hurried down the valley. Eddie’s father kept looking anxiously 
backwards towards the fairy hill.
 “I hope Eddie will get away all right”, he said.
 Everyone in the village came to meet them, clapping and 
cheering. They were pleased because they had won a victory over the 
fairies. There was still no sign of Eddie.  Even Daire was beginning to 
worry.
 “That’s it”, Eddie’s father said, “we’ll put the pony in her stable; 
then I’m going back to look for Eddie.”
 But as they made their way towards Mikey’s cottage, who 
appeared at the door but Eddie the Runner, smiling as usual. He had 
already changed out of his bright clothes.
 “The kettle is boiling”, he said to the astonished people, “I’m 
going to make some tea!”
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The Old Man and the Blackbird

by Alan O’Brien

Bird does not sing because it has an answer, it sings because it has a song.
                                                                                                                        

—Chinese Proverb

Billy-Bob was a very contented and energetic old man. After  
working hard for all of his life, sometimes on the land and 

sometimes on the sea, he had retired and had settled down alone in 
his family’s cottage on the edge of the small town where he was born, 
called Gleannglas. 
 The little cottage was cosy and warm and always kept tidy and 
shipshape. Everyone in Gleannglas said that the cottage was especially 
lovely. 
 It may have been just a little cottage, but it was one with an 
enormous back garden. Billy-Bob knew and loved with pride every 
single inch of his garden, and spent most of his time there.
 In his garden he grew apple trees, blackberries, gooseberries, 
strawberries, pear trees, cabbages, potatoes, carrots, peas and much 
more besides. He had many different varieties of flowers of all shapes 
and sizes, types and scents, from roses to foxgloves to rhododendrons. 
Billy-Bob even had a beehive sitting down in a quiet corner of his 
enormous garden where it would not be disturbed and which provided 
him with honey every year.
 Also, the garden made much music for him to enjoy. His  
heart bubbled with the gentle humming of the bees going about their 
business, and at times Billy-Bob sighed with pleasure at the various 
songs and calls of the different garden birds. On other times he would 
smile pleasantly at the wind gently whistling through the branches of 
the trees and flowers and bushes, making it all rustle and sway and 
ripple and softly hiss. 
 But Billy-Bob’s most favourite music from his garden was the 
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music made by his little friend—a blackbird that Billy-Bob named 
fondly Blackbird-Jack—who would come each evening and sing many 
sweet and pleasant tunes for the old man as he sat under his damson 
tree. This always made his heart smile. 
 It was on a fine and fresh spring morning as Billy-Bob was 
working on his potato patch when the two first met. Billy-Bob was 
working hard turning the soil of some fallow ground for the year’s 
potato-crop. As the ground was dug, big juicy worms appeared and 
Billy-Bob noticed that the garden birds gathered at a safe distance, 
waiting for him to move away so they could swoop in and win a worm 
for themselves.
 But one little blackbird was a brave sort, and landed on a perch 
much closer to Billy-Bob than the rest of the garden birds. When Billy-
Bob turned a fresh sod of earth, juicy worms appeared, and the little 
blackbird tooted a little song that caught Billy-Bob’s attention. “Oh 
you want your pick of the worms do you?" said Billy-Bob, then he took 
three steps away and watched the blackbird swoop in, grab the juiciest 
worm and shoot back to his perch with his prize.
 Billy-Bob thought this was very clever. As he worked at his 
digging he would talk to the blackbird, who usually cocked his little 
head in wonder at Billy-Bob as he watched for another worm to appear. 
Sometimes Billy-Bob could swear that the little blackbird’s eye gave 
him a friendly wink and he would chuckle softly.
 Then a little poem came to Billy-Bob that was inspired by 
another poem from long, long ago:

Me and my friend, Blackbird-Jack,
’Tis our tasks that we are at,
I dig the earth and the soil it turns,
Then Jack swoops in for the juicy worms!

Yes indeed, oftentimes he was found flitting from perch to perch  
and tooting little songs wherever the old man was working. Billy-
Bob thought Blackbird-Jack was the best company anyone could ever  
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ask for.
 One summer’s day Billy-Bob noticed some unusual signs in the 
weather. Signs that he had learned from his time at sea. Signs that told 
him a storm or even a hurricane was on the way!
 Billy-Bob busied himself securing the back garden. He put all 
his tools in the shed and tied and weighed down anything that a wind 
could grab. 
 He noticed that all of the birds had settled down in the bushes 
and trees and realised, that they had read the weather signs too, as wild 
animals have their own knowledge that’s secret to them alone. There 
was a big wind of some sort coming.
 Gusts of wind blew the trees to and fro as Billy-Bob closed his 
curtains for the night. He got into bed, read his usual night-time poem, 
and drifted off soundly to sleep.
 During the night Billy-Bob was woken up by the sound of a 
storm. He lay there for a little while listening to the strong worrisome 
wails of wind and thought about his garden. He hoped that there would 
not be too much damage for him to fix, then turned off the bedside 
light and went back to sleep.
 Bright and early Billy-Bob bounced from his bed and dressed 
himself as quick as he could. He ran out the back door of his cottage 
without even a mouthful of breakfast (which nobody should ever do) 
to inspect his back garden.
 The storm was over and everything in the garden seemed to be 
safe. The birds were singing their songs and Billy-Bob listened. One 
song was missing which made the old man worry.
 Billy-Bob noticed that the storm had blown one of the branches 
off his damson tree. As he walked towards it he remarked to himself 
that it was only a small branch and so the damage was small. Getting 
closer he noticed a cluster of leaves attached to the broken branch. He 
thought there was movement coming from underneath them. 
 Billy-Bob gasped as he lifted the branch. It was Blackbird-Jack! 
Lying injured with a broken wing under the branch.
 Without a hesitation Billy-Bob gently lifted his little friend in 
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his two hands and carried him to his kitchen. He knew what to do as 
he had once seen a sailor fix an albatross’s wing on one of his voyages 
at sea. 
 Blackbird-Jack was very weak and lay on the kitchen table 
dazed. Billy-Bob could feel the bird’s little heart beating in fear and he 
spoke gently to him as he straightened his little wing and prepared a 
splint. 
 He opened an old storage-press and found a birdcage from his 
uncle’s cockatoo, once upon a time. Billy-Bob placed little Blackbird-
Jack into the birdcage, his little broken-wing carefully wrapped in a 
splint. He then took him into the front-room where he could take the 
time to heal.
 Billy-Bob closed the curtains of the front-room’s window as he 
remembered that birds have an unstoppable urge to go to the sky. The 
sky is their home and it belongs to them. The sky is to a bird what the 
sea is to a fish. It is where they truly are free. So, Billy-Bob thought, if 
Blackbird-Jack saw the sky as he healed he wouldn’t be able to resist 
his instinct and try to fly to it. Then his wing would not heal properly. 
So while he was healing Billy-Bob decided he would hide the sky.
 As the weeks went by, Billy-Bob provided his guest with the 
juiciest worms he could dig up and the finest seed and made sure he 
always had plenty of fresh water. Soon the blackbird’s wing had healed 
and healed very well indeed. 
 Billy-Bob took away the splint and left the door of the cage open 
so Blackbird-Jack could fly around the room and exercise his wing. 
He was very careful to keep the sky well hidden now as the blackbird 
could fly straight into the windowpane and be again injured. So he 
kept the curtains closed and was careful not to let the blackbird fly out 
when he entered and left the room. 
 As it was coming towards the end of autumn and the beginning 
of winter, Billy-Bob thought that perhaps he should keep Blackbird-
Jack as his guest through the winter and release him again next 
spring. He would provide food and warmth to him and perhaps one 
day he might sing for him again. Because Billy-Bob had noticed that 
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since Blackbird-Jack had been inside his cottage he had not sang one  
single note.
 As the days went by Blackbird-Jack stopped flying around the 
room. He nestled back in the corner of the birdcage, with his head 
tucked under his wing. Billy-Bob became very concerned. He coaxed 
him with worms and berries, but nothing could get Blackbird-Jack’s 
little head out from under his wing. 
 Billy-Bob sat and thought about this for a long time and after a 
long time thinking he was satisfied he knew what to do.
 The old man went to bed early and rose just before dawn. He 
dressed and went to the front room. Blackbird-Jack was in his corner 
of the cage, his head still tucked under his wing. Billy-Bob put a dark 
cloth over the cage and picked it up. He carried out to his back-garden 
and sat on a little bench that gave him a good view of the entire garden. 
He took the cloth off the cage and opened the door and sat it down 
beside him. 
 The sun rose. It was a grand clear morning. He noticed a little 
stir from the blackbird, and then out shot his little head from under his 
wing. He skipped on to his feet and leapt to the cage’s doorway. Billy-
Bob smiled. Blackbird-Jack’s head cocked at Billy-Bob and the old man 
could have sworn that his little blackbird’s eye gave him a wink. Then 
he shot off while trumpeting the most beautiful and free music Billy-
Bob had ever heard. Over the tree tops and away he flew with his song 
fading the further he flew until it was gone altogether. 
 The old man sat on his bench for a long time looking over the 
tree tops. He knew why Blackbird-Jack did not sing a note and had 
stopped flying in the front room; it was because he needed his home, 
the sky and the trees and the bushes and bees. Billy-Bob knew he had 
done the correct thing.
 The winter came and went with no sign of Blackbird-Jack. The 
old man often looked out of his kitchen window and wondered how he 
was. He missed his song.
 It now being spring Billy-Bob began to dig this year’s fallow 
ground for his crop of potatoes. Again the birds were all around  
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seeking the juicy worms. As Billy-Bob swung his pickaxe into the  
ground he sensed a flash of flight to his right. He looked to see a  
blackbird perched very close to him on the handle of his spade. It was 
a female blackbird too.
 Suddenly an all familiar sound came from behind that made 
Billy-Bob laugh out loud and spin around. It was Blackbird-Jack who 
had come back home, tooting from a little perch, and winking (he 
could have sworn he was!). 
 Over the following week Billy-Bob watched the two secretly 
make their nest in his garden. He would have a family of blackbirds in 
his back garden and they would all learn the song of their father, his 
friend, Blackbird-Jack! His beautiful music would continue. And this 
made Billy-Bob’s heart smile.
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Seagull

by Moya Roddy

When Christine overheard the Head saying Ms McCarthy was on 
“probation” she wondered what the word meant. All the girls in 

third class loved Ms. McCarthy but Christine adored her; she hung on 
her every word. In between lessons the teacher would often tell them 
stories. Today she’d told them all about Francis of Assisi, the patron 
saint of animals who had a special relationship with birds. According 
to an old legend, he’d once preached a sermon to a whole flock and 
from that day on birds used come and sit on his hand or shoulder.  
At lunchtime one of the boys said he should be called St Francis the 
Sissy. Christine knew “sissy” was something girls got called but she 
didn’t know why.     
 On her way home from school Christine stopped outside 
Doran’s shop to drool over the jars of sweets, pressing her face against 
the window, making a haw mark on the glass. As she outlined a heart 
in the tiny beads of moisture, the sound of yelling floated through the 
air. Quickly she drew an arrow through the heart then raced up the 
road to find out what the commotion was about. In the garden of an 
empty house with a “For Sale” on the wall a gang of boys were milling 
around, pushing and shoving. She recognised a few of them from the 
Brothers’ school.   
 ‘There it is! There it is!’ a boy with red hair screamed.
 ‘There, there!!!’
 ‘Behind the bush. It’s moving.’
 ‘It’s wounded!’ someone squealed. ‘It’s a goner. Shoot again!’
 One of the bigger boys lifted something thin and black: took 
aim. 
 Christine had never seen a pellet gun but she knew instantly 
this was one.   
 ‘Stop!!! Don’t do that!’
 ‘Shut up,’ the boy said. ‘You’re a girl.’
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 Everyone laughed. 
 The boy raised the gun a second time.  
 ‘And you’re a sissy,’ Christine screamed. ‘Sissy!’
 The word stopped the boy in his tracks. Seizing her chance, 
Christine darted towards the injured seagull, grabbed it. 
 ‘Can’t kill it now,’ she taunted, covering it with her cardigan. 
The bird, a lot larger than it looked, flapped and squawked and tried 
to escape, its body thrumming like a sewing-machine. One of its wings 
scraped her cheek. 
 ‘We saw it first. Let it go,’ the red-headed boy ordered.  
 ‘You heard. It’s not yours,’ the one with the gun menaced.  
 ‘Babies, that’s all youse are, trying to kill a poor seagull.’ The 
bird pecked at her, squawked even louder.  
 ‘Ha, ha, ha!’ Several of the boys pointed at Christine, laughing 
and holding their stomachs as if they might burst. 
 The girl searched their faces, trying to figure out what could be 
so funny. 
 ‘There’s shit all over you! Dirty thing.’
 Looking down, Christine saw skitters of bird shit trailing down 
her skirt.
 ‘Serves you right, serves you right,’ her tormentors jeered. ‘Your 
ma will kill ye.’
 ‘Keep your old seagull,’ the one with the gun scoffed. ‘It’ll die 
anyway. C’mon. There’s rats in the compound.’
 Flapping their arms and squawking like giant birds, the boys 
ran off backwards. Christine out-stared them, waiting until they were 
out of sight before peering anxiously at the cradled seagull which had 
gone deadly quiet. 

‘Jesus, Mary and good Saint Joseph!’ Christine’s mother’s shrieked. 
‘Don’t bring that in here! What’s the matter with it?’
 ‘Some boys shot it with pellets. They were going to kill it.’
 ‘What did you butt in for? Which boys?’
 ‘I’m going to look after it.’ Christine held out a hand. ‘Look, 
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there’s blood.’
 ‘Ugh, take it out of the kitchen. Immediately!’
 ‘But Mammy ...’
 ‘Out, out, we don’t want germs. And wash your hands.’
 ‘Can I put it in a box in the shed?’
 ‘Alright, alright. Your daddy’s on the early shift, he’ll be home 
soon, we’ll ask him what to do.’
 ‘Can I give it something to eat?’
 ‘In the shed. In the shed. I’ll bring out something.’

Christine offered the bird some of the dry bread her mammy had 
given her; when it showed no interest she softened it with milk but the 
seagull turned its head away. She murmured enticements in what she 
hoped sounded like bird language, stroking its back lightly, conscious 
of a bony cage underneath. Without warning, the bird reared, the cage 
beneath her hand expanding, wings widening like fans. Springing to 
her feet, Christine ran to the shed door, flung it open. ‘Fly!’ she urged, 
indicating the sky, ‘fly.’
 The bird tottered a few steps before stopping. After shaking 
itself, it made another desperate attempt but as a glassy look crept into 
its eyes, the outspread wings collapsed like a broken umbrella. The girl 
blinked away a tear. Maybe sleep would make it better. That’s what her 
mother always said when she was sick. She began to hum a lullaby, 
making up words as she went along, the seagull’s eyes gazing at her 
blindly. 
 There was a crunch of feet on gravel and a shadow blotted  
the light in the shed. Looking round, Christine saw her daddy in the 
doorway. 
 ‘We’ll make it better, won’t we?’ she asked as he hunkered 
beside her. 
 Her father screwed up his eyes, the way he did whenever he 
was trying to fix the washing machine or the cooker but he didn’t say 
anything.   
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‘Take it to the vet? Why?’ Christine demanded when her mother put  
her head round the door a while later. The seagull hadn’t moved since 
tea-time, lay folded into the corner of the box, uttering whimpery 
sounds.
 ‘Your daddy thinks it’s best. The vet’ll know what to do. That’s 
his job, looking after sick things.’
 Christine remembered the story Ms McCarthy had told them 
about St Francis. ‘You’ll be alright now,’ she whispered to the cowering 
bird. 
 
To hurry the time, Christine read all the advertisements on the walls  
of the surgery but a lot of the words were long, hard to understand. 
What on earth could her mother and the vet be talking about? At last, 
the surgery door opened and her mammy beckoned her in.  
 ‘The seagull’s very sick,’ the vet explained, his hands busy with 
a small bottle of pale liquid. ‘We’re going to give it something to put it 
to sleep. Wouldn’t that be nice?’ His voice dripped like treacle. 
 ‘You don’t want the poor thing suffering, do you?’ her mother 
asked.
 Christine shook her head.
 ‘Don’t worry. This won’t hurt, then it’ll go for nice long sleep,’ 
the man assured her over his shoulder. 
 As the needle went in, Christine closed her eyes. 
 ‘All done,’ she heard him say, then a swish of water as he washed 
his hands. ‘I’ll dispose of it later.’
 Christine’s heart somersaulted. Her mouth fell open. ‘You didn’t  
say you were going to kill it,’ she screamed, flying at the man as the 
words sank in. ‘You killed it!’
 ‘Don’t be making a holy show of yourself!’ her mother hissed, 
pulling at her. 
 Christine’s heart pounded. She wanted to scrab the vet’s eyes 
out. Kill him. 
 ‘There, there. She didn’t understand, that’s all. That’ll be thirty 
Euros,’ he added.
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 ‘You did it for money,’ Christine shouted. ‘Money! At least the 
boys were having fun.’
 Christine pulled the duvet over her head. If only she’d  
understood putting an animal to sleep meant killing it. If only she 
understood loads of things the way Ms. McCarthy did. An idea blazed 
inside her. When she grew up she’d become a teacher: teach kids the 
things they needed to know. For a start, she’d make sure boys were 
taught not to be killing things. But how could someone like her become 
a teacher? Where she lived people worked in shops and factories or  
had jobs in places like hairdressers. She grimaced. Who decided what 
kind of job you got anyway? It just seemed natural but maybe it wasn’t. 
As she puzzled this, Christine heard a flapping of wings and in her 
mind’s eye saw the bird attempting to fly. Trying and trying—even 
though it didn’t stand a chance. That’s what she’d do: she’d set her  
mind to it, work as hard as she could and become a teacher. She’d 
do it for the seagull. As she drifted off to sleep Christine saw herself 
standing in front of a class—arms outstretched—as if she was about 
to fly.
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The Blind Ones
a forgotten Irish tale retold and translated by

by Gabriel Rosenstock

There once was a wise old woman who lived in Mayo between two 
mountains known as Nephin the Large and Nephin the Not So 

Large. She was as old as the hills. Maybe a wee bit older, come to think 
of it.
 She lived all alone, poor thing. No, what am I saying? Hadn’t 
she the company of some very fine cats? It’s said the cats were almost 
as ancient as herself. 
 She had very little in the world, a gooseberry bush, and some 
herbs. That’s all. Not much, is it? But it’s something, I suppose.
 ‘She lives on gooseberries,’ the people would say.
 ‘Gooseberries yes, and a little water from the sky.’
 That’s what they said. They would whisper it among themselves 
and among those who listened to whispers. The word ‘gooseberry’ is 
a terrible word when it’s whispered. Do you know what it is in Irish? 
‘Spíonán’. It’s pronounced SPEENAWN. Something like that. Don’t say 
it out loud, it will hurt your tongue!
 Anyway: one fine day—maybe it was not so fine—she looked 
out over the half-door and what did she see but some young boys. 
Playing hurling they were. An ancient game. Older than Nephin the 
Large and Nephin the Not So Large.
 Strange, she thought. Why was it strange? People very rarely 
came within an ass’s roar of her cabin, that’s why. An ass’s roar, or a 
fox’s bark for that matter.  
 Among them was a woeful fool. Lugh de Paor was his name. 
He thought he was a king. He called himself Louis of France, the Sun 
King!
 ‘Well, Your Louisness’, says one of the boys, ‘has His Louisness 
anything to declare today?’
 ‘My poor wee Maria Antoinette has a bit of a cold. A little 
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royal sniffle. Apart from that, nothing at all to relate—unless you have 
something strange to relate yourselves?’
 ‘See that hovel yonder, the one between two hills?’ said the 
bold lad.
 ‘Between Nephin the Large and Nephin the Not So Large? I do 
indeed and I’d rather not be looking at it all!’ said his lousy Louisness. 
‘An ugly old witch lives there, herself and a company of cats. Her two 
legs are like hurling sticks, and you’d think it was a hurling ball—a 
sliotar—she had for a nose! If you have it in you to give her a kiss, this 
fine hurling stick is all yours!’
 ‘Leave it to Louis,’ said Lugh. ‘I’ll kiss her to be sure, I will indeed 
—and I’ll kiss all her cats as well.’
 ‘Good man!’ said all the boys, nudging each other and looking 
forward to another one of their great adventures. 
 Off went Lugh. He didn’t pause or linger or dally about until he 
came to the hovel. 
 Lugh stood outside for a while. Thinking. He never did much 
thinking, as a rule—he wasn’t very good at it—and soon he moved 
closer to the half door.
 ‘Ahem!’ says he.
 ‘Who be there?’ said the old one gruffly.
 ‘It is I, Louis King of France, oh witchy one,’ says he. ‘And I seek 
a kiss from a fair maiden …’  
‘Louis, is it? I’ve heard some mention of you now that I think of it. Did 
you bring your missus with you?’
 ‘I didn’t. She be at home … guzzling cake.’
 ‘That’s all well and good but it’s your own wife you should be 
kissing and nobody else. Off with ye now, your Roguishness!’ 
 Lugh pushes the door open and in he goes.
 ‘Listen, Your Witchfulness. This is the situation. I’m going to be 
given the finest hurling stick in the land, that is if I can get an oul’ kiss 
out of you—yourself and the cats…’
 He looked around. 
 ‘Where are all the cats, missus?’
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 ‘Out collecting gooseberries for dinner.’
 ‘Gooseberries? I don’t like the sound of that!’ exclaimed Lugh.
 ‘Spíonáin!’ she said in Irish.
 It sounded like a magic spell. It touched Lugh in a strange 
way. He hadn’t heard a syllable of Irish spoken since his grandmother 
passed away. Maybe he did, but he didn’t hear it properly.  
 The witch went to a nook and took out a hurling ball. She 
rubbed a spider’s web from it, carefully. ‘Go give this sliotar to the boy 
who promised you the hurling stick,’ says she.
 ‘I will to be sure, my Witchiness, and I thank you from my 
royal heart. But I won’t get any hurling stick at all if I don’t get my kiss 
first,’ protested Lugh.
 ‘Kiss the sole of my foot so and be off with you,’ says she. 
 Lugh pinched his nose, went down on one knee and kissed the 
sole of her foot. It was hairy and warty. 
 Outside, Lugh heard a strange mewling. Next thing you know, 
a crowd of cats appears. Each one has a fat gooseberry in its mouth.
 ‘I shall blow ye a kiss, one and all!’ says Lugh.
  He did and scampered off like a goose.

The boys were all excited when Lugh came back:
 ‘Did ye see her?’
 ‘Did I see her? I did to be sure.’
 ‘Did ye speak to her?’
 ‘Did I speak to her? I did indeed. And she spoke to me. And I 
even heard Irish out of her!’
 ‘Irish?! Heavens!’
 ‘Did ye—did ye kiss her?’
 ‘Kiss her is it? Upon my soul, I did!’
 ‘And the cats?’
 ‘Cats too.’
 ‘Ugh!’ they said, thoroughly disgusted.
 ‘What’s she like?’ said the smallest of them.
 ‘What’s she like, is it? Oh, she’s a right old hag that one. Her 
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skin is as tough as the blade of a hurling-stick.’
 ‘Oooo!’ they all exclaimed, wide-eyed.
 ‘Red hair sprouting from her nose and her ears. Terrible 
altogether.’ 
 ‘Holy Mother of God!’ They looked at each other in awe.
 ‘I won’t describe her feet.’
 ‘Do! Do!’
 ‘Hairy. Like a pig. Crubeens!’
 ‘Oh!’
 ‘What age would she be?’ asked another.
 ‘Yerra, she’s there since the time of those Fianna warriors of 
old. She gave me this hurling ball; it’s older than herself, she claims.’ 
 Lugh showed the ball to the boy who started all this in the first 
place, the boy who promised him the hurling stick. The boy grabbed it, 
squeezing it to see how hard it was. Next thing you know, a red powder 
comes puffing out of the ball. A fairy blast of wind came out of nowhere 
and scattered the powder. Everyone except Lugh was blinded in an 
instant. 
 It was then the terrible shouting, bellowing and fillybiloo 
commenced.
 ‘I’m blinded! Blinded!’
 ‘My eyes!’
 There wasn’t a man or woman in the neighbourhood who didn’t 
hear the awful wailing. They all came running from their chores in 
kitchen, field and wood and flocked around the boys. 
 ‘Johnny, my little calf, what happened to ye?’
 ‘Pádraig, my heart, is it blind ye are? Oh, my little treasure!’
 ‘Jimeen, Jimeen! Ochón!’
 The parents were full of anguish and woe.
 When they heard how the boys were blinded, oh how the anger 
rose up in them like fire.
 ‘Let’s burn the witch and her cats!’
 ‘Burn her!’
 ‘Burn the witch!’
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 They grabbed their pikes and hurling sticks—and lots and lots 
of crisp, dry straw—and made haste to the hag’s hovel.
 ‘Witch come out! Out with ye!’ they cried.
 The door creaked open, and the old woman emerged from the 
gloom. Her cats came out too, one by one, behind her.
 ‘What is it ye all want?’
 ‘Your death and the death of all your cursed cats!’ said a man 
with fire in his eyes.
 ‘Burn the wretched hovel down!’ said another.
 ‘Kill me, is it? Because I blinded yer boys?’
 She looked at them, from one to the other. A fire blazed in her 
eyes.
 ‘I didn’t blind them! It’s blind already they were. Blind when 
they sent that amadawn Lugh to me. Blind when they mocked me. 
And by the power of the two Nephins, I declare that ye lot are seven 
times worse than them, all of ye! Wasn’t it ye that raised them? Wasn’t 
it ye that taught them manners?’ 
 They were all petrified. Wide-eyed, they stared at the hag, 
poison in their eyes. A man raised his torch and was about to throw it 
up on the thatched roof.
 ‘Stay your hand, you poltroon!’ said the hag.
 ‘What is it at all? What is it—this strange fear in ye—fear of a 
lonely old woman, is it? Fear of my cats that never did a day’s harm? 
Shame on ye! Off home with ye all or I’ll blind ye blinder than ye are 
already!’ 
 They began to whisper and mutter among themselves. Some 
of them were shuffling their feet.
 ‘If ye go home now and stop annoyin’ me, I’ll lift the blindness 
from the boys within a week. Off with ye, be gone! Don’t be bothering 
me anymore. Tend to yer chores—and yer prayers!’
 She stood there, motionless, looking at them, from one to the 
other.
 ‘Let’s go home’, a woman said. Soon others followed. At last, 
only the hag was left … and her cats. The cats went into the house, 
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silently, one by one. She followed them and closed the door after her.
 A week later, the boys recovered their sight as the old woman 
had promised. They had learned a lesson—and their parents too. They 
wouldn’t be mocking that old woman again, or anybody else for that 
matter.
 Strangely enough, people stopped fearing her from that day on. 
Do you know what? Some of them even began to visit her. Her ancient 
stories bewitched them, drew them out of themselves into another 
world—and there was no end to her tales! She told them of a family 
that turned into swans. A magical island that appeared every seven 
years. Sweeney who lived with the birds. So many tales! 
 They came to her for cures as well. She knew all about medicinal 
herbs. Her garden was full of them. 
 ‘This one we call woundwort, look … That one over there? Sure 
that’s wild celery, what else! Are you saying you don’t recognise that 
one over there?! Sure isn’t it the toothwort, what else!
 ‘Wait till we see now… This one? Sure that’s easy to recognise: 
that’s the lus na gcnámh mbriste as we used to call it, for broken bones 
… what’s the English for it at all? ‘Comfrey’, is it? And a good thing it is 
that I was never in need of it myself!
 ‘What else is growing here? Let me see. Oh, faith, ’tis the Son 
of the King of Britain himself, as we called it in the old days . . . ‘wild 
thyme’ is what it is . . . and the herb known as ‘the one without a father 
or mother’; that would be ‘duckweed’ now, wouldn’t it? And there’s 
‘honesty’—ah, what fine names they all have!’
 How proud they were now to have such a fountain of precious 
knowledge in their midst. A healer. A woman with all the wisdom of 
the old tongue and stories that were older than time. They came from 
abroad to sit at her feet, from Sweden they came, and England and 
Germany. Three hundred stories she had in all. Stories like this one! 
And better.

                                                                        



From Age Ten
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Fabled Isle

by Michael Casey

Years ago when the world was more innocent than it is today,  
there existed an island of wonderful, friendly people who lived in 

peace and loved their king.
 There was a mountain close to the centre of the island and it 
was rich in gold. The people, were not greedy, however, and, since the 
invaders left, they only mined as much gold as they needed for food, 
shelter and other necessities. True to their faith, they did not believe 
that luxuries —which could easily be imported from the Mainland 
—led to happiness. They also wanted to leave plenty of gold in the 
mountain for the next generation and the ones after that. 
 The people were fond of reading and talking. Apart from a 
little gold mining a few of them did some fishing every now and again. 
One of these was a boy called Vincent who knew the seas like the back 
of his hand and could tell by looking at the surface of the water where 
the shoals of fish were. He loved water and was intrigued by how it was 
taken up into the clouds and then fed back as rainfall into the rivers 
and seas. To him it was more precious than gold.
 The king had grown old and feeble. When he died there was 
great mourning and the poets and storytellers set about the task of 
turning him into a legend. It was soon announced by the courtiers that 
the young prince, Sadim, would accede to the throne. When the dead 
king’s funeral was over, plans were made to celebrate Prince Sadim’s 
investiture which took place in the Great Hall of the palace. After all 
the excitement died down the people went back to their houses to 
read the poetry and stories which had been written to commemorate 
the recent events. They liked the new king very much; he was a great 
storyteller and got on well with his courtiers and advisers. The island 
would prosper under his reign as it had done under his father’s reign.
 The fisher-boy, Vincent, was happy at his trade. His canoe was 
old and he had to repair it often. He liked to paddle it from the estuary 
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up the island’s one river which flowed down the gold mountain. Some 
of the old mines had left large holes in the mountain which the river 
filled with water. Vincent liked to swim in these lakes after he had 
caught enough fish for the day.
 On one such day, after he had emerged from the lake and put 
on his clothes he walked further up the mountain. When he was about 
half way from the summit he could see in the distance one of the 
towers of the palace and the flag flying on top of it. The flag had a blue 
background, representing the sea, and a yellow triangle, representing 
the gold mountain.
 It might have been this distraction which contributed to the 
accident. Without any warning the ground gave way under his feet 
and he fell through a crevasse into a large cavern. When he got his 
wind back he managed to climb out. He sat on a rock for a long time 
lost in thought. As he paddled downriver he heard the sound of pile 
drivers and noticed that a jetty was being built on one of the largest 
lakes. According to a large sign the project was being funded by the 
Mainland. He continued on his journey and when he got home he 
decided to build himself a better boat.
 Some weeks later, King Sadim celebrated his fortieth birthday.  
Many people were invited to the palace and, by all accounts, had a 
wonderful time. They relived the events in the town’s square on the 
following day of rest. Vincent overheard some of the conversation. The 
Mayor said he had never before tasted food and drink of the quality 
provided by the new King and, on top of all that, His Majesty had great 
wit and a clever turn of phrase. They could be proud of him when he 
went abroad to meet other VIPs. Everyone agreed. Another man said 
that the new works of art collected by the King would be a great legacy 
for the people. A woman pointed out how lucky they were that the King 
was not a spendthrift; he had spent little on the palace which, truth be 
told, was showing signs of wear and tear. Even though taxes had gone 
up, they were still quite low because of the gold in the mountain.
 Vincent attempted to say something and explain what he had 
seen, but no one listened to him. The people were so excited by their 
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visit to the palace and by the charm of King Sadim that nothing else 
seemed to matter. They regarded Vincent as that strange orphan kid 
who preferred water to gold.
 A little while later Vincent tested his new boat. It had a sail 
and was a good deal larger than the canoe. Having finished his fishing 
for the day, he sailed the boat upriver, moored it and went for a swim 
in his favourite lake. The water was much deeper than before and the 
lake seemed to have grown wider and longer. When he got back to his 
boat he shinned up the mast to have a better view. Several of the lakes 
had burst their banks and merged together. The cavern he had fallen 
into on his last trip was now filled with water. The river was in flood 
and its course was reversed; it now fed the lakes rather than the sea. 
He sampled the water and got the taste of salt. His worst fears were 
confirmed: the sea was invading because the mountain was sinking.
 He noticed trucks driving along the new jetty and come to a 
stop at the end. Then he saw the Royal Yacht appear. A huge crane 
unloaded the trucks and filled the hold of the yacht with gold. King 
Sadim came on deck every now and again to direct operations. 
Eventually, when the hold was full of gold the King gave the order and 
the yacht weighed anchor and sailed away, leaving his palace and the 
island behind in the emerald mist.
 By now the lakes were overflowing and the mountain which 
had been riddled with mine shafts, began to crumble and collapse into 
the water. Within a matter of days the town at the foot of the mountain 
had all but disappeared in the deluge.
 When evening came the island, including the palace, had sunk 
beneath the waves and the people had drowned. Vincent stayed in his 
boat weeping. He wondered how it was that no one else on the island 
had known what was going on under their very noses. His heart was 
heavy as he hoisted sail and set a course for the Mainland.
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Gráinne Queen of the Seas

by Gráinne Daly

In 1593, the Irish ‘Pirate’ Queen Gráinne Mhaol met Queen Elizabeth I of 
England. This is a story about how that meeting might have been.

Her copper hair shimmered in the midday sun that was roasting  
a mussel on the beach. The fish had washed up on Dooagh 

strand, plump and without its shell, and was now being cooked on a 
bed of sand in the heat of the day. It smelled of ammonia. Not even the 
gulls would go near it although there were few gulls today, it was too 
hot. They would be up in the cool crags of the Minaun Cliffs, resting 
in pools of shadow. 
 Gráinne wore leather boots the colour of ox’s blood. They went 
right up to her knees and were tied with a length of horsetail. Around 
her was a cloak of rough wool that hung in stiff folds around her shins. 
A thread of wool had come loose and trailed on the sand: inky-blue 
like the waters of Clew Bay. Resting in her thick belt was her sword. It 
was dull with use and the steel didn’t gleam like it had on the day it was 
forged for her in the smithy at Burrishoole. Its handle was inset with 
seven amethyst drops mined from the bog beneath Croaghaun. Each 
of the lavender stones stood for one of her wishes. 
 She looked out towards the sea, her fingers around the handle 
feeling the smooth crystals. She had made six of her wishes come true, 
and now there was just one left. As she circled her finger around the 
smallest amethyst, she knew she had to do more to achieve her last 
wish than she had ever done before. Gráinne had to shoot for the stars 
—and reach beyond them. She needed to do it for her people. 
 Gráinne treaded the blonde sand and watched as a small boat 
left the shore weighed with her men and supplies for the voyage ahead. 
An oak boat remained empty on the strand. She pushed it into the sea 
and walked out to where the water was up to her knees and threatened 
to fill her boots before she let herself sit down inside it. 
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 The oars felt heavy in the swell as she rowed against the tide and 
watched the white cottages along the shore become smaller and smaller; 
their tiny windows became mere dots on the horizon as she dragged 
through the water to get out to where her ship was anchored in the bay.  
A ribbon of smoke that rose from Gielty’s cottage now looked no more 
than a thread above the chimney. A red milk churn outside Lavelle’s 
could have been a wildflower growing in the distance as it blurred into 
a ruby blotch on the horizon. 
 Gráinne’s hand was bruised lilac from where she’d been hit 
yesterday, playing hurling over in the meadow at Sraheens. Her 
lieutenants and galley men had played a game against a team of locals. 
She smiled when she looked at it: it reminded her of the goal she had 
scored–as fine a goal as she’d ever scored that took the top off the 
dandelions on the grass as it shot low and past the cúl báire between 
the sticks. Game over. The match was won.  
 The sea was a silvery sheet today with white light bouncing off 
its surface. Right the way over to Clare Island was a skin of calm silver 
that shimmered here and there wherever a tiny wave rippled. Gráinne 
called it farigead whenever the sea took on this sheen of molten metal. 
Gráinne was Queen of the Seas and had seen the waters turn every 
colour imaginable. She had names for every mood the waters would 
take, like last week when the waters around Inishgaloon were angry 
and violent with spray she called it feargarraige. When the sea was in 
a feargarraige any vessel that sailed close to Purteen Harbour would 
be sucked into its riptide and swallowed up. Then the skies would 
open and bring a gweeduv, the kind of wind that rips down from the 
North with ice in his tongue and fire in its belly, slicing anything in its 
path. Anybody in its path would be whipped up in his mouth, animals  
would be tossed about and dragged out to sea. Last week a gweeduv 
took fifteen hens and a flock of sheep from a farmer out at Doogort. 
Gráinne O’Malley saw to it that the farmer was given new animals from 
her own supply. She rowed to the ship, watching the slope of Slievemore 
shrink in the distance. She had a great voyage before her. There was no 
time to waste.
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 The elm boards of the ship were dry as bone. The sun had 
sapped up the traces of the storm and everything creaked in dry heat. 
The resin seal that lined the inside of the stern had softened and threw 
off the scent of scorched honey. 
 “D’guit,” said one of her soliders as she passed. 
 He was unfurling a length of canvas. 
 “S’Muire guit,” she said and started to help him prepare the sail 
to be rehung. 
 “D’lámh?” he nodded towards her bruised hand.
 “Fadhb ar bith,” she said and smiled, “cúl maith, eh?”
He nodded in agreement. It had been a great goal indeed. 

They weren’t long out to sea, two hours, maybe three, when the 
handsome Cliffs of Moher came into view. They were a peat brown 
colour with obsidian dark columns where great chunks of rock had 
been torn away by Atlantic swells. A trellis of inky-black arches lined 
the bottom of the cliffs: each one an entry to the many sea caves 
beneath. From here, Gráinne knew it wasn’t long before they’d sail 
past the coastline of the Kingdom of Ciarraí. At the stony island 
of Skellig Mhichíl she said an incantation and threw some mead 
in the sea as an offering to the Gods who bestowed mercy on faithful 
seafarers. The holy men in the beehive huts on the island offer up their 
prayers so that Éire can be in peace and that is what Gráinne prayed 
for as she poured a pitcher of sweet barley mead into the salty wash  
of the Atlantic.  
 She was bound for another Kingdom: Elizabeth’s Britain. And 
even without an appointment, she would insist on meeting the English 
queen face-to-face. Gráinne, Queen of the Seas and of her dominion 
in Mayo, was in no mood to take no for an answer and not even the 
might of the English army would stand in her way. She watched the 
stream of mead dissolve in the navy waters and felt a wave of energy 
swirl inside her. She removed her sword from its sheath and put the 
cold steel of it against her cheek. Her blade would help her if needed, 
it had never let her down. She was ready for what was to come. 
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 Below deck, soldiers prepared a meal of kippers, turnip and 
mash. Jars of pickled mackerel were emptied into bowls, their silvery 
scales wet with oil glistening like moonlight across a night sea. Great 
cullenders of turnip leaves were peppered and salted. Kippers were 
ladled onto wooden trays lined with samphire. White whiskey was 
taken in jug loads from an oak cask and left on the long wooden table. 
The jugs dripped with the Whoosh and left rings of wet beneath them 
so that by the end of the meal the table was patterned with dozens  
of discs. 
 As they ate, there was rousing talk as the warriors recounted 
tales of their past battles. Gráinne sat at the top of the table and 
observed her troops. She raised a pitcher of Damson juice to her lips and 
thought about what she would wear for her meeting. She had brought 
two options: a cornflower blue wool dress with a stiff lace collar and 
a ruby velvet one that had gold embroidery around the bodice. Both 
were old and had been worn many times and she knew they would let 
her move freely. It wouldn’t do if she felt restricted: she needed to be 
able to combat when the time called for it. The blue rigout had a tear 
in the skirt from where a Galwegian chieftain had left his blade in a 
dispute over tribal boundaries last year. 
 She overcame the chieftain on a hillock near Shrule and had 
him buried beneath an ash tree in Glencorrib. It was a battle that she 
had enjoyed: he had fought well and given her a good test but she had 
comfortably overcome it. Decision made: it would be the blue dress for 
her meeting with the queen. And there would be plaits in her hair: she 
considered them lucky. Her flame hair would be woven in the tightest 
of plaits secured by a band made of the hide of a Charolais bull from 
the Cooley mountains. She would redden her lips with the juice of  
sloe berries and on her cheeks she would wear a dusting of flour. Life 
on the high seas had given her a tan complexion and a bloom of fine 
freckles. She would meet the queen without sea-burn on her face and 
she would get her way. She hoped... 
 The ship made its way past a tangle of other vessels at the mouth 
of London port. Many had come from the Far East weighed down with 
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goods that that the smelt and felt strange: porcelain and silk and 
hundreds of sacks of tea. Gráinne’s crew threw down anchor and 
lowered the boats to take them up the Thames to London. The water 
smelled like decaying meat: lofuisce she called it. 
 There wasn’t as much as a speck of blue in the sky as they rowed 
up the river, their eyes on the buildings all along the banks. The place 
looked grey as though someone had sucked the colour out of it. Smoke 
rose from houses and everywhere there was the sound of hooves  
as carriages carried gentry around the empire’s capital. When they 
disembarked, a group of small boys surrounded them. The boys wore 
tattered clothes and stared at them with eyes not unlike the young 
children back in Ireland. They begged for food and Gráinne and her 
army gave them whatever they had in their satchels. 
 When they arrived at the castle, they were met with an angry 
scene as the queen’s soldiers bustled about, unhappy that someone 
had turned up unannounced to meet Her Royal Highness. And with 
dozens of warriors by her side! There was much questioning and the 
head solider threatened to arrest some of Gráinne’s men until finally 
word was sent out from the castle that the queen would meet her  
Irish visitor. 
 Gráinne was led into the court flanked by her two best men: 
Labhras and Críon. The huge doors were pulled apart to reveal a great 
expanse of floor that was sticky with wax. It was made of great wide 
boards of Irish oak and Gráinne O’Malley’s boots echoed on it as she 
made her way towards the top of the room to where a throne held the 
Queen of the empire.
 She wore a dress of obsidian black embellished with citrine 
gems around its taffeta skirt. On her shoulders sat a stole of fur–the 
soft down of a tiger cub. Her lips were the colour of a fresh scar, bright 
pink and vibrant. She spoke with a firmness in her voice. 
 “Queen of the Seas, forgive me, I find it hard to pronounce 
your name,” said Elizabeth.
 “It’s Gráinne, Your Royal Highness, Grawneea. Thank you for 
seeing me today.”
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 “I don’t usually accept meetings like this Grawneea, however, I 
will make an exception for you. I admire the courage of a woman who 
is brave enough to take on my guards. Call me Elizabeth.”
 “Elizabeth, I won’t waste time. I am here to demand the release 
of my son Tiboid from captivity. One of your men in Ireland, Sir Richard 
Bingham, has taken him and threatens to kill him. My son must be 
released immediately.”
 “You came all the way to ask for that?”
 “If you had children, would you not travel in their honour?”
 “I suppose…” she said, curling her lips.
 “Bingham’s brother killed my other son. If he lays a finger on  
this one, there will be consequences,” continued Gráinne, “furthermore,  
I demand withdrawal of your troops from Connacht with immediate 
effect.”
 The queen’s fists clenched on the golden arms of her throne. 
A lock of Gráinne’s hair had come loose from her plait and hung in a 
gentle wave down the length of her cheek. 
 She continued, “Your men have been pilfering our lands. Our 
homes, our livestock, our crops are being taken by greedy hands and 
the heart of the place is slowly being crushed to death.”
 “You are a queen Grawneea, you understand that this is war is 
it not?”
 “But we are not at war and besides, when was the last time you 
fought in a battle Elizabeth?”
 Elizabeth’s cheeks reddened. She remained silent. 
 “Never,” said Gráinne, “that’s right isn’t it? You’ve never had to 
stand on a battlefield. I uphold Gaelic law and I defend it when I need 
to. I have watched my people be killed and I have killed for them.”
 Two of the Queen’s guards moved closer to Gráinne when she 
said this.
 “And Elizabeth, I have had to watch as my people are beaten 
down by yours. Beaten down with no reason other than greed. Your 
men seek to conquer all in their path. You have taken enough of Ireland, 
get to hell out of Connacht.”
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 “And why should I order my troops to do that?”
 “Because you know it’s the right thing to do. I saw your people 
along the river today, some of yours are starving too. These are the 
people who suffer the most. These are the ones starving in my province 
while your folk get fat on fresh beef and Mayo barley. Would you stand 
over and watch while the wealthy attack those poor buckeens down 
along the Thames and in the slums of this great city of yours? I don’t 
think so.”
 “You’re right, I wouldn’t. And if I refuse, Grawneea?”
 “If your men remain in Connacht, there will be a loss of life. 
I promise it. And I will personally see to it that their bodies are sent 
back to you in a great coffin ship.”
 “Do you think it wise to threaten me?” 
 “This,” said Gráinne, “is what war will look like. I am asking 
you not to choose it for your people and not to choose it for mine.”
Gráinne looked up towards a loop: a slit window that was no more 
than the size of a hand high up in the castle wall. 
 “Let us have a contest in a language we know best: our native 
games. The one who can hit a ball through that loop will have her way. 
You use your cricket bat and ball and I will use my camán and sliotar.”
 Elizabeth nodded. Her men presented an English willow 
cricket bat and a leather ball to their Queen. Gráinne readied her ash 
camán and sliotar. Both women eyed up the target and shook their 
arms to loosen them. Elizabeth went first. Her lieutenant bowled the 
ball to her, she caught it cleanly and with the crispest of sounds sent 
it soaring towards the narrow slit. It looked to be on track. Her men 
cheered until the ball ran out of wind and tumbled down to the oak 
floor. Sour faces all around. It was Gráinne’s turn. She threw up her 
sliotar and póc'd it with such force that Elizabeth took a sharp intake 
of breath. Gráinne didn’t watch the course of the sliotar—she knew 
she’d hit it cleanly. It sailed towards the loop and right out through it, 
much to the amazement of the onlooking crowd. There were no cheers 
when she won, she merely turned to Elizabeth and shook her hand. 
 “You have more courage than any woman I have ever known 
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Grawneea, or any man for that matter. I don’t want blood spilled, nor 
your poor to suffer. That is not what I want my reign to stand for. Your 
son will be released immediately and I will order my people to retreat 
from Connacht before you reach your shores again.”
 “Elizabeth, on behalf of my people, I thank you.”
 “Grawneea, you are a true warrior. It has been my honour to 
meet you today.”

The sun was dipping in a salmon-streaked sky. It wouldn’t be long 
before Gráinne and her soldiers could stand on the strand at Kildavnet 
and watch it plunge into the cool of Clew Bay from the rosy heavens. 
She touched the amethysts on her sword and smiled. Finally, there was 
freedom in the air. And hope. 
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The Sponsored Cat-Squeeze

by Camillus John

Adam, the index finger with a brain, was reclining on his sofa 
and reading hard words from his dictionary when a rat-ta-tatty 

knocky-knock-knock came to the door.
 It was Cameron from across the road. He was doing a  
sponsored cat-squeeze for charity. All the money raised would go 
towards buying Yaktracks for the elderly of the parish, so that they 
wouldn’t slip on the ice and crack their heads open when it snowed. 
 Adam said, ‘I’ve never heard of a sponsored cat-squeeze before. 
What the hell is that when it’s at home?’
 Cameron said, ‘We have to squeeze a hundred cats in an hour. 
If you squeeze them correctly, they let out the sound of a sustained 
high C. That’s a difficult note to hit. But it’s supposed to be one of 
the seven wonders of the world to behold, my teacher says. It’s like 
swallowing a smile. You have to squeeze the cat right to get it though. 
Very tricky. You put it under your armpit. Like bagpipes. We’ve been 
practicing with wool-balls for weeks.’
 ‘Sounds very cruel,’ said Adam wiping his forehead with a silk 
hankie and staggering backwards in black despair. 
 Cameron said, ‘No—they’re not real, they’re toy cats that 
Brother Philip, the hover brother, makes in his inventors shed out the 
back of the school.’
 ‘Brother Philip? I had him in primary school as well. I didn’t 
know he was still hovering after all these years. Fair play to him. Ok 
Cameron, I’ll sponsor you,’ said Adam reaching for the pen. 
 Cameron hesitated, ‘I was wondering if you’d be my counter 
on the day too? I need someone who’s good at counting and adding up 
to make sure I get to the hundred mark without any cock-ups. Will you 
do it? You’ve a boffin’s brain. That was a big sum I saw you doing last 
week in Tesco’s.’
 Adam said, ‘I was counting sardines. Very good for the auld 
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noggin is that, counting—and eating them too. They shouldn’t have 
thrown me out though, I was nearly finished.’
 Adam thought about it, ‘Go on, I’ll be your counter. What’s the 
worst that could happen? I’m hardly going to get blown up or anything.’
 Cameron said, ‘Great. It’s on in the bingo hall on Saturday. 
There’s going to be live bands and food stalls with nun jugglers and 
squirrel magicians—and hundreds of cats of course. See you there.’

Brother Philip, the hover brother, was a boffin himself, just like  
Adam the finger with a brain. When he wasn’t hovering around the  
blackboard in class (as if he had no legs underneath his black De La 
Salle brothers’ gown) and sticking his big nose into your copybook, he 
was in his shed making toy cats with his rusty spanner and screaming 
blue eyes. But he hated people who had bigger brains than himself.  
So he made all his toy cats with an evil malfunction. 

On the Saturday, Brother Philip welcomed Adam into the Bingo hall 
with a greasy handshake, then locked the doors behind him when he 
wasn’t looking. 
 Brother Philip shouted from outside, ‘When a person with a 
bigger brain than me goes near my toy cats, they will all explode like 
bombs and kill everyone! That means you Adam. They’re bomber cats! 
 ‘You need to say something they don’t understand to deactivate 
the bombs. They’re very brainy. I taught them everything they know. 
So long, it’s been good to know you! Don’t worry, I’ll get the cleaners to 
wipe your brains off the walls and ceiling with a clean cloth first thing 
in the morning. I promise.’
 The door double-locked. And triple-locked. Adam rushed into 
the bingo hall but all the bomber cats saw the intelligence on his face 
in a flash and started singing—

 ‘We shall not, we shall not be miaow-ed
 We shall not, we shall not be miaow-ed
 We shall not, we shall not be miaow-ed
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 And we’re going to explode!’

Adam looked at Cameron. Tried to think of something they didn’t 
understand. To stop them all exploding and killing everyone.
 He shouted at the bomber cats, ‘Long Division!’
 The cats all laughed, ‘Long division is a doddle to understand. 
We had that for breakfast this morning with our cornflakes—it’s lovely 
served with the right amount of milk. The very idea!’
 Adam then shouted, ‘Quantum physics!’
 The cats jeered back, ‘We did that before little break on our first 
day in high babies. It was scones that day with raspberry jam on the 
side. Cream was an optional extra—if we’ve not mistaken. Quantum 
physics is for toddlers, it is. Tick-tock tick-tock!’
 Adam raised his eyebrows and took something from his pocket. 
He rolled it down the centre-parting of the bingo hall, ‘A ball of wool— 
take that bomber cats!’
 The cats looked at it unable to grasp its philosophical essence. 
They started to play with it, trying to figure out its role in the world, 
pawing it up and down the breathless bingo hall. They couldn’t. They 
were baffled. Bamboozled. So the tick-tocking of their bombs stopped 
dead in their tracks. Silence.
 Cameron shouted, ‘You’ve been foiled bomber cats—by Adam 
—the finger with a brain!’ 
 Everyone cheered on tippy-toes.
 Brother Philip hovering outside shouted, ‘Damn you! I’ve tried 
a zillion times to teach those pesky cats about wool-balls but they could 
never grasp the concept - no opposable thumbs. I’ll get you next time, 
Adam, the finger with a brain! Next time for sure. Damn you!’
 The sponsored cat-squeeze was now officially on. Cameron 
squeezed a hundred cats in super-quickie time and raised his money 
for the old folks. 
 ‘One hundred!’ shouted Adam fisting the air with joy.  
 Cameron enjoyed the music of the high Cs in the bingo hall 
so much, that he decided he’d ask for an opera singer for Christmas 
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instead of a parrot, ‘Do wah diddy!’
 Adam bought a cardigan at one of the stalls from a nice nun-
juggler called Fruit, then went home to read on the sofa again, in utter 
triumph, or as his dictionary of hard words would say, exultation (as  
the bomber cats screamed in ignorance once again in the background 
—‘What does that mean? Exultation? Is it another name for cake?—
lovely with the right-sized cherry on top!’). 
 ‘Exultation? I forgot to program that word into their brains as 
well! Oh bumfluff!’ wept Brother Philip, as he hovered into a wheelie 
bin and nearly broke his neck.
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The Nightingale and the Rose

by Anne Mac Darby-Beck

Every year, the Professor rented a room to one of his students. For  
his daughter, it meant extra cleaning and cooking and she still had  

to find time for her biology study. The really annoying thing was when  
the students fancied her, which they nearly always did. She was fed up  
with romantic young men trying to get her interested in their stamp  
collections. The latest was probably the most annoying yet and very  
determined. When he was not at lectures, he followed her about the 
house whispering in her ear, what he imagined were words of love.  
 He told her she had sea-blue eyes (they were actually slate grey) 
and that she was as graceful as a fallow deer, which made her cringe. 
He was continually asking her out to the cinema or for dinner (which 
she was sure he could not afford). Trying not to hurt his feelings, she 
made excuses, such as “I’m washing my hair” or “I’m washing the dog’s 
hair”. She was tired of being pestered. Why didn’t he get the message 
and leave her alone? Why did girls always feel they had to be so careful 
with boy’s feelings?  
 The College Students and Teachers Céilí was on Saturday night. 
The Student asked the Professor’s Daughter to go with him but she 
gave the excuse that she had to accompany her father.
 “Then you’ll meet me inside the céilí and dance every set with  
me, won’t you?” he said.
 Desperate to shut him up she said she would, if he could get 
her a red rose to wear on her blue dress. She knew he couldn’t get one; 
they were out of season.
 The Student went first to the ladies of Moore Street, who 
usually had every flower on their stalls, but they had no red roses.
 “Sorry, love,” they said, “there’s not a red rose to be got anywhere.”
 He then searched every flower shop and garden centre but of 
course he could not get even one red rose.
 That night, he lay on his bed talking sadly to himself about 
the lack of red roses in the whole country. Listening in an oak tree 
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outside his window was a nightingale. She felt sorry for the Student so  
she flew about the Professor’s garden to ask the rose bushes for help.  
The Yellow Rose Bush said it was hopeless; red roses were out of season.  
The nightingale flew to the vampire White Rose Bush. It told the 
nightingale that if she impaled herself on one of its thorns her blood 
would turn one of its white roses red. The White Rose Bush couldn’t 
believe its luck when the foolish bird agreed to do it.
 Next morning the Professor’s Daughter was having breakfast 
when she was startled by delighted shrieking coming from the garden.  
She was speechless when the Student ran into the kitchen and handed  
her a red rose.
 “Where did you get that?” she demanded.
 “In your Da’s garden”, he beamed triumphantly.
 “You did not! Show me.”
 The Student led her to the White Rose Bush. The Professor’s 
Daughter found the nightingale impaled on the thorn.  
 “You cruel thing”, she cried, “you killed this poor bird just to get 
me a red rose. I’ll report you to the ISPCA!”
 “But........, but........” stammered the Student.
 She picked up the dead bird.
 “I’m as much to blame”, she said, “I should never have said such 
a silly thing.  I should have just told you honestly that I didn’t want to go  
out with you. But girls are supposed to be aware of boy’s feelings and 
not to be honest with them, in case we wound their pride.”
For a moment the Student was speechless.  
 “Well”, he said in disgust, “That’s fairly thankless!”
 With this, nose in the air, he turned away and marched back 
into the house, slamming the kitchen door behind him.
 The girl threw the rose into the compost bin, and carried the 
nightingale away to bury her at the bottom of the garden. She then got a 
saw and cut down the White Rose Bush. That evening, after she packed  
her bags, she went into her father’s study and told him that he and his 
lodgers could look after themselves from then on; she had found herself 
a flat with a grand view of the Liffey! 
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Blockhood
A Nippers Tale Or

De Child Relates Iz Agony n Visions

by Karl Parkinson 

One day a man fell out de blocks n splooshed on de ground. De 
Glooptings wer der n’ stood around de splooshed man, laughin’. 

I gave dem de name Glooptings wen I first seen wunna dem. It wuz der 
in de lift, standin’ behind Da. It wuz black n’ thick like tar, but sorta’ 
ghosty like, as well. I asked Da 
 Wots dat gloopy lookin’ ting der? He didden see nutting. He 
laughed it off. Wild imagination. 
 De Ballymun block wuz getting’ outa’ hand. Buses runnin’ 
over dogs, me bitin’ beetles heads off, fellas jumpin’ off de blocks, bees 
stingin’ ya, glooptings laughin’, men in orange overalls wit helmets on, 
lookin’ for money, n Da losin’ iz job n’ fallin’ asleep in de middle uv 
tings. We had te get out. So I called de white birds in de sky n asked 
dem te get us outta’ here, n’ dey sang de song uv movin’, n we wer 
gone, just like dat. We wer gone, just like de birds go. But Ma n’ Da cud 
only afford te go te another block, one wer Da grew up. Dis block wuz 
O’Devaney gardens. De grey place.
 Ders Da smokin’ de rollies, de rollie, olees, de puff sticks, de 
cough bringers. Ma likes de longer smokes wit de brown bit at de end. 
De black birds flew over de blocks de first day we came.
 Dey caw, caw, cawwwwwwed, in de sky.
 Me sister Edel makes friends quickly. She always makes friends 
easily. I think it’s weird, becuz she’s a headmelter te me, pokin’, laughin’, 
proddin’. Loves me tho’. Writes about me in school, draws pictures uv 
me. I love my brother Kenny.
 I said te Edel Lovin is weird, lovin’ is mad. People love each 
other, n’ fight, n’ be all shoutin’, n’ smashin’ up de place, wit love, like 
Da. 
 De Glooptings er here too. Did dey follow me? Do dey live in 
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all de blocks? Gloop, gloopy, gloopers. 
 De banshee wails.
 Like de screechin’ uv a feral cat. Shes sat outside our windowsill.
 A bag uv bats, a shadow, huge, scary.
 Awailin’. 
 Edel n’ me in bed cowerin’ under covers. 
 Wot’s dat out de window makin’ dat noise?
 Look at de big dark shade, in de corner uv de window.
 Aggghhh, wot‘s dat? Wot‘s dat? I’m scared.
 It’s a banshee I said.
 A banshee?
 Yeah, call Da, call Da.
 Da, Da, Da.
 Wot is it? 
 Der Da, out de window, it’s a banshee.
 But as soon as he comes in de wailin’ stops n’ she, disappears.
 Ders nutting der, it’s yer imagination, I told yiz about watchin’ 
dem horror films.
 I swear Da, it wuz der, outside de window said Edel.
 He walks over te wer Edel points n’ pulls back de curtains, not 
scared at all, Das a man, he has a moustache, he’s not afraid uv anyting.
 See der’s nutting der, go back te sleep, it’s late.
 Da musta’ scared it away, we thought. 
But he didden’, becuz wen he leaves, de banshee comes back. De shade 
n’ de wailin’. Awwwooouuuugggghhhhhh!
 Us kids huddled tegether in bed. All tru’ de night she keeps 
appearin’, disappearin’, appearin’ n’ disappearin’. De banshee wailin’… 
dis is how it begins.
 Ders Da, smokin, puff, puff, puff, cough, cough. Sittin’ by de 
fire, hoggin’ all de heat, Ma wud say. Here’s de old doggy, Shelley,
 Hello Shelley belly, she’s a good girl isin’ she. Shelley, Da n’ me 
all in de sittin’ room n’ de mornin’, drinkin’ tea, eatin’ Cornflakes, 
drinkin’ de milk out de bowl, barkin’ at de postman, smokin’ de rollies, 
puff, puff, puff, cough, cough. 
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 Mas gone te work in de sewin’ factory, wer she does de sewin’.
 Hole in yer trousers, no problemo, switch, switch, no holeo, in 
yer trousers anymoreo,
 Cuz Ma sewed it all upoooooooooooo! 
 Da says United er playin’ Arsenal in de cup later.
 Go on United.
 Da looks at me n’ smiles.
 No one else cud see de bee, but it wuz der, it wuz real.
 Bzzzzzz, ziiippp, flyin’ around de room, in de middle uv de 
night. I called for help. 
 Ma said she cudden see it, Da said yer imaginin’ tings again.
 Dat youngfellas got a wild imagination.
 Edel wuz laughin’ at me.
 It wuz der, a big bee, de size uv a dog, flyin’ over me bed, it’s 
back again, de talkin’ bee dat tricked me. 
 I won’t call out again, nuna dem can see um.
 Wot dya want bee? 
 I want te get out uv de block… Rrrought said Shelley, n’ scared 
de bee away.
 Me bed can fly. But nobody knows, ’cept me. Only at night wen 
everyone’s asleep.
 I wake up, de bed starts movin’, spinnin’, woov, woov, woov. 
Faster n’ faster till it takes off. Den I fly tru de tunnel n’ come out te de 
purple place.
 Mad purple mountains n’ de black sky wit shiny stars in it. I 
control de bed wit me head, I turn side te side. It’s magic. Wen I want 
te go back home n’ go te sleep I just go back tru’ de tunnel. Den make 
sure dat de big bee is not around n’ pop off te sleepy-sleep. 
 I had a dream about a woman. She wuz in de nip. She had big 
diddies. I woke up, it wuz me birthday. Ma gave de presents te me. Da 
wuz der smilin’. Cakes. Biscuits. Coke. Orange. Edel. Chocolate. Other 
kids. Shelly de dog. 
 Da again, in de sittin’ room. Blue, ragged hallowed housecoat, 
brown moustache, greyin’ hair.
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 Drinkin’ de tea, smokin’ de puff sticks. 
 I’m an Indian I tellum. 
 Cool he says. 
 I got an Indian headdress, a bow n’ arrow. I’m an Indian. Hey, 
ya, hey, ya, hey, ya, ho. On de plains, de buffalo comes n I dance in a 
circle wit de tribe, Im an Indian. De buffalo speaks.
 Kenny, yer de boy wit de buffalo in iz brain, yer de dancer on de 
plains, yer de shaman uv de blocks, spit de demons out Kenny. Buffalo 
n’ me dance in de blocks.
 Me cousins live in dis block too. Sum over der, sum over here, 
sum down der, sum up der. I went out in de block one day n’ made 
friends just like dat.
 Mad Mark Winters. He’s me best mate. Younger din me. 
Always tells iz Ma te fuck off.
 Mark Winters, wait till yer Da gets home. Wait till yer Da gets 
home. Da gets home. Da gets. Da. 
 De banshee comes in de night. She comes tru’ de window. Her 
hands er bones, torn green dress, no face, just a black hole wit red eyes 
in it. She floats around de house; she has no feet just a trail uv yellow 
smoke. She tips Da on de shoulder n’ he looks around n’ sees nutting. 
She looks at me n’ a howlin’ laugh comes out uv her blackness.  
 De bee is in de backer flyin’ around. He sees me n’ flies at me, 
zoom, zoooommmmm. Hello child, how are ya today?
 I tellum te fuck off. I run down de streets back te de block. 
 Child I must talk wit ya soon, forgive my sting, a lesson wuz 
learned, a lesson…
 School, a navy uniform. Girls. Boys. I shit meself, it wuz on me 
shoe. I wuz left at de back uv de class wit de shit, n’ dey all went te de 
yard n’ stared at me on de way out. Holy shit. Holy moley, shitey shoe, 
Kenny Shitshoe.
 Ma came te get me. Rescued me like a superhero. She gave de 
poor teacher a blast uv de tongue. Rarp, rarp, Im tellin ya, arp, rar, rarp, 
arp never again.  
 I shit de demon out dat time. I tried te spit it out like de buffalo 
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told me but it came out de wrong end. I wuz hosed down n’ changed 
inte jammies. All wuz well again in de blocks. 
 De Glooptings wer hangin’ around in de middle uv de block 
one day. Havin’ a chit chat. Dat wuz de day dat de old woman died. Mrs 
Tracy. She went mad dey said. She banged on de door. Didden know 
wot she wanted. Ma looked after her. Dats wot mas do, dey look after 
tings. Hole in de trousers, no problemo, no more holeo, cuz ma sewed 
it all up o’. Ma sewed up everyting dat needed te be sewed.
 Old Mrs Tracy. Mad as a hatter. Mad as a puppy. Mad as a full 
moon. Mad as monsters under de bed. I saw de gloop on her back, 
whisperin’, suckin’ on her head. I wuz scared uv dem Gloopers, n’ mad 
old women, knockin’ on doors in de block. But de buffalo wuzzen’ 
scared. Da wuzzen’ scared, he’s a man wit a moustache. A man wit a 
shirt n’ jeans. A man wit smokes n’ rollies, a man wit a blue housecoat. 
A man wit a job, a man wit no job, a man wit fists, a man who drinks 
beers n’ sings, a  man wit a legalise pot t-shirt, a man who smashed up 
de gaff wen drunk, a man who went te jail, a man who wrote letters, a 
man who wuz hooked on a drug, a man who loved, a man who lived, a 
man who’s in de blocks: Sittin’ on de armchair, hoggin’ all de heat, long 
legs stretched around de fire place. Heat hogger. Splif smoker. Garda 
dodger. Out de window n’ gone. De great escape. De shadowman flees 
in de night. Go on Da, go run, run, run fast inte de night, run out uv de 
blocks, run fast from de Gloopers n’ dat old, dark, creepy banshee n’ 
dem old blocks. 
 Im standin’ in de block wit Mark n’ sum other boys, in de 
sunshine. De seagulls er flyin’ n’ one comes n’ perches on de bollard n’ 
says 
 It’s as good a day as any day for it.
 For wot? I says. 
 For de meetin’, de meetin’ uv de boy n’ de bee.
 So, de bee is lookin te meet again, 
 I mused a minute.
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The New Friend

by Moya Roddy

‘Here, wait for me! Wait!’
 Turning around, Imelda and Eilish watched as Dympna, the 

new girl in their class, ran towards them. 
 ‘Did youse not hear me?’ she asked, catching up, linking arms 
with Imelda, as if she’d known her forever. Eilish wanted to ask who 
gave her flipping permission but she swallowed the words. She and 
Imelda used always link but since Imelda came out of hospital last 
time—more fragile than ever—Eilish contented herself traipsing 
alongside, on the lookout for boys going to the Christian Brothers who 
might bump into them accidentally on purpose; giving anyone who 
came near a look that would stop a bus.
 ‘Your hair’s only gorgeous Imelda. Is it natural?’
 Both girls stared at Dympna. 
 ‘Me ma’s hair is nearly the same colour but she’s a bottle blonde. 
Ye should see her putting it in. You’d die laughing!’
 ‘And your dress. I saw one like it in Arnott’s window. Cost a 
bomb.’
 Imelda smiled. She was the baby of the family; her two older 
sisters were at work so she’d stacks of lovely clothes. They treated her 
a bit like a doll, dressing her in white or pink outfits nobody else had, 
nobody could afford. Eilish’s was a different story: there were four of 
them still at school, clothes were passed down, expected to last.  
 ‘I like those shoes too, where’d you get them?’
 ‘My sister bought them for me. Don’t know where.’
 ‘Ask her. I’d love a pair.’
 Eilish—ignored by Dympna—listened as the new girl quizzed 
Imelda; felt like hitting her. Who did she think she was! She and Imelda 
had been friends since the first day they went to school—they were 
eleven now—and Eilish treasured their friendship, guarded it. Imelda 
with her white-blond ringlets, vivid blue eyes and red lips, looked like 
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an angel and Eilish—a small study girl “without a redeeming feature” 
as her ma sometimes said, thought she was the most beautiful creature 
ever existed. Girls at school fell in and out with one another all the 
time, were always changing best friends—everyone was fair game. On 
account of her health there seemed to be an unwritten rule to treat 
Imelda differently: to leave her and Eilish alone. Dympna had only 
been in their class a month: she didn’t know the rules.
 ‘Where d’you live?’ Eilish asked, interrupting. 
 ‘Curlew Avenue, we moved from the Liberties. The house is 
huge, we only had a flat before.’
 Eilish calculated. Curlew Avenue was off the top of a road up 
from Imelda’s. If she called for her earlier they might be able to avoid 
Dympna. It would be difficult though as Imelda could only walk slowly.  

Next morning, Eilish’s plan worked but Dympna wasn’t going to be 
that easily shook off. As soon as school was over she ran up to them, 
tagged along, chattering non-stop. Eilish did her best to freeze her out 
but since she was more interested in Imelda it only made things worse.  
 The following afternoon on their way home, Dympna linked 
Imelda again. 
 ‘You should walk a bit quicker. Bet ye can,’ she told her. ‘Do ye 
good.’ As the new girl increased her steps, Eilish was amazed to see 
Imelda make an effort to keep up. 
 ‘She gets tired,’ Eilish objected, launching into an explanation 
about how Imelda couldn’t do a lot of physical things. Dympna just 
made a face. Eilish, who’s given up skating on account of Imelda, was 
gobsmacked. 
 ‘D’ye hear the one about the man robbing the bank?’ Dympna 
asked, launching into a rambly joke that wasn’t even funny. 
 When Imelda laughed, Eilish felt as if someone had put a hand 
in and pulled out her heart.  

‘Want to come round to my house after? I could show you my Barbie 
dolls.’
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 It was a sunny afternoon a couple of weeks later and the three 
girls had arrived at the corner where Dympna turned off. 
 Imelda glanced at Eilish. 
 ‘She can’t. We do our homework together,’ Eilish said fiercely. 
 ‘Keep your knickers on,’ Dympna replied, shrugging. ‘Alright. 
See youse tomorrow.’
 How could this have happened, Eilish wondered, watching 
Dympna slinge up the road, wishing a hole would open up and swallow 
her. Her whole world was tumbling down: Imelda in hospital was a 
cinch compared to this. Later, while they were doing their homework, 
neither of them mentioned Dympna but Eilish could feel her in the 
room. 
 The following Tuesday, Eilish had to wait to see a teacher about 
permission for one of her sisters to go for an eye test. Mrs Halligan 
was up to her neck so by the time Eilish managed to speak to her and 
hared out to the school gates, Imelda was nowhere to be seen. When 
she went round to Imelda’s to do her homework later, Dympna was 
already sitting there, bold as brass, a triumphant look on her pinched 
face. The next day when Eilish knocked on Imelda’s door, Mrs Moran 
told her Dympna had called a few minutes earlier and she’d catch up 
with them if she got a move on. She gave the girl an enquiring look but 
even though Eilish opened her mouth nothing came out. When Eilish 
reached the main road she could see the pair of them in the distance. 
Instead of trying to catch up she began to walk slowly. When she went 
into the classroom she couldn’t even bear to look at Imelda. 

Eilish lay awake listening to her sisters and brothers sleeping. All month 
—from behind a black cloud—she’d watched the new girl inserting 
herself into Imelda’s life. She’d tried to find a way of telling Imelda how 
she felt about her making friends with Dympna. But she didn’t own her; 
couldn’t make Dympna go away, couldn’t stop her walking with them,  
coming round after school. Mrs Moran was always welcoming: she loved 
Imelda having friends. If wouldn’t be so bad if Eilish liked Dympna  
but the girl was loud and common or maybe Eilish saw her like that 
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because she hated her; was jealous. If only someone would tell her to 
butt out. Dympna wasn’t like other girls in their class; for a start she 
didn’t treat Imelda with kid gloves and Eilish could see this was a new 
experience for Imelda, exciting even. It was as if Dympna saw a different 
Imelda; pretended to anyway. 

‘What’s up with you, you’ve a face on ye like a wet Sunday all week!’ 
Eilish’s ma looked up from changing the baby’s nappy. ‘Have you and 
Imelda fallen out?’ she asked when Eilish didn’t answer. ‘Girls!’ Eilish 
wished she could say they hadn’t fallen out: she’d been pushed. Or 
maybe she’d pushed herself. Instead, she buried her head in her 
English compo, tried not to think.    

‘Remember these,’ Mrs Nugent said, appearing at the bedroom door 
and waving a pair of skating boots. ‘Why don’t you head off down to 
the rink and have a bit of fun. Ye can’t be shutting yourself up in here. 
It’s not good for ye.’
 It was Saturday afternoon and Eilish was lying on her bunk 
bed, staring into space. 
 ‘I’m not in the mood Ma. I’ve forgotten how to skate, anyway.’
 ‘Well you’re not staying in here. You’ve got a choice. Outside or 
the rink. Take your pick.’
 Eilish turned away; she didn’t want her ma to see the tears.
 ‘Ye can’t let things get ye down, ye know. Ye have to keep going. 
Look at me. If I heaved up in bed every time I got a knock where would 
youse all be?’
 ‘Go on. You can call in to your nan’s on the way—she’s always 
complaining she hasn’t seen ye,’ she shouted as she clattered back 
down the stairs.
 Eilish picked up one of the boots, felt the old familiar 
excitement. She loved skating; it had been a real sacrifice giving it up: 
Imelda hadn’t even known either. 

It wasn’t long before Eilish was back as if she’d never stopped; the 
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effort keeping her mind off the horrible achy feeling in her heart. She 
relished the coldness of the rink, the freedom she felt whizzing round 
it, legs gliding, every ounce of her concentrating. She loved the feeling 
she got about her own body as she found herself able to make it do 
things, make it obey her. She set goals and kept to them. She still found 
herself wishing Imelda was there but less and less. Of course, Imelda 
wouldn’t be able to skate but to have her watching would be something. 
When she found herself thinking this she practiced harder. 
 It surprised Eilish how quickly things changed and became 
normal or what seemed normal. She walked to school on her own or 
chugged along with her younger sister and brothers; if she saw Imelda 
and Dympna, she crossed the road. And by keeping her head at an 
angle she could avoid seeing Imelda in class; once when she thought 
she caught her giving a little wave, she looked the other way. 
 Skating began to take up more and more of her time. Her ma 
offered to give her extra pocket money if she minded Bernie and Ryan 
for an hour each day plus Sunday mornings. That meant she could 
afford to go more often. When she went in the evenings she stayed at 
her granny’s. Nan made a fuss of her, always having a treat in; and it was 
nice being on her own instead of one of five, fighting and arguing over 
everything. That was one of the things she missed most, she used love 
doing her homework at Imelda’s—it was so peaceful and quiet, not like 
her own house.

One Saturday, Eilish noticed an instructor watching her as she practiced. 
He waited until she’d finished then came over; told her she was a 
natural. He explained that because she was small she had a low centre 
of gravity which helped and even though Eilish didn’t understand what 
he meant it cheered her up. She began to push herself harder: doing 
different, more complicated moves; watching what older kids were 
doing, copying them.  
 When her birthday came round her ma gave her a second-hand 
bike. Once she started cycling to the rink, she realised how much she 
loved physical activity; how she’d cut off that side of herself for Imelda. 
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One day when she was out for a spin, she passed Imelda with one of 
her big sisters near the football pitch. Eilish put on a spurt and as the 
air sent her hair flying she told herself she didn’t care. All the same, she 
was relieved when the summer hols came and she didn’t have to face 
seeing her every day. She spent her time either minding her brothers 
and sisters or at the rink. She could tell she was improving and as she 
was unlacing her boots one afternoon the same instructor told her 
if she kept it up they’d put her in for competitions in the autumn. 
Eilish was thrilled. She thought immediately of telling Imelda before 
remembering it wasn’t possible.  

When school started in September the first thing Eilish noticed was 
Imelda was missing; she didn’t come in the following day either. Eilish 
wondered if she was sick but didn’t like to ask anyone; certainly not 
Dympna who seemed to be palling round with a girl called Carmel 
who always had plenty of money. 
 After a few days she couldn’t bear it and swallowing her pride 
she tackled her. 
 ‘She’s in hospital,’ Dympna told her. 
 ‘Is she sick?’
 ‘Don’t think so. She’s in for tests or something. I haven’t seen 
her for ages. Don’t know how you stuck her—she’s boring. Never wants 
to do anything.’
 ‘She’s not able that’s why,’ Eilish defended her old friend. 
Dympna looked Eilish up and down, a funny expression coming into 
her eyes. ‘I suppose you think butter wouldn’t melt in her mouth. Well, 
ye should have heard some of the things she said about you.’
 Eilish thought she was going to faint. ‘I don’t believe ye. What 
things?’
 ‘Me to know, you to find out! Be seeing ye,’ she added, calling 
out to Carmel who’d just passed. 
 Eilish watched her go: if what she said was true she’d never 
speak to Imelda again. Ever.
 That evening as she practiced at the rink, the only thing Eilish 
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could think about was what Dympna’d said. Had Imelda really said 
things about her? Dympna was probably making it up, Eilish decided, 
but each time she came to that conclusion she started thinking about it 
all over again. The idea gutted her and to escape the feeling she skated 
harder than ever, pelting herself round the rink, doing spirals over and 
over until she was exhausted. 
 ‘Do that at the competitions and you’ll knock the others for six,’ 
the instructor told her as she came off the rink. ‘Keep it up. Not long to 
go now.’

The following day Eilish marched up to Dympna in the playground. 
 ‘I want to know what Imelda said about me?’ she demanded. 
 Smirking, the girl scuffed the toe of her shoe in a patch of earth.  
 ‘The two of you suit each other, know that—yer both pains. She 
didn’t say anything, did she,’ she sneered, dislodging a daisy. 
 ‘Ye made it up? What ye do that for?’
 ‘You thought you were great didn’t ye—turning your nose up at 
me. Don’t think I didn’t notice. Well, I put a stop to it. Your precious 
Imelda was easy game. A bit of flattery did the trick.’
 Eilish couldn’t believe her ears. ‘You did it on purpose. Why?’
 ‘Why not for fuck’s sake? I never had anyone and you did! Now 
you don’t. Simple!’
 Eilish looked at her: saw tears welling in Dympna’s eyes; saw 
the girl shake them away, make her face ugly.
 ‘What’s wrong?’
 ‘Fuck off! I don’t need you or Imelda. We’re moving back into 
town anyway—me ma’s going mad out here in the sticks. So you’re 
welcome to her. She’s home now ye know.’
 Eilish’s first thought was to run straight round to Imelda’s but 
she stopped herself. What if Dympna wasn’t making it up and Imelda 
had said things? Worse: what if Imelda didn’t want to see her, didn’t 
want to be friends again? She didn’t think she could bear that. She’d 
almost got used to them not being friends; it would kill her to go 
through it again.  
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After tea Eilish put off trying to make up her mind, went instead to the 
rink. There was a competition for older kids that night—hers wasn’t 
until the following week—and she was hoping to pick up a few tips. 
She sat watching, her mind elsewhere. Near the end of the first round, 
a girl with blonde curls—the spitting image of Imelda—exploded onto 
the ice. Eilish’s heart stopped but as the girl skated nearer she saw 
she didn’t really look like her. She watched her performing a perfect 
spiral—one leg effortlessly above hip level – before going into a spread 
eagle, carrying it off brilliantly. As the skater took her bow, a younger 
girl rushed out and hugged her. The two went off arm in arm, Eilish’s 
eyes following them. Later, as she waited for her nan to let her in, 
Eilish made up her mind. 

‘Eilish Nugent! We haven’t seen you in an age. Come in, come in.’ Mrs 
Moran opened the door wide. ‘She’s upstairs having a little nap but you 
can go up and see her if you like. She’s tired, so don’t stay too long. I’m 
sure she’ll be delighted to see you.’
 Imelda’s golden hair streamed across the plumped up pillows. 
When she saw Eilish her eyes lit up then her gaze lowered and Eilish 
watched a tear trickle down.  
 ‘I didn’t think you’d speak to me again,’ she whispered. ‘I’m 
sorry.’ She peeped up at Eilish.  
 Eilish wanted to say so many things, ask so many things but 
she found she couldn’t get words out. 
 ‘Can we be friends again?’ Imelda asked. Eilish nodded.  
 They sat saying nothing for a while then Imelda broke the 
silence. ‘What’s in the bag?’ she asked. 
 ‘Skates. I’ve taken it up again. It’s great.’
 Imelda lay back on the pillow, sighed. 
 ‘Are ye tired?’
 She nodded. ‘Maybe you could come round tomorrow?’
 Eilish was about to say yes when she remembered she’d 
arranged a final practice. She could give it a miss: it’s not as if she really 
needed it.  
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 ‘I can’t,’ she told her. ‘I have practice—competition’s tomorrow 
night. I can come the day after.  

On her way home, Eilish passed the football pitch. There was a game 
on and she stopped to watch. One of the lads made a brilliant pass and 
as the ball sailed past the goalie a cheer went up. The boy jumped in the 
air before skidding along the ground. Like skating on your knees, Eilish 
thought. She could imagine the thrill he was feeling. Would she win? 
She’d like to. Turning to go, she realised a weight she’d been carrying 
had vanished. Her heart seemed to have expanded—felt as big as a 
playing field. More than anything she wanted to be Imelda’s friend but 
for the first time she knew she didn’t have to be. 
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Four Eyes

by Alan Weadick

Okay, so maybe I’m not such a bright spark after all. If I was, I 
would have copped something was up with all of those trips to 

Mrs Large’s clinic in another part of this same building: Our Lady’s 
Hospital for Sick Children. Mrs Large, the eye doctor, who smells like 
Nana and says she lives up the mountains, shining her lights into my 
left eye, her large face looming in front of my one lazy eye, the funfair-
glass between us. 
  So, what’s the big deal now, sitting up in the hospital bed 
wearing my crisp new pyjamas, Ma and Da hanging over me in their 
raincoats. Da is doing his voices and making his faces while Mam’s 
glittery eyes are busy trying not to give the game away. Why? I know 
they are going to have to leave soon, and I don’t mind, really. I’m fairly 
sure they’ll be back tomorrow morning, like they say, to watch over the 
operation to fix my lazy eye; I believe them. They don’t have to keep 
telling me over and over again.
 I am even wondering if I’m going to have to pretend to fall 
asleep, as usual, to get them to leave. I can do the drowsy, baby-talk 
thing with my mouth and this seems to do the trick. Then they tuck 
me in, bend down to kiss my cheek goodbye and “make a move”, as Da 
says softly to Mam. Shuffling out into the corridor, they wave through 
the sum copy squares of the window and are gone. They are not a bad 
lot, my Mam and Da, but if they think I’m going to sleep through the 
rest of the day in this mad place, they’ve got another think coming.
   But I can stretch out in my own room now for a while, making 
sure they don’t step back in suddenly, with something they pretend 
to forget: Another comic, a Dinky car, one more bottle of Lucozade 
with the orange wrapping paper that when you crinkle it gives you the 
humpback bridge shivers. I reach for the one nearest me now on top of 
the bedside locker, trying not to upset the warm grip the hotel-sharp 
sheets have around my middle. I crackle the wrapper, then scrabble 
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the bottle back with my fingers to its place beside the other two. All 
done like a really sick boy would do, with little grunts, so as not to 
upset the deadly shape of my legs in the middle of the perfect white 
sickbed.
 And I’m not even sick, Ken. I say this in my mind to my big 
brother who is not here but wherever he is I know he is heartily sick. 
Sick of me skipping off all the time with Mam to ride on the top decks 
of two buses to see Mrs Large. Even sicker to see Mam and Da always 
sneaking those sad glances at me eating or watching TV with my one 
good eye, the crooked, lazy eye hidden behind the lump of Elastoplast 
they wrapped around the left lens of my glasses; me, their favourite 
lampy boy. Maybe sickest of all when he had to watch as I was given all 
that new stuff, batteries included: the presents I got before going into 
hospital. Poor old Ken. I can see him stalking and fuming around the 
yard now, going into the garage to look for one of Da’s sharper tools, 
wanting to hang, draw and quarter the out-of-date Action-Men. Who’s 
the cross-eyed mental-case now, Ken? 
       The tight grip of the nurse’s sheets is soon boring me so I find a 
way of snaking up out over them, then smoothing out the dent, so that 
it looks like the bed is waiting for some other scrubbed and patched-
up boy to lie on it. I slap my bare feet on the floor a couple of times, 
hard, to see does the sound send a nurse or two running in, all red-
faced and clown-mouthed, to tie me back down. It doesn’t. They’re out 
there, all right: I can see them flashing past the window, moving in all 
directions but still not crashing.
 Nurses: with singsong voices who, when not singing their songs 
with their hands full of help, are laser-beaming their eyes at the lips 
of the doctors, chemist-coated with their heart-phones around their 
necks. I know them from going to Mrs Large: they look like the High 
Baby nuns, only white and blue instead of black and white and not 
wearing those seagull hats like they do in Ladybird books, which is 
one more thing Ken doesn’t know. 
 The glass lens over my good eye clicks nicely against the glass 
of the window when I press my face to it. I watch the mad traffic of 
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metal and tubing trolleys with their gangs of men-nurses and stick-on 
parents behind, like a speeded-up Corpus Christi parade. On the trolleys 
and in the wheelchairs, there are different types of sick children. Some 
look asleep with red, puffy faces: others with wide eyes are watching the 
lights on the ceiling pass with a sappy look. Some of them are growing 
back into babies, with no hair on their heads and dolly bandages 
dripping from their arms and legs.
 Then suddenly I hear the missing thing: the noise. Like a wind 
in your face the bawling and screaming of the sick children. Exploding, 
hiccupping roars for the maaa and the daaa that even I know can’t be 
there all the time. Or swooping and diving screeches of No, No, No as 
nurses stand huffing and puffing over them with their arms dangling  
by their sides. This shakes me a bit, the way the sound is running  
up and down the walls and bouncing off the ceiling like some giant 
hospital spider. 
 And it’s because of my plastered eye that I don’t see the reason 
for this quick blast of noise. It’s only when I turn to go back to the 
bed, a sudden change of plan, that I finally see him standing in the gap 
between the door and the wall: my Double.
 I think this must be a Double Trouble episode in my life when I 
see this other sick-but-not-screaming boy. We look each other up and 
down, though, the way real boys do, shaking our heads at the big, fat 
mistakes of Mas and Das everywhere: He is wearing the same stripey 
Penny’s pyjamas, the same Sherlock Holmes dressing gown with the 
useful, lifelike rope around the middle and he’s even been creeping 
around in identical Kung Fu slippers. I am thinking as well that he 
must have some extra powers of invisibility not to have had even one 
hook-armed nurse scoop him up from the corridor outside and chuck 
him back to wherever he came from. But that’s not all: below the same 
fluffy, just-washed mop-top, he’s looking back at me with one eye!
 Over his Health Board glasses he’s got the Band-Aid patch over 
his lazy eye. An exact mirror opposite, too: his over his right eye and 
mine over my left. After a stretchy while spent breathing at one another,  
I go over to the side of the bed to put on my slippers. This is to test 
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the mirror idea: If, when I look up from the slippers and…yeah! He’s 
still there, leaning against the door frame now, settled in but shuffling 
too and glancing behind as a trolley or wheelchair clatters by out in 
the corridor, turning his head all the way around and tilting it up, to 
give his one eye a chance. So, when he gives me the nod, with his chin, 
I’m ready.
 Following him out into the corridor, I try to remember if his 
good eye is the same colour as mine, Mam’s and Ken’s: green. Feckin’ 
green-eyed monsters, the lot of youse, brown-eyed Dad is fond of saying, 
messing. But my double is ahead of me now, dodging invisible through 
the bawling and squeaking traffic of the corridor. I keep my lips tightly 
closed, my eye on his neck and my shoulders scrunched as I left-right 
behind him. This keeps me out-of-the-way skinny but is really from 
this goosebump feeling of being at any second likely to be grabbed and 
twirled around to face nurses, doctors, guards or other foes.
 It doesn’t happen for so long that I begin to think that nobody 
here has any eyes: Every bit of skin, hair, tooth and nail there is gets 
pointed in my direction, through a mist of wee and poo smells, but not 
one curious eye. So that by the time I have followed Me Number Two 
up to the nurses’ desk, I am feeling a bit cheeky. Passing by, I break 
step and give a little wave and a nod to Mrs Mop, the nurse who is 
leaning in so close to her Get Well Soon Book, that her long curls are 
snaking around the top of the desk, twitching slowly toward her half 
pack of Fruit Pastilles, their stomachs’ rumbling.

No. I’m away again. Not a squeak from her as, with a suck from the big 
double door at the end of the corridor that Double Me holds open and 
lets close behind us both, the noise of the corridor stops and we are 
standing at the bottom of empty stairs.
 ‘Do you want to see some Aliens?’ he says then.
 He’s a bit sappy-sounding for me, a bit pasty-faced and bunny-
eyed. Not such a Me Two, after all.
 ‘What Aliens?’
 ‘They’re in that room at the top of the stairs. I’ve seen them.’
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 ‘Yeah, right.’
 ‘I swear. Just there, where it says “Exit”. It’s the Aliens’ Ward. 
They put them in the children’s hospital to hide them. Because they’re 
the same size as us and look like children, from far away.’
 ‘How do you know?’
 ‘My Dad is a Customs and Excise Officer,’ he says after a blowy 
gap. ‘Come on!’
 He starts up the bare tiled steps, past the white walls without 
pictures, the long dim lights at the top, starting me thinking and stopping 
me moving. His slippers stop their slipping and he turns at the top of 
the stairs.
 ‘Come on,’ he says in a whisper they could probably hear outside 
in Crumlin. ‘Not chicken, are you?’
 Then I can feel myself commandoing up the stairs toward him.  
He is down on one knee, making a tiny crack in the door with his 
fingers. He’s waving me over and down, down with his hand, to lie flat 
on my stomach. I hunker over to sit cross-legged on the floor beside 
him. I reach out and grab a piece of the door, the hairy stuff at its edges, 
just under where he is holding it.
 ‘Not too much,’ he says, ‘They’ll see us.’
 There is whiff of some sort of Vick’s rub from Igor. Sap!
 ‘Now,’ he whispers ‘See?’
 I see. And start to feel this rushing sound in my ears, like when 
Mr J.J. Sheen, maths teacher, suddenly remembering I am alive after 
weeks of floating, webby dreams and calls me Mister. There are no 
Aliens to be seen. What I am looking at, though, could maybe be the 
inside of some mad mothership. The watery green and red light that 
it takes your eye a few seconds to get used to before you can see it take 
shape: the huge, circular control deck in the centre of the room stacked 
with computers, the blip of screens coming from all over. The only other 
sound is the swishing back and forth of the crew in their suits: green 
from head to toe with only their eyes and ears showing between their 
face masks and caps. They rustle back and forth between the deck and 
what looks like tropical fish tanks. There is no water in the tanks: The 
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crew reach down into them with their skin-coloured gloves, rummage 
around with cotton wool and needles, then move away again, sucking 
their face masks in and out at one another, whispering. Hooked up to 
the fish tanks is a rake of humming and sucking machines, on wheels, 
with dials and flashing screens. 
 ‘See the Pods?’ whispers Igor.
 ‘Yeah?’ I say in a voice that is almost not there.
 ‘That’s where they keep them: the Aliens. They can’t live in our 
atmosphere. They’re keeping them alive with special gases. So they 
can study their brains.’
 ‘For what?’ I ask the sappy genius.
 ‘Science,’ he says and tut-tutting his tongue, turns back to the 
crack in the door. I am leaning in for another close-up of science when 
he suddenly swings his head back around. There is a fierce pain as our 
heads knock and both pairs of glasses, mine and his, click and snag 
together, his falling to his lap.
 ‘Idiot!’ he hisses.
 ‘Watch where you’re going, dope!’ I say, rubbing my cheek 
where the frames have dug in.
 He looks gimpy and wide-open, the way us Four Eyes usually 
do without our glasses on. I grab a look at his bad eye while I’m at it: it’s 
nuzzling into his nose as if at war with it against the other, too-good, 
eye. Just like mine. We are some pair.
 ‘If you don’t believe me, why don’t you take a look?’ he says, 
putting his glasses and the snotty look back on to his face.
  ‘I believe you,’ I say. 
 Only I am really believing this: That science can go screaming 
back into the goggle box it came from, that stories with rabbits and 
hamsters in them are maybe not so sappy after all.
 ‘I dare you to go in and look. I dare you. I Double Dare you!’
  After a horrible quiet, I begin to stand up. How Dare found its 
way to Sap-Land I will never know but there is nothing else to be done 
now. Me Two might as well be Me One Hundred now, such is the power 
of Dare. A hundred Igors and Kens and everyone else I’ve ever known 
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all standing around in a wide circle, sun-shiny giants pointing their 
fingers at me: Dare, Dare, Dare!
 I am still only half standing up, wondering if I’ll ever be big 
enough to reach my hand out to that fire-door again, when Igor stands 
up himself and pulls it open for me: a gap wide enough for a skeleton, 
minus its skull, to squeeze through. Igor with a big grin and wiggling, 
witchy fingers. Thanks a lot, Igor.
  I shuffle over to the crack and take a look. It mightn’t be as bad 
as all that; maybe not a hundred percent sure thing of alarm bells going 
off, loudspeakers and spotlights pointing at me. The crew all have their 
backs to me, the few that are now on the deck. Most of them seem to 
have gone into a curtained–off cubby-hole to sit facing their captain 
who is standing over them, holding a clipboard. Also, the nearest fish 
tank is only a few steps to my right, stuck out on its own. Either that or 
there are so many machines around this one, sucking and humming 
to themselves, that there’s no room for it anywhere else. So many that 
I have to open my one good eye wide to see the slice of fish tank in the 
middle of what looks like a whole team of robots around it.
 Then I see something stir in the tank. I am sure it was a little 
scrap of brown hair and the white of an eyeball.
 That’s when I feel the sappy little push in the middle of my back 
and I am sent sailing into the room, half-running but mostly falling, 
past the tank to land flat on my face in front of the control desk. Igor. 
 I hear the double doors flapping softly one against the other, 
Me Two now disappeared beyond them, what else? Gone slipping off 
down the stairs and back into the pink and sky-blue, Vicks–smelling 
rooms of his life, leaving Me One on my own, again. So maybe I’m not 
such a bright spark, like they say, but I start to get the idea, lying flat 
there on my speccy face, that this won’t be the last time I find myself in 
a spot like this. Except that there will never be another place like this, 
will there?
 Those few seconds of ticking calm when I pull myself to my feet 
and with the masked and gowned crew somehow still not spotting me, 
I take one, two, three steps across the floor to see, lying on the bottom 
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of the glass tank, Igor’s idea of an Alien.
 That is: not an alien at all but just a baby boy in a bad way.
  About half the size of my arm, a red-raw baby with little red 
legs kicking; one, two, three, four times and its arm’s reach up, hand’s 
gripping and letting go the empty air between us. The way you see 
normal baby’s do, only none so out of this world tiny, ever.
 And when I see the tube sticking out of its stomach and trailing 
up to dangle from one of the machines, something happens inside 
me; like maybe the chute has suddenly opened in the bottom of this 
mothership, given way to all that sucking space underneath.
 So, when the girl crewmember pulls me off my feet and carries 
me slung across her hip, shouldering through the double doors and 
down to the bottom of the dim back stairs, it feels like I’m being saved. 
Even when, at the bottom of the stairs, she grabs my chin and shakes 
me, with the plan of wiping “that stupid grin off your face”, knocking 
my glasses to the floor, I don’t mind at all. And when, after waiting for 
me to pick my sorry spectacles off the floor, she spins me around and 
launches me back down into the ward with the other, full sized and 
less sick children, it feels like I am about to fly, like I always knew I 
could.





From Ages Eleven and Twelve
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Wearing the Trousers

by Celia de Fréine

Celeste is on a train travelling north with her auntie, who has 
been sent to the city to collect her. The journey frightens Celeste 

because, when they are crossing the border in to the North, men in 
uniform stop the train and ask the passengers to open their suitcases. 
Foodstuffs, like butter, are cheaper in the South and people sometimes 
try to smuggle them across the border. The men have to make sure this 
doesn’t happen and that is why they rummage through the passengers’ 
belongings.  
 One of the men asks Celeste’s auntie where she bought her 
outfit. Her auntie’s outfit looks like it’s out of a fashion magazine but, as 
she explains to the man, it was run up by her friend, the dressmaker, on 
her sewing machine. Last year one of the men examined Celeste’s doll 
and asked where it had been bought. Celeste is too big for dolls now. 
And when she reaches the village where she is to spend the summer 
with her granny and her two aunties, she wants to go swimming every 
day with her friend, Hazel. 

The two girls are now on their way around the back of the quarry for a 
swim. They have to hurry. The tide came in two hours ago and, if they 
don’t get a move on, there won’t be enough water to swim in. Unless 
they want to wade through the swathes of seaweed where the crabs 
lie in wait. Hazel was bitten by a crab once and would rather it didn’t 
happen again. 
 As they change into their swimming togs Hazel accuses Celeste 
of saying a bad word. Celeste will have to be more careful and remember 
she is in the North, where customs differ from those in the South. The 
word in question is ‘hell’. Hazel says it’s a bad word and shouldn’t be 
spoken. Celeste doesn’t think it’s a bad word. Just a bad place. She is a 
Catholic and goes to Mass on Sunday. Hazel is a Protestant and goes 
to Sunday School. Celeste would like to go to Sunday School and learn 
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stories from the Bible instead of listening to the priest, especially when 
he climbs into the pulpit and says no man should covet his neighbour’s 
wife. Celeste doesn’t understand what that means. She would prefer to 
learn about Lot’s wife. Or one of the girls in the Bible, such as Deborah.
 Hazel rarely speaks about Sunday School. Her parents allow her 
to play with Celeste on condition they don’t talk about God or religion. 
And especially not about the Pope. Celeste’s aunties don’t mind one way 
or another. She is glad: if she and Hazel weren’t allowed to play together 
the summer would be very lonely and boring. 
 It isn’t long since World War II ended. The American soldiers  
have gone home. And the Jewish children, who spent years working on  
the nearby farm, have grown up and gone off to search for their families. 
Celeste’s other auntie tells her that some of the soldiers, who were Jewish, 
used to play with the children on the farm and bring them chocolate. 
They had nylon stockings and cigarettes for the older girls in the village. 
Though the village boys were jealous, the girls were glad of the gifts at a 
time when food and clothes were rationed. Celeste’s granny still wears 
a coat made from curtains and a striped pullover knit from scraps of 
wool unravelled from old cardigans. 
 Celeste would like to hear more stories about the war years but 
her aunties prefer not to talk about them. Nor do they like wearing 
clothes that have stripes. Everyone wants to get on with their lives and 
do their best for their children. Mothers disappear early in the morning 
and go to work as cleaning ladies in the big houses on the other side of 
the village. Some families live in a shed or with their grannies during 
the summer so their houses can be rented out to holidaymakers. The 
money earned from the cleaning and subletting is put to good use and 
children are well-fed and well turned-out. 
 Although the villagers are strict when it comes to religion they’re 
sensible when it comes to dressing their children. Girls wear shorts 
during the day when playing on the swings and slides. Long trousers, 
or slacks as they’re called, are worn in the evening when going for a 
walk around the commons or sitting on the pier to watch the minstrels 
put on a show. Some of the slacks are made of tartan but these are sold 
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out by the time Celeste arrives. Celeste has no shorts or slacks because 
girls in her city don’t wear trousers. On the first day of her holidays 
her aunties bring her to the draper’s shop and buy her two pairs of 
shorts and a pair of burgundy corduroy slacks. Then they bring her to 
the dressmaker and arrange to have a dress and bolero run up for her 
to wear on Sunday. Sunday is when the swings and slides are chained 
and padlocked.
 When Celeste goes home in the autumn and tells her 
schoolfriends the swings in the North are chained and padlocked on 
Sunday, they say she’s daft. When she tells them about the minstrels 
on the pier they say there’s no such thing. And when she tells them 
about swimming with Hazel around the back of the quarry they say 
she’s showing off. Celeste isn’t showing off, she’s telling stories about 
how she spent the summer. She soon learns to keep her mouth shut 
and settle back into school. 
 One Saturday is particularly cold. Celeste forgets that girls in 
her city don’t wear trousers. She pulls on her slacks and goes out to 
do the shopping. Her slacks will keep her legs warm and their rich 
colour will lift the day’s dullness. She goes into the grocer’s shop and 
buys bread, eggs, cornflakes and margarine, which she carefully places 
in her basket. She feels people stare at her legs. One woman blesses 
herself with the sign of the cross. Millie, the girl on the till who’s 
usually friendly, won’t look her in the eye. 
 Celeste goes into the butcher’s next. The butcher can’t believe 
his eyes when she walks in and asks for five lamb cutlets. He says her 
father must be at home in bed. If she’s wearing trousers they must be 
his and that means he’ll not be able to get up to go to work. Celeste 
places her basket full of messages on the counter so that she can get 
money out of her purse. When the butcher has chopped and wrapped 
the cutlets he grabs her basket. She tries to grab it back. The basket 
falls on the floor and the eggs are smashed. The butcher tells Celeste 
not to worry and gives her money to buy more eggs. She has to go back 
in to the grocer’s shop and suffer the same stares as before. When she 
gets home she tears off her slacks and shoves them into the bottom of 
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her wardrobe.

Celeste studies hard at school and, when she is old enough, gets a job 
working for the Government. She has to cycle to and from the office, 
very often in the rain. Her skirt gets wet and the pedals of the bike 
rip her tights. Most girls wear nylon stockings as tights are new and 
expensive. It would make sense to wear trousers in to work. According 
to the rules, girls should dress appropriately. It would be impossible 
to ask the Head of Personnel whether or not trousers are appropriate. 
Anyone who wants to speak to him has to ask their boss, who has to 
ask his boss and so on up the line until the request reaches this very 
important person. Celeste knows if she asked her boss he wouldn’t pass 
on her request.
 There are plenty of men in Celeste’s office. Young, middle-aged 
and old. The girls are young, with a few exceptions. That is because 
girls have to resign from their jobs when they get married and stay at 
home, have babies, cook meals and clean the house. Most of the men 
pity the older girls. If they still have jobs it’s because they can’t find a 
husband. Sometimes one of the men might say: ‘Alas, poor Bridget, she 
was such a beauty in her day’. Or ‘Such a pity about Kathleen. She was 
left standing at the altar on what should have been the happiest day of 
her life’.  
 After some years women begin to wear trousers in other parts 
of the city. Especially students who bring them back from America. 
Celeste buys a pair which she wears at the weekend. She longs to wear 
them in to the office but still doesn’t know how to go about getting 
permission. By this time the department has expanded and many of 
the men have been promoted, making it more difficult to approach any 
of them. 
 At Christmas the staff are invited to a party in the dining club to 
celebrate the promotions. In the club the tables are laden with plates of 
sandwiches and sausages and bottles of wine and whiskey. Before long 
the men become merry and sing songs such as The Homes of Donegal 
and Galway Bay. Celeste sees another side to these hard-working 
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unapproachable men. They are lonesome for the parts of the country 
they left in order to come up to the city and work for the Government.
 Towards the end of the evening the Head of Personnel sings 
On the Banks of My Own Lovely Lee. There are tears in his eyes. Celeste 
plucks up courage and asks him would it be all right for girls to wear 
trousers in to the office. He looks at her, thinks for a minute and smiles. 
‘Yes, it would,’ he says. Celeste wants to make sure she has heard right. 
She asks again. He says ‘yes’ again. By now Celeste has been working 
long enough for the Government to realise the importance of keeping 
a written record of all decisions. She asks for the permission to be put 
in writing. The Head of Personnel agrees. He has a pen but no paper. 
Celeste grabs a doyley from a plate of sausages. Though the doyley is 
stained with grease part of it is clean enough for the Head of Personnel 
to record his decision.
 On Monday Celeste brings the document into work. She goes 
into the typing pool, where most of the girls are based, and tells them 
the news. But the typists are reluctant to wear trousers in to the office. 
Most of them don’t own trousers anyway. The next day Celeste pulls on 
her own pair and wears them in. And keeps on wearing them, pleased 
at all the money she’s saving by not having to buy expensive tights. 
Some years later Celeste meets the man she will marry and has to 
resign from her job in the Government. By then many of the girls have 
bought trousers and are wearing them in to work. 
 At first Celeste misses her job but soon gets used to staying at 
home, having babies, cooking meals and cleaning the house. As the 
years go by she studies at night and qualifies for other jobs. One of 
them is teaching. Another is writing stories. Some of her stories, like 
this one, are true. Others are about people and events she imagines. 

Life in the city has changed. Girls no longer have to resign from their 
jobs when they marry. Women of all ages work for the Government. 
Some are, in fact, Government Ministers. Women, whether teachers, 
civil servants or Teachtaí Dála, wear trousers in to work. Recently, 
however, while waiting at a pedestrian crossing on a wet windy day, 
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Celeste notices a schoolgirl on her bike. The schoolgirl is struggling 
against the wind, while trying to hold down her wet kilt and push the 
pedals. Celeste knows what she would do—were she back in school.
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Molly, Brigid, Mary, and the Irish Revolution

by Liz Gillis

Irish freedom was not won by the actions of a few, but of many. And 
while every movement needs its leaders, they would have nothing 

and would achieve little without the support and willingness to act of 
the thousands of ordinary men and women who chose to stand up and 
say enough is enough. This was true in Ireland in the years 1913-23. 
In that effort to achieve independence for Ireland were to be found 
thousands of women, young and old who chose not to follow the path 
society dictated they should follow. Instead, they played a vital role  
in this movement. Without them, the revolution would not have 
succeeded.
 During the course of my research, I have discovered some truly 
amazing women, from all backgrounds who are just as fascinating as 
our more well-known figures. Let me tell you about three, all working-
class Dublin women, who played their part in the fight for Irish 
freedom.  

Molly O’Reilly

First we have Molly O’Reilly who, at the age of nine went to Liberty Hall 
to learn Irish dancing. While there she would hear James Connolly 
speak and was enthralled by what he had to say. During the biggest 
strike in Irish history over the right to join a trade union, the 1913 
Lockout, aged only eleven she, with Connolly’s children, would run 
messages from Connolly in Liberty Hall to the workers who were on 
strike. She helped in the soup kitchens and collected money during the 
Lockout. After the Howth gun running she hid some of the weapons in 
her house in Gardiner Street. All of this activity was unknown to her 
father who was opposed to such activities.
 The week before the Easter Rising James Connolly specifically 
sent for her to carry out a special request, to hoist the flag over Liberty 
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Hall, an honour she proudly accepted. She was only fourteen years  
old. Years later, Paddy Buttner, who was a Citizen Army Boy Scout 
remembered that event and more specifically remembered Molly. It 
seems he had a bit of a crush on her as he recalled she had flaming red 
hair. When the Easter Rising began, she marched to City Hall with the 
Irish Citizen Army (ICA), led by Seán Connolly, and throughout the 
fighting she carried messages to and from the GPO. After the Rising 
she went to England as a student nurse. She returned home in 1917 and 
joined Cumann na mBan, the women’s revolutionary movement.    
 During the War of Independence Molly arranged safe houses 
for Volunteers who were on the run. At the time she worked in the 
Bonne Bouche Tearooms in Dawson Street. While there she would steal 
guns from British Army officers and listen in to their conversations, 
getting vital information that she would pass on to her comrades. She 
even supplied some of the names of the British officers who were shot 
by Michael Collins’s assassins, ‘The Squad’ on the morning of Bloody 
Sunday. She also delivered dispatches and weapons to IRA units around 
the city. This work was often carried out late at night and she had more 
than one close encounter with the British military.
 The Irish War of Independence ended in July 1921. The British 
and Irish governments met in England and signed the Anglo-Irish  
Treaty in December of that year. However, the Treaty did not give Ireland  
the Republic that so many people, including Molly, had fought for. 
Twenty-six counties of Ireland would become a Free State. Those  
counties would have limited independence but still be part of the  
British Empire. But six counties of Ulster would remain under British 
rule and be known as Northern Ireland. Also, Irish politicians had to 
swear an oath to be faithful to the British monarch. When the Treaty 
was brought home to Ireland, the Republican movement  split into pro-
Treaty and anti-Treaty camps. People who had been united fighting 
against the British now turned on each other and sadly, despite their 
best efforts they could not agree on the Treaty. In June 1922 civil war 
broke out in Ireland. The pro-Treaty side was led by Michael Collins 
while Eamon De Valera was the leader of the anti-Treaty side. Molly, 
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like most of her female comrades took the anti-Treaty side during the 
Irish Civil War. The people she was fighting were her former friends. 
She was arrested in 1923. During her imprisonment she went on hunger 
strike and after sixteen days she was released. She later married Ned 
Corcoran who was a member of the Dublin Brigade, IRA. They had five 
children, four boys and one girl who she named Constance after her 
good friend Countess Markievicz.

Brigid Davis

Brigid Davis joined the Irish Citizen Army in 1915. She assisted Dr 
Kathleen Lynn in her work, training the women in first aid in Liberty 
Hall. She was a member of the City Hall garrison during the Rising, 
under the command of her neighbour and good friend Seán Connolly 
and was second in charge to Kathleen Lynn in the medical section. She 
was with Seán Connolly when he was shot by a British sniper. When 
the garrison surrendered, Brigid was one of the seventy-seven women 
imprisoned in Kilmainham Gaol, where she was held until the 8 May.  
 On the first anniversary of James Connolly’s execution the Irish 
Citizen Army remembered their fallen leader in a way that was sure to 
attract the attention of the authorities. A large banner with the words 
‘James Connolly Murdered 12 May 1916’ was hung across the front of 
Liberty Hall. The police were quick to take it down. Not willing to let 
the authorities get the better of them a new banner was quickly made. 
 This time the women did everything in their power to ensure the 
police would not remove this banner. Helena Molony, Rosie Hackett, 
Brigid Davis and Jinny Shanahan went up to the roof of Liberty Hall. 
They barricaded the door to the roof and proudly unfurled their banner. 
These four women defied up to 400 policemen for four hours. Finally, 
the police managed to break through and remove the banner.
 In 1918 the Flu pandemic was sweeping through the country 
with devastating effect. Kathleen Lynn, helped by Brigid and other ICA 
women did their part in helping combat the crisis. They administered 
vaccines to the members of the Irish Citizen Army and their families 
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and nursed victims of the flu in their homes.
 Also in 1918, Dr Lynn with Madeleine Ffrench Mullen, Kathleen 
Clarke and others formed a committee with the aim of setting up a 
hospital for infants. Infant mortality in Dublin was amongst the highest 
in Europe and these women realised they had to act as very little was 
being done by the government concerning this issue. They acquired 
Charlemont House, in Charlemont Street, and in 1919 St. Ultan’s  
Hospital for Sick Infants opened its doors, the first hospital of its kind 
in Ireland. Brigid was again at Dr Lynn’s side and in 1920 at Lynn’s 
insistence Brigid trained as a baby nurse and one year later she was 
fully qualified.
 Around this time, she joined Cumann na mBan. Throughout 
the War of Independence, she carried out first aid, tending to wounded 
Volunteers in secret locations until they could be transferred to safe 
hospitals. That was how she met her future husband Paddy O’Duffy. 
Paddy had fought in the Rising and was a member of ‘E’ Company, 2nd 
Battalion Dublin Brigade, IRA. When he got wounded, Brigid was his 
nurse. The two soon fell in love and married in 1921. She took no part 
in the Irish Civil War that followed. Brigid Davis and her husband had 
five children, three boys and two girls. Her eldest daughter Maureen 
followed in her mother’s footsteps and started her career in nursing in 
St. Ultan’s hospital. 
 Brigid kept the nurse’s uniform she wore in City Hall during 
the Rising. A uniform that she, like the other women made themselves, 
a uniform they were proud to wear. She put it safely away, cherishing 
it, unwashed, untouched. Seán Connolly’s blood still visible on the 
shoulder where she held his head as he lay dying. Her uniform is 
preserved and held in Kilmainham Gaol.  
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Mary Hyland

Finally, we have Mary Hyland. Born in 1889 she, with two of her sisters 
and at least four of her brothers were involved in the Irish Revolution. 
Mary and her brother Jim were members of the Irish Citizen Army. She 
was an early follower of the nationalist and suffrage movements. She 
does not appear on the 1911 Census as she refused to allow her father to 
put her name on the form until women got the vote.  
 During the Lockout she helped in the soup kitchens in Liberty 
Hall. She was a singer and ‘a bit of an actress’ and was regularly cast in 
the weekly Sunday night plays that were put on in Liberty Hall. She also 
helped to make the now famous banner ‘We Serve Neither King nor 
Kaiser but Ireland’ that adorned the front of Liberty Hall. Prior to the 
Easter Rising she was chosen by James Connolly to carry out intelligence 
work on the British military.
 On Easter Monday she marched with her brother Jim to St 
Stephen’s Green under the command of Michael Mallin and was one 
of a small group chosen to take over the College of Surgeons. After the 
surrender Mary evaded capture. Her two brothers Jim and Thomas as 
well as Mick O’Kelly were arrested. O’Kelly was also a member of the 
Irish Citizen Army and had fought with Mary in St Stephen’s Green and 
the College of Surgeons. The two would later marry.
 After 1917 Mary it seems took no active part in the revolutionary 
movement. It can be assumed that although she may not have been  
an active participant, she continued to support the movement, her 
brothers and husband were still active. Her husband was imprisoned 
during the War of Independence and went on hunger strike. He and 
her brothers took the anti-Treaty side during the Civil War and again 
Mick was arrested.    
 Mary and her husband were to have five children, one boy and 
four girls and in later life they became the caretakers of the place that 
had such an effect on their lives and was most likely the place where 
they first met: Liberty Hall.
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Working-class women who made a difference

The Irish Revolution was not a mass movement at first, no movement 
is. But through the belief and determination of many Irish men and 
women it became a mass movement that people believed in. They 
didn’t do it for the glory or to have their names in the history books. 
They acted because they had the courage to stand up for what they 
believed in and gave us, the future generations, a vision. Our job is 
to remember them and recognise the vision they gave us whether it 
is in education, the freedom, especially as women, to choose what 
career we might like to pursue, that proper healthcare and housing 
are not impossible demands, the belief that a fair society for all can be 
achieved. 
 These three women are examples of some of the less well-
known women of the Irish Revolution. They were ordinary, working-
class women who wanted to, and did, make a difference.      
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An Teachín Liath

by Tomás Mac Síomóin

la haghaidh páistí

Maireann Búg a dúirt saoi liom
i dteachín liath gan tine

gan urlár díon ná ballaí ann
i ngleanntán ar chúl na gealaí

Ní íosann Búg ná ní ólann
uisce leann ná fíonta
a ainm siúd ní chluintear á luadh
ariamh as béala naíonda

Tá cóifrín falamh ina sheasamh ansiúd
gan im ann arán ná ciste
ach tá rún an teaichin ag fanacht ann
mar dhuais sa gcófra duitse

Cén chaoi a mbainfead a theaichín amach?
Scaoil a rún im’ chluas-sa!
Ach fios rún Bhúg ní ghnóitear, a stór,
le briathra baoth’ ná focal

Paidrín ná paidir fós ní leor
ná dlíthe dorcha an tréada
ach síneann staighre id’ chroí istigh
chuig a theaichín ar chúl na gealaí.
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The Grey House

(for children of all ages)

A wise man told me that Búg lives
in a grey house without a chimney

no roof, no floor or walls there
in a valley behind the moon

Búg does not eat nor drink water
nor beer nor wine
in the words of children
you can’t see his face

There is an empty closet
no bread, no butter there
where there is a treasure for you
the secret of his little house.

How do I get to his little house?
and tell me what is the secret?
you will not win that treasure, oh!
with stale formulas or with words

Prayers also will not serve,
the laws obscure the way
only the stairs of your heart’s desire
can bring you to his secret.
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A New Deal!

by Frank Murphy

The Count de Loot was not a happy man! He had been walking the 
floor for hours when the doorbell rang. The indignity of it that he 

should be reduced to such circumstance, there was nothing for it now 
but that he would have to cancel Christmas. 
 “Scrounge!” he bellowed, “will you answer the bloody door,” and 
continued pacing while he listened to the footsteps disappearing down 
the hall. He gathered his greatcoat about him to keep out the draught 
and stopped to gaze out of the window,
 Everyone seemed to be happy; smiling faces greeted each other, 
warm handshakes were exchanged, if it continued like this he would 
have to find employment. The very thought of it sent a shiver down his 
spine and he shook himself.
 “Good God no!” he muttered. “What was the matter with 
people anyway?”
 “Mi Lord,” the Butler interrupted, stepping into the room. “De 
Want of Wantall and the Lady Avarice beg your acquaintance”.
 “Beg, beg, ye bugger ye! I beg from no man,” thundered De 
Want pushing his way past the Butler.
 The Count who was about to disagree would have done so but 
his cousin seemed to have prospered since their last encounter and 
had taken on airs of substance while the Lady Avarice had been rebuilt 
from the bottom up. Literally!
 “Now, now!” hastened the Count dismissing Scrounge with a 
gesture, “you mustn’t give your sense to the servants, ill breeding will 
find its own exit”.
 “He should curb his insolence then,” said De Want, his face 
flushed with indignation. “A good cropping would have him singing 
from a different hymn sheet, Eh! Avarice, would it not?” 
 The Lady Avarice merely contented herself with smoothing 
out the creases on the back of her skirt.
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 The Count motioned towards the fireplace. “To what do I owe 
the pleasure, you wish to borrow something?” he enquired with a 
slight air of trepidation knowing full well that De Want never returned 
anything.
 “Oh no, no, no” assured De Want. “Not this visit, anyway, though 
the Lady Avarice may have the need of a bicycle pump, the Botox you 
know!” 
 “Indeed,” mused the Count raising an eyebrow, “perhaps some 
refreshment then, I could have Scrounge bring up some Scrumpy or 
perhaps some elderberry wine?”
 “No, no, that won’t be necessary, I mean damn your crab apples 
anyway!” said De Want, getting agitated as the Lady Avarice adjusted 
her cleavage. “I didn’t come here to discuss husbandry!”
 “It’s the pressure,” she said. “The cold affects them you know.”
 “I wasn’t talking to you,” said De Want casting his eyes about 
the room. The De Loot of centuries leered down on him from the walls, 
cobwebs hanging from the frames, browns blending into browns, 
trophies and artefacts alternating between dust-covered tables and 
chairs.
 He was easing himself into one of them when it tried to bite 
him.
 “Oh, good God!” he exclaimed, grabbing his posterior.
 “Oh, that’s just Angus!” assured the Count, “he sleeps there in 
the afternoon, wouldn’t harm a flea!”
 “I should imagine he’s on very friendly terms with them,” said 
De Want, aiming a kick at the dog which sent him scurrying under the 
legs of the Lady Avarice where he shook himself until the fire began to 
crackle.
 The Lady Avarice began to scratch.
 “De Loot,” said De Want regaining his composure, “this place 
is falling down around your ears, have you ever thought of doing a 
day’s work?”
 The Count affronted, protested loudly. “I’ve been making 
suggestions for years, but nobody will listen to me”.
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 “Of course nobody will bloody listen to you!” roared De Want, 
“everyone is happy, happy people never created anything, you’ve got 
to make them miserable, why just today when I was coming in here 
somebody said hello to me, ye can’t have that! No telling where it would 
end up, nip it in the bud I say!”
 “And how the hell would I do that?” enquired the Count 
adopting a superior tone.
 “How the hell would you do what?” replied De Want, distracted 
by the Lady Avarice who had begun to hop around in front of the 
fireplace.
 “Make them miserable!” repeated the Count.
 “Well, it just so happens,” said De Want pausing as the Lady 
Avarice removed an article of clothing.
 “Oh pay her no mind,” said the Count getting exasperated, 
“women will do anything to attract your attention, why my own good 
wife was a martyr to such peculiarity until I had her put down.”
 “Was that not a bit extreme?” enquired De Want as the Lady 
Avarice chased Angus around the room, divesting herself of the rest of 
her garments as she did so.
 “Oh good God no!” replied the Count turning his head to watch 
them pass. “I suppose the exercise will do them both good, he doesn’t 
get out much you know, anyway you were saying, carry on”.
 De Want leaned closer to the Count. “A wonderful new 
commodity has just come on the market, an addictive substance, I take 
it you wouldn’t have any qualms?” he whispered.
 “The Hell you say!” said the Count, his face transformed with 
expectation. “And just what is this substance called?”
 “More!” said De Want.
 “More!” echoed the Count.
 “Yes, More!” enthused De Want as the Lady Avarice climbed up 
on Angus. “You could do with some yourself”.
 “Oh, I daresay!” said the Count, “but where do I fit into this 
equation?”
 “Oh, given your connections, smooth the path, grease the 
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palms; help to get the operation off the ground. I was hoping you 
could regulate the business yourself, family after all,” De Want replied. 
“Naturally enough there would be a commission in it for you!” 
 “Oh naturally!” agreed the Count, “but given my exalted position 
in society I couldn’t become directly involved in such proceedings.”
 “But, but, but…” huffed De Want.
 “However,” the Count continued, “my cousin Phil twice removed, 
has already served some time on these accounts and could prove 
suitable.”
 “Phil who?” queried De Want.
 “Phil De Lucre,” answered the Count, “you must have heard of 
him, big pockets.”
 “Mmmm…” mused De Want, suitably mollified. “And is he 
trustworthy?”
 “Oh absolutely not,” returned the Count, “wouldn’t trust him 
as far as I could throw him.”
 “Could be just the man for the job then,” said De Want, “get 
him round to me first thing on Monday morning, can’t abide tardiness 
you know, hard graft never harmed anyone, have a social engagement 
at eleven!”
 “Indeed!” answered the Count pulling the Lady Avarice out 
from underneath Angus where she had him in a chokehold. “Some 
diversion, Eh?”
 “Wonderful new game,” said De Want. “Golf! You chase these 
balls across the open countryside; everyone above a certain social 
situation is so engaged.”
 “I daresay,” said the Count, “and everyone above another is not!” 
 “Anyway, time and tide, De Loot, time and tide, must be away, 
up and doing, come Avarice, present yourself!” De Want called out.
 The Lady Avarice pelted her way down the hall, De Want 
having to run to keep up.
 “Will you hold your advantage my dear, hold your advantage!” 
he called after her.
 “Have a good day,” the Count added.
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 “Hoppers!” she screamed. “Hoppers; the place is infested with 
them!”
 The Count waited for a few minutes before summoning  
Scrounge.
 “You rang, Mi Lord?” he enquired.
 “Indeed I did Scrounge, indeed I did,” said the Count. “How is 
that little number we have on suggestions doing?”
 “Not very well, Mi Lord,” answered the Butler. 
 “Well discontinue it then,” said the Count. “We’re going to make 
Law instead; I’ve decided that in the future everyone will be guilty of 
something!”
 “Oh, that’s very big of you Mi Lord,” said the Butler.” Cut down 
on the paperwork!”
 “Exactly Scrounge, exactly!” said the Count. “We can’t let De 
Want take over the place. And we’ll tax everything, they won’t know the 
difference anyway, people have been too happy for too long; I’ve been 
saying it for years.” 
 “Tell them it’s for their own good sir,” said the Butler.
 “Oh yes!” agreed the Count.
 “De Want won’t like that,” interrupted the butler, 
 “Oh mostly it won’t apply to him,” said the Count with a wave of 
his hand, “after all, we need him to make everyone miserable, but if he 
should get a bit awkward we’ll have to arrange an accident, I take it,” he 
paused, “that wouldn’t present any difficulty?”
 “Oh, a nod is as good as a wink to a blind horse, Mi lord,” replied 
Scrounge.
 “Splendid fellow, splendid fellow!” enthused the Count. “Show 
willing, that’s what I always say, now where would I be without you, 
Scrounge!”
 “Oh hell, I’d say sir!” replied Scrounge.
 “You’re too modest Scrounge, too modest, you’ll have to get out 
more, now where was I?”
 “Signs, Mi Lord, we’ll need signs,” said the Butler.
 “Warning signs,” said the Count.
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 “Welcome signs to lure them in,” said the Butler.
 “Tax returns,” said the Count.
 “Signs to tell them when to cross the road,” said the Butler.
 “Permits and visas,” said the Count.
 “Credit cards,” said the butler.
 “GENIUS!” said the Count. “I think that about sums it up, keep 
’em in debt. Oh look Scrounge, the sun is coming out, there are great 
days ahead, and we’ll need a new title, a new title, perhaps you could 
suggest something yourself?”
 “How about Survivors Inc., Mi Lord,” the Butler put in.
 “Most fitting, most fitting,” said the Count untangling Angus 
from the undergarments. “Now we must have our constitutional.”
 Scrounge coughed, “shall I fetch his lead then, Mi Lord?” he 
queried.
 “Oh, I don’t think that will be necessary Scrounge, these straps 
he has around his neck will do just fine but you’ve just given me an idea.” 
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Your House is on Fire, Your Children will Burn

by Moya Roddy

Mrs Forde slapped down the teapot. ‘For God’s sake Lisa, it’s only 
a light.’ 

 ‘It’s not “only a light”! You always say that and you’re always 
leaving them on! It doesn’t matter how often I explain.’ 
 Looking at her twelve year old daughter, Lisa’s mother shook 
her head.
 ‘Your dad and I pay the bills. It’s none of your business if I leave 
a light on.’ 
 ‘You leave everything on. Standby lights on the computer and 
iPads use electricity too. I read an article that said the amount used 
could keep a hospital powered!’ 
 ‘Stop reading articles then. Do what ordinary kids do—listen 
to music or something. Now leave me alone, I’ve things to do.’ 
 Lisa glared at her mother. If the world hadn’t gone completely 
mad it would be her mam telling her to turn off lights, not to waste 
stuff. It was hopeless, her parents refused to take climate change 
seriously. They just couldn’t get in into their heads the future of the 
world was at stake. 
 ‘What’s electricity got to do with climate change anyway!’ Mrs 
Forde muttered as Lisa left the room. 
 ‘Everything,’ Lisa shouted, banging the door behind her.

Lisa plonked herself on the bed. What's electricity got to do with climate 
change! That’s exactly what got her interested: the way everything was 
connected. Growing up, she’d thought things were separate: people and 
plants and trees, mountains and rivers, countries and continents, clouds 
in the sky: they might be part of the planet but that was all. Some like 
animals were divided into groups—birds and insects, dogs and cats,  
cows and horses, not to mention slimy things that crept and crawled, or 
flew and bit you like midges. On top of that was all the things living 
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under the sea she didn’t have names for like the blind fish swimming  
at the bottom of the ocean, where it was so hot a person would be 
boiled alive. 
 She’d never forget the tingle of shock she’d experienced when 
she discovered that far from separate everything was linked, like a chain. 
She’d suddenly felt part of something enormous—mind-boggling— 
not an isolated girl on a small island. Each of the links contributed 
something the next link needed. Like a bee isn’t only buzzing around, 
it’s pollinating, and not only flowers but loads of things we eat. Now 
bees are threatened—half of them have vanished in the last thirty  
years. If they don’t survive, food won’t grow and we’ll be done for. Lisa 
shuddered. That was why it was important to do something now before 
it was too late. 
 Lisa’s attention was caught by fly bashing itself against the 
window. As she opened the catch to let it out she thought again about 
the question her mother had asked. What does electricity have to do 
with climate change? To understand you had to look at the big picture. 
Electricity comes from coal—a fossil fuel that comes out of the ground. 
It was a non-renewable resource (she was learning loads of things) 
which reminded her of an ad on the radio that got on her nerves: Hair 
dryers at 5.99 and once they’re gone they’re really gone!! This was true 
about coal—once it was gone it was really gone too. But the most 
worrying thing was the pollution. 
 When fossil fuel is burned stuff goes into the atmosphere: it was 
one of the reasons the world was heating up. And this caused oceans 
to get hotter, polar ice to melt. And because of that polar bears—which 
everyone loved—got stuck on icebergs where they couldn’t get food 
so they starved to death. It also caused oceans to swell so countries 
below sea level got flooded. Ireland was okay for the moment but that 
wouldn’t last. Lisa watched a blackbird flying to and fro’ from the larch 
at the bottom of her garden. You’d think everyone would be up in 
arms—doing something! 

The Fordes ate during the Evening News and when Lisa came down 
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for dinner a few days later the six o’clock bulletin had already started. 
Lisa’s parents didn’t have all that much to say to each other and Lisa 
suspected having the telly on was their way of having a conversation. 
They’d comment on items, getting annoyed or laughing or making 
tut-tutting noises. Lisa half-watched, one ear on alert in case anything 
interesting came on. All she could hear was Brexit, Brexit, Brexit  
but then the announcer’s voice changed and she began to talk in a  
cheery way about a fifteen-year old girl who’d sat outside the Swedish 
Parliament protesting about climate change. 
 Lisa nearly fell off her chair. Ssshh, she quietened her parents, 
her eyes glued as a shot of the girl appeared. She looked about ten  
years old, all hunched up in a yellow anorak, a handwritten placard  
in her hand. The announcer went on to say the first time the girl— 
Greta something—protested no one turned up but now thousands  
were getting involved. Today she was calling for schoolchildren and 
students all over the world to join in the following Friday. She was 
naming these protests Fridays for Future and one would be held every 
month. With a wry smile, the announcer wondered if Irish students 
would be taking to the streets! 
 ‘What next!’ Mr Forde snorted, reaching for potatoes. ‘I’ll tell 
you one thing—that girl won’t have much of a future bunking off.’ 
 ‘It’s parents I blame,’ Mrs Forde added.' Of course Sweden’s a  
funny country. It has no morals.’ 
 ‘I think she’s brilliant!’ Lisa said. ‘It’s what we should be doing.’
 ‘Naturally you think she’s brilliant! Anything to get out of school.’ 
  ‘What’s the point of learning if there’s no future!’ 
 Putting down their knives and forks Mrs and Mr Forde stared 
at their daughter.  
 ‘What a terrible thing to say,’ her mam said at last. ‘At your age 
you should be looking forward to things. You should be thinking how 
great the world’s going to be!’ 
 ‘Is it?’
 A hurt expression came into her eyes. ‘Well, we tried to give 
you the best of everything. Chances your dad and I never had.’
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 ‘I know that. I just meant—’
 ‘I think your mother means she hopes you appreciate the 
sacrifices we made—not throw them away...’ 
 ‘Of course I appreciate what you’ve done—but that doesn’t 
mean—’
 ‘That’s enough, Lisa! I’m sure you’ve homework to do.’  

Before going to bed that night, Lisa googled “Greta” and “climate 
protests”. She hadn’t caught the girl’s last name and when her picture 
came up she saw it was ‘Thunberg’. The placard she’d held said 
SKOLSTRECJK: SCHOOL STRIKE and the slogan underneath: IT 
ALWAYS SEEMS IMPOSSIBLE UNTIL IT HAS BEEN DONE. Lisa 
studied Greta’s face: imagine doing what she was doing! At fifteen! 
Reading down, she learned there’d been strikes in other countries; 
groups in Ireland were already calling for students to join in. Several 
people had tweeted they were going and Lisa wondered if anyone in 
Galway was organising a strike; wondered if she’d the nerve to organise 
one in her new school?
 When Lisa woke the following morning Fridays for Future were 
the first thing she thought about. She thought about it all though 
breakfast and again as she walked to school. She’d only gone into 
secondary this year; never organised anything in her life. But she had 
to do it—the Swedish girl was only a few years older and look at her. If 
Greta could do it then so could she, Lisa told herself, as she made her 
way into the hall. 

‘What is it?’ Mrs Moore asked as Lisa’s hand shot up. ‘Have you a 
problem with the new timetable?’ The head teacher had just informed 
them of a plan to move PE to Mondays instead of Wednesday.  
 Lisa gulped. ‘I wanted to tell the  ... wanted to talk about ...’  
 ‘About what Lisa? We’re all waiting.’  
 ‘There’s a school strike on Friday about climate change, lots of 
schools are going ...’
 Mrs Moore’s face clouded. 
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 ‘Oh yes, I heard about it on the News last night. Let me put 
your minds at rest: I’ve no intention of allowing girls to skip class. So 
put that idea out of your head. You need all the classes you can get. 
Can I remind pupils ‘mocks’ are coming up and it would serve you all 
better if you spent your time with your head in a book-’  
 ‘But we voted not to wear our school uniforms some days,’ Lisa 
blurted. ‘Couldn’t we vote on this?’  
 Mrs Moore frowned. ‘That was a different matter entirely. For 
a start, there’s insurance to think about. I can’t have girls traipsing all 
over the village when they should be at school. That’s all, thank you 
girls,’ she finished, her eyes giving Lisa a warning look. 
 ‘Nice try Lisa,’ Jenny Donoghue joked as they made their way 
out. ‘Could do with a bit of time off.’
 ‘Specially if the boys are off at the same time,’ Regina Farrell 
chimed in.   
 ‘Yeah, bunking off could take on a whole new meaning!’ The 
girls sniggered. 
 Lisa ignored them as she hurried along the corridor. God, she’d 
made a fool of herself; now she’d be in old Moore’s bad books.  
 Just as she reached her classroom, Lisa heard her name being 
called. Glancing round she saw the headteacher hurrying towards her. 
 Beckoning at Lisa, Mrs Moore stepped into an alcove. 
 ‘I understand this may seem a very important issue but it’s 
equally important girls concentrate on their studies. There’ll be plenty 
of time to get involved in such things once you’ve left school. Have I 
made myself clear?’
 Lisa nodded. 
 ‘And I don’t want to hear of you trying to encourage any of the 
other students. This is Ireland, not Sweden.’ 

On Friday morning, Lisa went to class at usual. Just before 11 o’clock 
she asked if she could go to the toilet. The teacher gave her permission 
but instead of going to the loo, Lisa went straight to the cloakroom 
and grabbing the bag she’d left earlier, rushed out of the school, head 
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down in case anyone spotted her. As she made her way up town she 
racked her brains for the best place to stand; deciding finally on the 
foyer of the supermarket: if she was going to do it there was no point 
hiding herself away. Ducking into a doorway, she took out the placard 
she’s made, unfolded it. On one side she’d written: There is no Planet 
B; on the other Greta’s slogan: It always seems impossible until it has 
been done. The fact she was actually doing this meant the impossible 
had already happened.  
 Taking up a position near the escalator—the shop was on a  
lower floor—Lisa said a prayer her mother wouldn’t take a notion to do a 
bit of shopping; the factory she worked in was only five minutes away by  
car. Her dad wasn’t a problem—he was on a building site near Rossaveal. 
Holding up the placard, she trembled; was startled when a woman 
tapped her arm, asked what the sign meant. 
 ‘I’m protesting about climate change,’ was all she managed to 
squeeze out.  
 ‘Oh yes, that young girl from Denmark was on about it. Well, 
good luck. We could do with a bit of climate change,’ she joked, ‘too 
much bloody rain.’
 A child and her mother went by: the kid straining to stop, 
asking loudly what Lisa was doing. Moments later, someone she didn’t 
recognise took a photo: Lisa caught the flash, crossed her fingers they 
wouldn’t post it on Facebook. A few of the people passing smiled, gave 
her a thumbs up, others rushed past or scowled; one man muttering 
at her under his breath. Just as she was beginning to relax a girl in a 
school uniform came hurrying towards her and Lisa recognised Áine 
Daly from third year. 
 ‘Mrs Moore says you’re to return to the school immediately and 
go straight to her office.’ 
 Lisa looked at the older girl trying to read the expression on her 
face. 
 ‘I’d dump the sign if I was you.’ 
 ‘How did she find out?’
  ‘Someone rang the school.’ 
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 The two girls walked along in silence and Lisa felt the pit of her 
stomach clench. Mrs Moore would be sure to phone her parents. Now 
she was really in for it. 
 As they arrived at the school gates, Áine turned to her. ‘Thirty-
seven schools came out all over Ireland, thousands of kids like. There 
were even a few in Galway. I saw it on Twitter.’ 
 ‘You’re joking!’ 
 ‘I’m not. G’luck with old Moore. Say you’re really sorry. She’s a 
sucker for teary apologies.’ 

‘What’s this about bunking off school?’ Her mother demanded as Lisa 
came into the kitchen, on the lookout for a snack. 
 Suddenly, she didn’t feel hungry. 
 ‘I had a phone call from the school. Is this more of your climate 
change malarkey?’ 
 ‘Don’t tell dad will ye? Please, Mam?’ 
 Opening the press under the sink, her mother took out a bag 
of carrots. ‘If you promise not to do it again. I mean that Lisa. I was 
talking to Mrs Walsh, ye know in the post office. She was telling me 
some schools in Galway actually allowed kids to skip class. That’s a 
great example to be setting.’ 
 ‘What about the examples adults are setting—destroying the 
world.’
 ‘Don’t start! Unless you want me to tell your dad. What did you 
do anyway?’
 ‘I just stood outside the supermarket with a placard—that’s all.’ 
  ‘I hope nobody saw you.’ 
 ‘Greta Thunberg’s parents support her.’ 
 ‘Well, your dad and I aren’t opera singers or actors. Kids should 
stay in school. Leave politics to the politicians.’  
 ‘They won’t do anything about it—they’re like youse. Anyway, 
how did you know what her parents do?’
 ‘I am able to use the internet.’ 
           ‘Greta says we’re on the edge of the sixth extinction. We have 
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to do something now. All politicians do is promise to do something in 
the future.’ 
 ‘What in under God is the sixth extinction?’ 
 ‘It’s like when everything gets wiped out or nearly everything. 
In the past it was caused by different things, the ice age like. This one 
is being caused by us. By all the things we do. She says it’s almost too 
late—the house is on fire.’ 
 Her mother stared out the window, a faraway expression on her 
face. ‘Reminds me of that rhyme—Ladybird, ladybird fly away home, 
your house is on fire, your children will burn.’   
 ‘Exactly, Mam.’
 Mrs Forde stopped cutting the vegetables. ‘Don’t you find all  
this very depressing? I would. At your age all I thought about was 
dancing.’ 
 ‘The world’s different.’ 
 ‘I suppose it is. Keep an eye on that pot. I’ve got to run up to the 
shop for milk.’ 
 As Lisa watched the stove, she remembered Áine Daly: maybe 
she wasn’t alone, maybe there were other kids at school who cared.    

Lisa arrived in from singing practice the following Tuesday feeling 
pissed off. Someone had decided it was funny to call her Greta and the 
rest of the choir had taken it up. Crashing into the kitchen she found 
her father and mother sitting there as if the roof had caved in. 
 Her eyes lit on the weekly freebie lying on the table. Splat on 
the front page was a picture of her, placard aloft. The caption read—
Our Very (L)Own Greta Thunberg! 
 ‘You’re grounded for a month,’ her dad announced.  ‘And I want 
no more of this carry-on. I don’t want to hear any excuses either.
 Don’t look at me, her mam added. Making a holy show of us. 
Everyone in the village gets that paper—the whole county. We’ll be the 
laughing stock.’
 ‘I have to go into work tomorrow and so does your mam. I can 
just hear the lads.’ 
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 ‘I’ve told you already, we’ve not fancy opera singers in this 
house. We’re ordinary people. We have to live here. And ye do that 
best by not attracting attention, the wrong sort of attention.’ 
 She turned to Lisa’s dad. ‘That Greta has Asperger’s. One of the 
women at the factory was saying people are exploiting her. Wouldn’t 
surprise me in the least.’ 

The following Saturday, Lisa’s mam and dad were in their usual spot  
at the local having their weekly drink. 
 ‘Everyone’s looking at us. I can feel it.’ Mrs Forde whispered to 
her husband.
 ‘You’re imagining things, enjoy your drink.’ 
 ‘Ye know how people are, if they think you’re telling them how 
to run their lives. Farmers don’t like those Greens at all, they’re always 
going on about cattle and emissions.’  
 ‘No need to be worrying about the farmers, the government 
will protect them.’ 
 Mrs Forde picked up her vodka. ‘Don’t look now but I’m sure 
that woman over there’s staring.’ 
  ‘Which woman?’
 ‘Ssshh, I can’t remember her name. She lives up by the old 
church, has a girl in Lisa’s school.  A bit older maybe.’ 
 ‘I told you already—you’re imagining things.’ 
 A moment later the woman left her seat. After hesitating she 
made her way across to the Fordes. 
 ‘I hope you don’t mind me interrupting?’
 ‘Not at all,’ Lisa’s parents answered in unison. 
 ‘I saw your girl’s picture in the paper.’
 Mr and Mrs Forde looked at one another.
 ‘I don’t know where she gets…’ Mrs Forde began.
 ‘Youse must be very proud of her. I was saying that to my 
daughter—they’re in the same class although I don’t think they pal 
around. I was saying isn’t it great to see young people interested in 
something besides—excuse me you’re having a drink and here I am 
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blathering on.’
 ‘Ah it’s ok—we were just leaving.’
 Mrs Forde looked at her husband: they usually stayed for at 
least a couple. 
 The woman started to move away, then changing her mind 
leaned in: 
 ‘Ye know when I was young there used to be loads of moths 
flying around at night. Big white things and if you went for a drive you’d 
have to clean the windscreen next day. It would be covered in them. 
Not anymore. I was down the bog the other evening and not one flew 
against the car all the way there or back. That Swedish girl’s right—
things are disappearing. Anyway, say hello to your girl for me and tell 
her to keep up the fight.’ 
 Mr Forde was already on his feet. 
 ‘We will of course,’ his wife said, getting up to follow him. 

As they drove away, Mrs Forde tried to gauge what her husband was 
thinking. His lips were straight and a little pale which meant something 
was brewing. 
 Halfway down the bog road he stopped the car. 
 ‘She’s right you know,’ he said turning to her. 
 ‘Who? Lisa?’
 ‘No, that woman. I remember the moths. I used to hate the way 
they got killed, splattered all over the glass: I’d ask Dadó to drive slower. 
Ye never see any these days. Or only a few.’ His eyebrows drew together. 
‘Corncrakes too. Dadó used take me out to where they nested in the 
lower field. The sound they used to make—I can still remember.’ 
 He started the engine and they drove the rest of the way in 
silence, both of them lost in thought.   
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Children Making History—Covid Stories from the 
Children of Dublin 8

by Catherine Scuffil

2020 was a year like no other. Out of nowhere, we were hit with a 
global pandemic. It was, at times, incredibly difficult for many of 

our families, neighbours, and friends. In particular, challenges were 
presented for our schools, the children attending and their teachers. 
 Our children, like us all, were left to try and make sense of the 
sometimes scary and unfamiliar world of Covid-19, watching on wide-
eyed as businesses and shops closed around us, with only the most 
essential services still opened. Family life was turned upside down, 
working from home became the norm and boxrooms, spare bedrooms 
and even garden sheds became the new office workspace. Many  
parents lost their jobs, for unemployed parents there was little hope 
of getting one.
 For some of our children, getting to spend extra time at home 
with parents and siblings was a very happy and exciting experience. For 
others it was a sad and anxious time where they missed out on playtime 
with school-friends and also the chance to visit their grandparents and 
other elderly relatives as lockdowns, local and national, restricted all 
our daily routines.
 Regardless of the experience, there were many varied and 
interesting stories just waiting to be told and what better way than 
through the eyes of our children.
 As Historian-in-Residence, I do a lot of work with schools  
across the South West Inner City, the response from the children  
has always been amazing. I wondered did we have a chance to create 
something new, something that would help children express their 
thoughts on the situation we were in. With this in mind, a project 
was hatched. In conjunction with Dublin City Council’s South West 
Inner City Community Development Team, I invited those schools in 
a position to do so across the Dublin 8 area, to participate in a local 
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history/archival project asking them to submit personal stories and 
experiences of life during Covid 19. The children could submit a story, 
a poem, a song or even a picture. 
 To get the schools interested in the project, I first visited the 
schools and met with the children. When the lockdowns came into 
full force, in-person visits were not possible, indeed, even the children 
and teachers were at home, Zoom meetings into the classrooms or 
home settings were arranged instead.  
 A number of classes with a range of different age groups from 
seven primary schools across Dublin 8 took part in the project, where 
they were asked to submit their personal stories and experiences of  
life during Covid 19.
 During my visits as the historian the children had an opportunity 
to ask questions to find out basic facts. For example, what was an archive? 
I explained that this is where information about historical events was  
kept. What exactly was a primary source, and why are they important 
today? What better way to understand what a primary source was than 
creating one yourself, by recording your own experiences, your own 
personal story at this most unusual time, for future historians to use 
and learn what it felt like to be part of it?
 The project took on an added importance when Dublin City 
Library and Archive expressed an interest in what was to be collected. 
This was an exciting opportunity for them. The project was now to form 
the foundation of a new children’s archive for Dublin City, something 
we never had before.  
 The schoolchildren learnt about the importance of the City 
Archive, how it operates, and the various collections it safely and 
carefully holds and preserves on behalf of the citizens of Dublin.
 The enthusiasm of the children and their teachers was second to 
none. The ideas they shared as to how they could tell individual stories 
of window visits to grandparents, making cakes with their mams, 
gardening with their dads and taking part in the new event of ‘balcony 
bingo’ were inspiring. A rich vein of stories awaited.
 Special file boxes were distributed to each school and in all, 
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almost 300 stories were received.
 When the project was ready, a special ceremony took place at 
the Mansion House where a representative from each of the schools 
formally presented their stories to Dublin’s Lord Mayor in 2020, Hazel 
Chu, who then handed them over to the City Archives where they will 
be stored safely for future generations of Dubliners to enjoy. It was a 
fantastic day; the teachers were beaming with pride and the children 
were so thrilled that such a fuss was being made of what they had 
helped create.
 But in the meantime, plans are being made for the schools to 
visit the Dublin City Library and Archives in Pearse Street when the 
current restrictions have been lifted and it is safe for all to do so.
 Special thanks to all the pupils, teachers and principals from 
schools who took part in the project. Credit also to Dublin City Council 
Community Development Team for making arrangements, providing 
contact details and for finalising the event in the Mansion House with 
Lord Mayor Hazel Chu. Special mention to the management and 
staff at Dublin City Library and Archive, into whose care these special 
memories have been passed.

The following schools took part in the project:

Francis Street CBS Primary School
Warrenmount Primary School
St Brigid’s Primary School
Griffith Barracks Multi-Denominational School
Our Lady of Lourdes Primary School
St Catherine’s National School 
St Audeon’s National School. 

The stories wait to be examined, pending the full re-opening of Dublin 
City Library and Archive. Their content is a story for another day. 
 In working together, we have ensured that future generations 
will know what life was like for our young citizens during the Covid 
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pandemic. When we look back at historic events, we very rarely hear  
or read of the experiences of children, especially children from  
working-class areas. However, that will not be the case when future 
historians research how Covid impacted our everyday lives. Thanks 
to the schoolchildren of Dublin 8, their voices will be heard. For now, 
those stories are safe in the new Children’s Archives, the first of its 
kind in Ireland, in Dublin City Library and Archive.     
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Introducing our authors

Michael Casey 
was brought up in New Ross and went to the local Christian Brothers’ 
School. His formal training is in economics. He has written about the need 
to curb the excesses of the financial sector by means of Tobin taxes and 
proper regulation, and the tendency for government and the legal system 
to privilege the wealthy. In his book, Ireland’s Malaise, he proposes the 
Share Economy as the most appropriate industrial structure for Ireland.

Gráinne Daly 
lives in Tallaght, Dublin. Educated in Firhouse Community College, she 
worked in a local chipper and subsequently Dunnes Stores to fund her way 
through college and enable her to undertake a number of postgraduate 
courses. After many years of working as a personal assistant when her role 
was made redundant a couple of years ago, she viewed it as an opportunity 
to focus on her life’s passion: writing. Currently pursuing a PhD in Creative 
Writing, she is a Creative Writing tutor at University College Dublin and 
volunteers as a learning assistant in the Museum of Literature Ireland. 
Sport in creative literature is her primary research interest. 

Celia de Fréine 
writes in many genres in both Irish and English. Awards for her poetry 
include the Patrick Kavanagh Award and Gradam Litríochta Chló Iar-
Chonnacht. To date she has published nine collections. Her plays have won 
numerous awards and are performed regularly. Her film and television 
scripts have won awards in Ireland and America. Ceannródaí  her biography 
of Louise Gavan Duffy was published by LeabhairCOMHAR (2018) who 
also published her thriller Cur i gCéill (2019). Celia won scholarships to 
attend secondary school. While working in the civil service she studied 
at night for a BA from UCD. She was awarded an MA in Creative Writing 
from Lancaster University while holding down a teaching position and 
raising five children.

Owen Gallagher 
is a working-class writer, born in Gorbals, Glasgow. He left school at 15 
without qualifications and worked in factories and building sites, also 
as a street sweeper, a bus conductor and other enlightening jobs. The 
writing ‘moment’ for him was coming across Seamus Heaney’s Selected 
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Poems when he was 34. Though he grew up in the tenements, he was sent 
each summer to his grandfather’s small farm in Donegal, and reading 
Heaney’s poems validated for him working people’s lives—that they could 
be the stuff of poetry, so to speak. Thus his adventures with the written 
word began, writing about working-class people. He had his first poem 
published when he was 42 in The North magazine in England.

Declan Geraghty
is a writer, poet and spoken word performer. Born and raised in Dublin, he 
grew up in Neilstown, Clondalkin. He has lived in Madrid for 11 years, where 
he worked as an English teacher, but is now back living in Dublin. He has 
been involved in some poetry and short story anthologies, most notably 
Dublin in the coming times and The flying super hero clothes horse. He 
was also included in the Culture Matters anthology From the Plough to 
the Stars. He is one of the founding members of the Ballyfermot creative 
writers group, and is currently studying Creative Writing and Cultural 
Studies.

Liz Gillis 
Historian and author Liz Gillis was born and raised in Dublin’s working-
class Liberties, with a pride in her class. She works as a researcher for 
the History Show on RTE Radio and is Historian in Residence for South  
Dublin County. Liz was the Historical Consultant for the new Hyatt Centric:  
the Liberties hotel and was a Curatorial Assistant in RTE, specialising  
in researching the Easter Rising and a tour guide for many years in 
Kilmainham Gaol. Liz is the author of six books including, Women of the 
Irish Revolution and The Hales Brothers and the Irish Revolution. Liz has 
worked as a researcher on numerous publications, television and radio 
documentaries covering the period. She is a member of the Liberties 
Cultural Association, a voluntary group which was set up to promote the 
history of the Liberties. In 2018 Liz was a recipient of the Lord Mayor’s 
Award for her contribution to history.

Jennifer Horgan 
was born in Cork, Ireland and spent twelve years teaching in London and 
Abu Dhabi. Her travels heightened her awareness of inequality in both 
local and global settings. She returned home in 2018 to work in Cork 
Educate Together Secondary School. Her work appears in Crossways, Idler, 
Abridged, Ink Sweat and Tears, Blue Nib, and Honest Ulsterman. Her non-
fiction book, O Captain, My Captain, a critique of the Irish education 
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system, was published in July 2021 by Orpen Press.

Camillus John
was bored and braised in Ballyfermot, a working-class suburb of Dublin, 
and still lives there to this day. He considers himself working-class and 
always will. His Ma and Da both worked in the rag trade as a seamstress 
and a pattern cutter respectively. He has had fiction published in The 
Stinging Fly, RTÉ Ten and The Lonely Crowd amongst other organs. He 
would also like to mention that St. Pats won the FAI cup in 2014 after 53 
miserable years of not winning it. 

Eileen Keane 
was born on a sheep farm in North Connemara, Co. Galway. The sixth 
of ten children, she emigrated to London at 19. She attended college in 
Ealing and took a European Studies Degree. She returned to Galway in the 
early 90’s and became involved in music and theatre. She later moved to 
Dublin and studied music at Newpark Blackrock. In 2001 she qualified as 
a psychotherapist and has worked extensively with marginalized groups. 
Her interests as a writer revolves around the intersection of generational 
trauma, addiction, and poverty. She writes poetry, memoir and creative 
non-fiction. She is also a singer/songwriter. Her work has been published 
in: The Dublin Review, The Fish Anthology, Skylight 47, and The Cormorant.

Anne Mac Darby-Beck 
was born into a working-class family in rural Count Laois. When she 
left school she worked in a factory until being made redundant. She 
moved to Kilkenny, married a tradesman and had a child. After working 
in various jobs over the years she now works for the local authority. She 
wrote extensively as a child but fell away from the practice in her late 
teens. She joined a women’s study group in a local village which morphed 
into a writers’ group. With the encouragement of the group she began to 
write again. She writes poems and short stories in her free time outside 
of work and home. Her poems and stories have been published in various 
anthologies and magazines such as Cyphers, Poetry Ireland Review, 
Crannog, Skylight 47, 1916-2016 Anthology of Reactions, A New Ulster, etc. 
She won a first place in Syllables Poetry Competition.
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Tomás Mac Síomóin 
was born in 1938 of Dublin working-class and Roscommon hill farmer 
stock, who were active IRA militants in the Tan War, 1918-21. He is a Cornell 
University doctoral graduate, and a biology researcher/lecturer in the USA 
and Ireland. IRA membership was an early influence on him, and his 
translation into Irish of The Communist Manifesto was published in 1986 
by the CPI, of which he was a member. His involvement with Irish stemmed 
from extended periods in the Gaeltacht. He edited the Irish language 
publications Comhar and Anois. Has published poems, short stories and 
novels in Irish (some translated into English were published by Nuascéalta). 
Also non-fiction, such as the landmark The Broken Harp and its companion 
volume, The Gael becomes Irish, examining in depth the enduring effects  
of colonialism on the Irish psyche and on the fortunes of the Irish language.  
He has written in, and translated from, Spanish, and is a resident of Catalonia 
for over 20 years. 

Lauren McNamara
grew up in a small town in Limerick, Ireland, working part-time at her 
parent’s family run hardware shop from the age of 12. She recently completed 
her college degree while working five part-time jobs to fund it including 
teaching, ushering and bartending. She is currently working as a librarian 
and writer. 

Frank Murphy
is working-class. He left school at thirteen and returned to education at his 
own expense, studying telecommunications because a book in the local 
library made him curious about how transformers worked. He got into 
writing “by accident” when unable to enrol in a Dunshaughlin computer 
course, as it was full. The woman at the desk suggested a free writing 
course instead. He is editor of The Meath Writers’ Circle Annual Magazine 
and a member of the group since 2001. Writes mostly poetry but used to 
write the odd short story. He satirises the harsh or class realities of Ireland 
because he believes that any class or order that allows its own people to 
live in doorways or to wait for years for medical treatment or other needs, 
deserves it. 

Seónaidh Ní Shíomóin 
Was born in Dublin in 1975 and teaches in Gaelscoil Mhíchíl Cíosóg, 
Ennis, Co. Clare. She is very interested in the education of infants. She 
has a Post Graduate Diploma in Special Education and is in charge of 
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the Literacy Department in her school. Seónaidh has also been a Left 
political activist and played a central role in founding Solidarity—the Left 
Alternative in Ireland. She has vigorously campaigned on issues which  
have a detrimental impact on working-class people, such as the Anti-Water 
Charges Campaign, for the equality of women and the LGBTQ community. 
Her stories of the adventures of Colm and his dog Oscar are told in the 
engaging series Ár Scéalta (Our Stories). Written in Irish Gaelic these 
stories provide an ideal and amusing read for children between 4 and 7 
years of age. There are 20 books in the series, published by Coiscéim and 
Nuascéalta. St. Patrick’s Day was originally published by Nuascéalta.

Alan O’Brien 
Born in 1977. Raised in the Finglas/Ballymun area of Dublin. Bricklayer 
by trade. In opposition to emigration culture returned to education in 
2011 and received a BA in English-History UCD, 2015. Also received the 
Dublin City Lord Mayor’s Certificate in Oral History 2016. Shortlisted for 
the Maeve Binchy Travel Award 2015. Winner of the P.J O’Connor Award 
2016. Finalist for the Lingo Spoken Word festival 2016. Co-wrote, directed, 
and took a part in a play entitled From the Backbone Out that was 
performed in Liberty Hall, Dublin 2016 and 2017. Poems included in The 
Children of the Nation: An Anthology of Working People’s Poetry 
from Contemporary Ireland (2019). Short story included in From the 
Plough to the Stars: An Anthology of Working People’s Prose from 
Contemporary Ireland (2020). Alan would like to thank Fiach Earley 
(12), and Jorga Siwale (13) for their discerning eyes and reviews.

James O’Brien 
is a former bricklayer, and a writer, journalist and blogger. He has had 
freelance material published in leading newspapers and magazines and 
is also a published short story writer. His memoir Against the Wind: 
Memoir of a Dissident Dubliner is available in print, as an ebook and in 
audio format on Amazon/Audible. A keen student of Irish history, he has 
written and produced an audio documentary (Tape/CD) on the Easter 
Rising. He has lived and worked in several parts of Australia and has 
designed and built two homes using passive solar techniques. Now semi-
retired, he lives in Victoria, Australia with his wife Janet, and continues to 
write at least a few hundred words each day.
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Karl Parkinson
is a writer from Dublin. He has lived in the inner-city council flats of 
Dublin for forty years. He is the author of three poetry collections and a 
novel, The Blocks (New Binary, 2016). His latest work, Sacred Symphony, 
is published by Culture Matters. Before becoming a writer and creative 
writing teacher, he worked on building sites, in factories, as a stagehand 
and as an industrial cleaner. 

Moya Roddy 
grew up in a working-class area of Dublin and left school at 17. Becoming a 
writer was not on the radar, but after doing Media Studies at a polytechnic 
in London, she decided to give it a go. She was also compelled by the fact 
she never came across anyone like herself in books she read. Her first 
novel, The Long Way Home, about a young working-class woman who 
dreams of becoming a dress designer, was described in the Irish Times 
as “simply brilliant”. Her latest, A Wiser Girl, about a young woman au 
pairing in Italy who’s determined to become an artist was published in 
December 2020. The Irish Times called it “...a blast of Italian sunshine for 
these chilly uncertain times.” A short story collection, Other People, was 
nominated for the Frank O’Connor Award. Her poetry has been shortlisted 
for the Hennessy Award and her debut collection, Out of the Ordinary, 
was shortlisted for the Strong Shine Award. Her latest collection of  
short stories, A Fire in My Head, was published by Culture Matters in 
October 2021.
 

Gabriel Rosenstock 
Was born in postcolonial Ireland, and is a poet, tankaist, haikuist, novelist, 
playwright, essayist and author-translator of over 180 books. He blogs at: 
http://roghaghabriel.blogspot.ie/ A shorter version of The Blind Ones was 
first published in Irish under the title Na Daoine Dalla by An Gúm, 2007.

Catherine (Cathy) Scuffil
is from Dublin’s working class, and her interest in local history was formed 
at an early age, encouraged by parents who also shared a love of Dublin 
and working-class history. Her master’s thesis research was published by 
Four Courts Press as The South Circular Road Dublin on the Eve of the 
First World War I and an abridged version awarded the silver medal by 
the Old Dublin Society (2018). Cathy was actively involved in a wide range 
of community events during the 1916 Rising centenary commemorations, 
researching the Rialto/Kilmainham 1916 Commemoration photographic 
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exhibition and publication 1916 in the South Dublin Union for St. James’s 
Hospital. Cathy works as Historian in Residence with Dublin City Council 
for the South Central/South East Area and is consultant historian for  
other projects. In 2020, Cathy initiated the creation of the Children’s 
Archive in Dublin City Library and Archive.  
 

Ross Walsh
is a Wexford-born journalist and writer based in Dublin, Ireland. His 
creative work has been published in previous Culture Matters anthologies 
such as The Children of the Nation, From the Plough to the Stars, and 
The Cry of the Poor, as well as magazines such as Stepaway Magazine 
and The Honest Ulsterman. He was also chosen to be an Irish Writers 
Centre Young Writer Delegate for the 2021 West Cork Literary Festival. 
While working as a political journalist in New York City he witnessed the 
devastating effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on the city’s working-class 
residents, and saw the same hardship inflicted on the Irish working class 
when he returned to Dublin.

Alan Weadick 
Since leaving secondary school in the nineteen eighties, Weadick has 
worked in a wide variety of jobs across the construction, retail, health, 
manufacturing and security sectors, while at the same time being 
involved as an actor, writer and backstage in the fringe theatre scene of 
the 1990s. More recently, he has been publishing poetry and short stories 
in outlets including the Irish Times, Cyphers, Southword and the Honest 
Ulsterman. He was a reader at Poetry Ireland’s Introductions, has been 
long and shortlisted for competitions including Listowel Writers week, 
Strokestown Poetry festival, the National Poetry competition (UK 2017) 
the Francis McManus short story competition and been nominated for 
a Hennessy Literary Award (Emerging Poetry, 2016). He won the Mairtín 
Crawford Award for Poetry 2020. Weadick continues to work as a security 
officer in Dublin, where he lives with his wife and two children.

Jan Woolf 
is a playwright and short story writer, growing up in a Surrey working-
class family in the heyday of the Welfare State. Three of her plays were 
produced at the Hackney Empire (where she was writer in residence) and 
the Royal Court London, with a fourth play currently underway. Her short 
story collections are Fugues on a Funny Bone (2010) and Stormlight (2020). 
A working life as teacher, political activist, reviewer and editor—and most 
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recently nanny, has informed her work. Jan’s Irish heritage is particularly 
important to her. Her Dublin-born grandfather was involved in the Easter 
Rising, emigrating to England before WW2 where he worked as a jockey 
and gardener and lived in the Roseberry estate, with a semi-feudal class 
division, with servants living in tied cottages and stable lads not allowed 
to be in trade unions. He was a man of great kindness and empathy, 
despite poverty and hardship, so Jan has always felt a living connection 
with Ireland and inherited his socialist politics. www.janwoolf.com




